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PREFACE

This sixth edition of the Nautical Chart Manual has been pre-

pared as a practical instruction guide to cartographers and engineers

in the construction and revision of nautical charts. To serve this

purpose it must present the basic essentials of chart construction

and the details of current charting practices of the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, U.S. Department of Commerce.

Due to -the inherent variables of chart usage and need, no two
charts may ever be exactly similar in character and scope. The
economic importance and development of an area, the number and
kinds of dangers therein, and the scale requirement are some of the

variables that make a nautical chart an individual work that must,

however, conform to general standards.

The primary purpose of this Manual is to define these standards

in a manner that, when applied, insures accuracy, completeness,

uniformity, and simplicity in the general appearance of the nautical

charts issued by the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

The first edition of this Manual, a 34-page pamphlet entitled

"Rules and Practice Relating to Construction of Nautical Charts,"

by George L. Flower, Chief, Drafting Section, was published in 1920.

In 1944, Mr. H. R. Edmonston, Assistant Chief, Nautical Chart
Branch, reconstructed and expanded this Manual to 55 loose-leaf

pages, including for the first time, the symbols and abbreviation

sheets. Three subsequent editions, each entitled "Nautical Chart
Manual," by H. R. Edmonston, Chief, Nautical Chart Branch, were
published in 1948, 1952, and 1956. This 1963 printing, the sixth

edition, under the administration of CDR Marvin T. Paulson,

Chief, Nautical Chart Division, was edited by Wallace A. Bruder,

Assistant Chief, Nautical Chart Division. This sixth edition in-

cludes extensive revisions, reconstructions, and additions by the

entire personnel of the Nautical Chart Division and brings the

instructions and other details up to present practice.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early 1800's some interior territory and 16 States along the eastern seaboard

comprised our Nation. Commerce between the States was mostly waterborne. Foreign

trade, necessary for the survival and expansion of our national economy, was entirely by sea.

Lack of nautical charts—the most fundamental of navigation instruments—made navi-

gation dangerous in the unknown waters of our coasts and harbors. Inadequate sketches of

a few isolated areas, and written descriptions such as Blunt's Coast Pilot, were the only

information available. Shipwrecks were common, insurance rates high, and products corre-

spondingly overpriced. Maritime commerce, as a means for the development of our natural

resources, was deterred by these unknown dangers. Safe navigation of our coastal areas and

harbors became a serious, urgent problem.

Thomas Jefferson, among others, had foreseen the need for comprehensive, reliable

nautical charts to safeguard shipping, and considered the Government responsible for pro-

ducing them. On February 10, 1807, Congress passed an act authorizing President Jefferson

to start a national hydrographic survey ... "to cause a survey to be taken of coasts of the

United States, in which shall be designated the islands and shoals and places of anchorage. . .
."

The "Survey of the Coast" (name changed to "Coast Survey" in 1836, and to today's

"Coast and Geodetic Survey" in 1871) began making hydrographic surveys in 1834. The
earliest nautical chart, a black and white print made in 1839 from a stone engraving, showed

Newark Bay, but gave little detail. Although lacking detail, this first chart established the

policy of exceptional cartographic accuracy that is a continuing characteristic of the Coast

and Geodetic Survey's modern detailed nautical charts.

Today, the activities of the Coast and Geodetic Survey in the field of engineering, science

and higher mathematics provide data vital to the development of navigation, industry and

national defense. Remaining high among the varied functions of this technical Bureau is the

responsibility of conducting surveys and publishing nautical charts of the 2% million square

miles of coastal waters of the United States and its possessions in order to provide navigational

safety.

One of the most important aids the mariner needs for safe navigation is the modern nautical

chart. It is constantly used to plot positions and courses and is considered so indispensable

in the United States that the Code of Federal Regulations requires vessels to have charts of

the waters on which they operate available for convenient reference at all times.

Among the more important improvements made in compilation and reproduction methods

and materials in recent years are: generalization of hydrographic and topographic detad for

greater legibility; addition of selected topographic detail to aid navigation by radar; plotted

Loran lines for more accurate position determination; detailed fine-line depth curve develop-

ment of submarine relief; development of three types of folded charts for small-craft use;

extensive use of dimensionally stable plastics; and the standardization of symbols and use of

accentuating colors.

Illustrations in Chart No. 1, "Nautical Chart Symbols and Abbreviations," and Figures

in the Appendix are referred to parenthetically throughout this Manual.

1
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CLASSIFICATION OF CHARTS

Nautical Charts vary in scale with the importance of the area, purpose for which the

chart is designed, and necessity for showing clearly all the dangers within that area. In the

following five classes of charts, scales and style have been particularly adapted to their intended

use.

1. Harbor Charts are published at scales larger than 1:50,000, depending on the size and
importance of the harbor and the number and kinds of dangers existing. They are intended

for navigation in harbors and smaller waterways, and for anchorage.

2. Small-craft Charts are published at scales of 1:80,000 and larger. They are issued

folded, are designed for easy reference and plotting in close quarters, and emphasize small-

craft detail, including large-scale insets of small-boat harbors, tide, current and weather data,

whistle signals, marina facilities, anchorages, courses and distances. These folded charts

are published in three types and identified by the letters "SC" following the chart numbers.

(See pg. 89.)

3. Coast Charts are published at scales from 1:50,000 to 1:100,000. They are intended

for close coastwise navigation inside outlying reefs and shoals, for use in entering bays and
harbors of considerable size, and for navigating the larger inland waterways.

4. General Charts of the coasts are published at scales from 1:100,000 to 1:600,000. They
are designed for coastwise navigation when a vessel's course is well offshore but where her

position can be fixed by landmarks, lights, buoys and characteristic soundings.

5. Sailing Charts are published at scales of 1:600,000 and smaller. They are used for

offshore sailing between distant coastal ports and for plotting the navigator's position out of

sight of land and as he approaches the coast from the open ocean. They show offshore sound-

ings and the most important lights, outer buoys, and natural landmarks which are visible at

considerable distances.

LORAN CHARTS

Loran lines of position and skywave correction values are shown on over fifty selected

charts. The various rates are reproduced in subdued colors on the printed chart.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE CHARTS

The Bureau publishes a number of charts for special purposes of the Navy. The designa-

tion of these charts is "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY". As they are not to be sold to the public,

no price will be shown thereon.
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NAUTICAL CHART TERMS

I

Standard and Aid Proof

For every chart published by this Bureau, the Nautical Chart Division maintains a

Standard and an Aid Proof on which is noted all charting information received. A short descrip-

tion of each follows.

STANDARD

A Standard is usually a copy of a New Edition or New Chart on which is indicated all

new information, except aids and certain other data, to be applied to the chart before sub-

sequent printings.

AID PROOF

An Aid Proof is a copy of the latest print on which are indicated all changes in aids to

navigation and important corrections that must be applied to the printing plate before the

next printing. The majority of these changes are applied by hand to the existing stock of

charts before issue to the public. Information regarding changes to aids is derived principally

from Notice to Mariners.

MATTE PRINTS

Matte Prints are photoprints of the compilations of New or Reconstructed Charts made
from the first, unretouched negatives. Two prints are furnished the Nautical Chart Division,

one for use as a temporary Standard, the other as a temporary Aid Proof.

When a New or Reconstructed Chart is printed, all revisions indicated on the temporary

Aid Proof are transferred to the new Aid Proof. A check is made to assure that all information

on the temporary Standard is indicated on the chart History. The temporary Aid Proof and

Standard are then destroyed.

ADVANCE PRINTS

At the time of making the above Matte Prints, stable-base film positive prints are made
from the unretouched negatives of New Charts and Reconstructed Charts. These positives are

forwarded to our District Officer, the Coast Guard, and the Corps of Engineers for advance

inspection and return prior to printing the chart.
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II

Compilations

All information shown on the charts, except revisions applied directly from air photo-
graphs to Drawings by the Division of Photogrammetry, is compiled by the Nautical Chart
Division and furnished the Reproduction Division in one of the following categories:

NEW CHARTS

Compilations of New Charts are drawn on sheets of transparent stable plastic. Black
ink is used for black plate information; green ink is used for detail to be printed in magenta.

Type should be placed directly on compilations of New or Reconstructed Charts that are

to be engraved on glass, and on smooth-drafted compilations intended for direct reproduction.

An optional method, requiring advance approval, is to place the type on a transparent overlay.

RECONSTRUCTED CHARTS

When the accumulation of new information is sufficiently extensive to affect most of an
existing chart, the chart may be completely recompiled on a new projection. This Reconstructed

Chart is processed in the same manner as a New Chart.

When only the topography is to be reconstructed, a projection is drawn on a sheet of trans-

parent stable plastic and the new topography is compiled on it in black ink. This is then

combined with the present hydrography to make a composite compilation.

Minor corrections to other color plates shall be made in green ink on the reconstruction

compilation.

DRAWINGS

At the completion of the paper press run of all black and magenta nautical chart printings,

an impression of each of these two colors is printed on separate sheets of matte finish transparent

plastic. These prints are forwarded to the Nautical Chart Division where they are designated

as Drawings and filed for use in revising subsequent chart printings. Revisions to the black

Drawing are made in red ink. Revisions to the magenta Drawing are made in green ink.
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III

Proofs

FILM POSITIVE PROOF

After the Reproduction Division has completely revised the negatives, including the

application of all revisions received subsequent to Drawing (or Compilation) date, the Nautical

Chart Division is furnished a stable-base film positive proof. This transparent print is copy-

checked against the original Drawing, all corrections indicated thereon, and returned to the

Reproduction Division for correcting, plating, and printing.

BLUE RING COPY

It shall be the responsibility of the Nautical Chart Division to furnish the Distribution

Division with Blue Ring Copies of nautical charts. All areas on these copies in which changes

have been made subsequent to the last print shall be outlined in blue pencil. The Distribution

Division will duplicate the Blue Ring Copy for the following Divisions of the Bureau and or-

ganizations:

1

.

Administrative and Technical Services Division—one copy, Alaska only.

2. Aeronautical Chart Division—one copy, Alaska only.

3. U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office—one copy of every chart.

4. Canadian Hydrographic Office—one copy, east coast north of Boston, west coast

north of Oregon—Washington state line, and Alaska.

5. British Admiralty—one copy of all New Charts and New Editions.

IV

Chart Printings

The interval between printings of a chart is determined by the Exhaustion Report, fur-

nished by the Distribution Division, or by the amount and type of revisions indicated on the

Standard and Aid Proof.

Printing dates are always the Monday following the Saturday date of the last-applied

Notice to Mariners.

Chart Printings fall under the following classifications

:

NEW CHART

A New Chart is constructed to satisfy the needs of navigation in a particular area. It is

laid out in conformity with a broad scheme to meet future needs in the adjacent areas and

is designated by a number not assigned in recent years. The date on which a New Chart is

first printed appears in the center of the upper margin of the chart as the first edition date,

and remains there for the life of the chart, thus:

1st Ed., Sept., 1960

It appears also in the lower left-hand corner, thus:

1st Ed., Sept. 5/60
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NEW EDITION

A New Edition is a printing of an existing chart which contains changes of such impor-

tance to navigation that all previous printings are made obsolete. It includes all chart

corrections published in the Notice to Mariners and all other corrections which were too

extensive to be applied to the chart by hand and which are not ordinarily published in the

Notice to Mariners. The date of the New Edition replaces all dates in the lower left-hand

margin, thus:

2nd Ed., May 13/63

A New Edition may also be a printing of an existing chart containing an unreasonably

large number of non-critical hand corrections which in the past would have been a New Print

that canceled all prior prints in the agents' hands. Ordinarily this designation is made at

the time of forwarding the Drawing to the Reproduction Division. However, if an additional

number of corrections should subsequently be received which justifies changing a New Print

drawing in Reproduction to a New Edition, this may be done up until the preliminary aid check

is made.

NEW PRINT

When changes or corrections of a minor character are made to a printing, the issue becomes

a New Print. A New Print includes all changes published in the Notice to Mariners since the

preceding issue of the chart.

The date of a New Print is added to the edition date at the lower left-hand corner of the

chart. It replaces any print date already charted, thus:

1st Ed., Sept. 5/60; Revised 1/14/63

Occasionally, a chart sent to reproduction as a New Print must be recalled for application

of newly acquired critical information that requires it to be reclassified as a New Edition.

REPRINT

When the supply of a chart approaches exhaustion and unimportant or no changes are

indicated on the Standard or Aid Proof, a Reprint is ordered. The issue is an exact duplicate

of the current issue with no changes in printing or publication dates.

TIDE-OVER OR EMERGENCY RUN

When an unusual or unforeseen demand for a chart necessitates a printing before exten-

sive revisions in work can be applied to the printing plates, the current chart is reprinted as

above and referred to as a Tide-Over. Should it be necessary to make any corrections at this

time, the Tide-Over would be a New Print, or, if warranted, a New Edition.
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PUBLICATION NOTE (See Fig. 3)

When space permits, the following publication note shall be centered in the lower margin:

Compiled and printed at Washington, D. C. by

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Luther H. Hodges, Secretary

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
H. Arnold Karo, Director

If there is insufficient space for the above 5-line note, the following publication shall be used:

Compiled and printed at Washington, D. C. by

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY

Correction Note and Date

Charts, before being issued from this office, are corrected by hand for information received

and for changes in aids to navigation, newly discovered dangers, important changes of channel

depths, etc., published in boldface type in the Notice to Mariners.

The number and date of the last Notice to Mariners used is stamped in the lower margin

of the chart, thus:

CORRECTED THROUGH
NOTICE TO MARINERS

NO. 2 JAN 12 '63

U. S. C. & G. S

WASHINGTON, D. C.

VI

Sample Copy

A Sample Copy is a copy of a chart furnished by the Distribution Division and forwarded

to the Nautical Chart Division for indication of all corrections which must be made by hand
to all copies of the chart before issue. Upon completion of the correction indications, the

Sample Copy is returned to the Distribution Division where all hand corrections are made and

the chart distributed.

Small-craft Charts are not hand corrected and therefore do not require a Sample Copy.

692-834 O - 64 O - 2
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RULES AND PRACTICES

The rules and practices set forth herein are those which meet the present conditions and
requirements of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Every effort has been made to bring them
into agreement with those of other charting and mapping agencies of the U.S. Government
and the International Hydrographic Bureau.

Although it is desirable that the treatment and appearance of all charts be uniform, the

various methods of compilation, drawing and reproduction make this extremely difficult to ac-

complish. Changing requirements have a marked effect on the treatment of detail on a chart.

There are certain rules which can be formulated to govern, to a large degree, the con-

struction and revision of a Nautical Chart. The following rules and practices have been
standardized as much as possible and when revisions are necessary special instructions will

be issued.

I

General Practices

GEOGKAPHIC DATUMS

Because of redeterminations of the dimensions of the spheroid at various times, and due
to the adjustment of additional triangulation nets, several datums have been available for

survey operations.

Two spheroids of reference, Bessel's and Clarke's, have been used by this Bureau in its

geodetic triangulation. However, various datums have been used on each. The old Bessel's

Datum was used from 1834 to 1844, and Bessel's spheroid of 1841 was used until 1880 when
Clarke's spheroid of 1866 was adopted. The datums on Clarke's spheroid have been:

Clarke's Datum 1880-1901

U.S. Standard Datum 1901-1915

North American Datum 1915-1927

North American Datum of 1927

The North American Datum and the U.S. Standard Datum are the same, the only differ-

ence being the name. The term U.S. Standard was changed when the datums of Canada and

Mexico were tied in to the U.S. network in 1915, making it, as the name implies, a North

American Datum.
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In 1899 an adjustment of the first-order triangulation in the United States was begun,

based on station Meades Ranch in Kansas. This station was selected because of its location

near the center of the area of the United States and because it was on two major arcs of tri-

angulation extending across the country at right angles to each other. Another advantage of

adopting this origin was that no change was required in the network that had been extended

to that point from the New England States and other coastal states southward to North
Carolina. In 1927 a new unified adjustment was made, also based on A MEADES RANCH, read-

justing positions in the east as well as the west. See the Hydrographic Manual for additional

details (Publication 20-2, pages 235-236).

The North American Datum of 1927 is the standard datum for nautical charts. With few

exceptions, all charts of the continental United States and Alaska are on the North American
Datum of 1927. Therefore, "N.A. Datum of 1927" need not be shown on these charts. How-
ever, the older surveys are not on this datum and care must be exercised to see that they are

properly corrected before application to the charts.

The Old Hawaiian Datum is the geographic datum authorized for the Hawaiian charts.

In the Caribbean area, charts are on the Puerto Rico Datum.

The polyconic projection is now used for all field sheets. The fact that the projection

lines are not straight or parallel should not be overlooked when correcting the older surveys

to N.A. Datum of 1927.

Differences between the old and new (1927) geographic coordinates of the triangulation

stations shown on the sheets should be used when making corrections. An up-to-date file of

the geographic coordinates of triangulation stations used on survey sheets is maintained in

the Nautical Data Branch.

ISOGONIC LINES

Isogonic lines shall be shown on those charts on which a variation of 1° will, in general,

result in a distance between the lines of less than 12 inches.

COMPASS ROSES (U)

Compass roses are placed on the charts to facilitate plotting bearings and laying out

courses. The magnetic variation is changing constantly due to the fluctuations of the earth's

magnetic fields. Because of this fluctuation, compass roses are brought up to date on the

charts whenever it is necessary to make a new printing plate. The roses now being used on

the charts of this Bureau were constructed on glass by the Bureau of Standards and are

considered very accurate. They consist of an outer circle in degrees, with zero at true north,

and an inner circle in points and degrees with the arrow indicating magnetic north. See

Chart No. 1 for example.
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Compass roses should be located on the chart so as to be convenient to the most important

navigational areas, and at such intervals that any part of the water area is within the reach

of a parallel ruler. In some cases it will be necessary to remove topographic features when
compasses are placed on land areas. In no case should compasses be so placed as to cover or

even be close to any danger in the water area. They should not be placed at the entrance to

a harbor. When placed in the water area, every effort must be made to see that soundings

do not fall on the graduations or figures. A new selection of soundings must be made if necessary.

Compass roses shall be printed in magenta. On loran charts on which one rate is in

magenta, the compasses shall be printed in black.

In general, on charts showing isogonic lines, the compass rose shall consist of a compass

circle with zero at true north, and a centerline oriented in accordance with the direction and

amount of variation. Along this line should be shown the amount of variation, the year

determined (in parentheses) and the annual change. Variations shall be given in units of

15' only.

Compass Rose for Charts with Isogonic Lines

LOCAL MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE

Local magnetic disturbance, which causes noticeable deflections of the compass, is a fairly

common occurrence in shallow water and in proximity to mountain masses. It is believed that

disturbances need not be considered in depths greater than 500 fathoms. Notes in magenta

calling attention to local magnetic disturbance should be placed on the charts. These notes

should be based on information furnished by the Division of Geomagnetism. (Fig. 13)
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In general, disturbance notes (printed in magenta) shall be used where deviations of 2°

or more from the normal value of magnetic declination exist (except that in Alaska a lower

limit of 3° shall be used).

Examples

LOCAL MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE

Differences from normal variation of as much as 5° have been

observed in Gastineau Channel in the vicinity of Lat. 58°15'.

LOCAL MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE
Differences of 12° or more from normal variation may be

expected in X Channel in the vicinity of Z Point.

When limited by space, the full note should be placed elsewhere on the chart and the

following reference note shown (in magenta) in the area of disturbance:

LOCAL MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE
(See Note)

STATE PLANE COORDINATES

In areas where the Corps of Engineers and other agencies use State Plane Coordinate

systems as survey control, the coordinates shall be shown by dashed ticks in the borders of

New Charts and of charts being corrected. These ticks, at selected intervals, shall consist

of three dashes, with a total length of 4.0 mm. and a line weight of .005 inches. Where a chart

is of sufficient east and west extent to indicate grid curvature, intermediate ticks shall be used

;

intermediate ticks should preferably be selected to fall on land, but where needed to control

major channels (or on special request by local users) such ticks may be charted in water areas.

In the latter case the chart notes shall include this symbol and its explanation.

The border ticks shall be labelled to indicate clearly the interval used. The last three

digits of the grid value shall be omitted. The remaining significant digits shall be placed

parallel to the grid tick rather than to the neatline (See Fig. 4). By connecting the ticks

with straight lines they can be used for control of Corps of Engineers' surveys.

When a State Plane Coordinate Grid is indicated, the following note format shall be placed

on the chart:

PLANE COORDINATE GRID

Oregon State grid, north zone, is indicated

by dashed ticks at 5,000-foot intervals.

Charts now showing dotted ticks for Plane Coordinates are to be changed to dashed ticks

and new labelling only when the chart is reconstructed.
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SCALES (Figs. 6, 7, 8)

A chart constructed at a scale of 1 : 80,000 or larger should have on it two sets of graphic

scales. Each set consists of a scale of nautical miles and a scale of yards. One of the sets

should be at the top of the chart and the other at the bottom, and on opposite sides if possible.

On Intracoastal Waterway Charts a graphic scale of statute miles is added between these for

nautical miles and yards.

A complete border scale should be placed on all conventional charts at the scale of 1 : 50,000
and smaller.

The type of projection, scale of chart, and the latitude at which the scale was computed,
shall be given in the title of all charts. The scale at the middle latitude of the series shall be
given when the projection was computed on a latitude falling off the chart.

BORDERS
The border of a chart is either a neatline or a border scale defining the limits of the area

charted. Outside the neatlines, and separated by a space in which the projection numbers
are placed, are two parallel lines, one fine and one heavy, drawn close together. See Figure 4

in the Appendix.

On an average chart, the degree numbers shall appear at least twice for latitude and twice

for longitude. The border subdivisions on charts whose scale is larger than 1 : 50,000 shall be
shown at the border by lines 2 mm. long outside the neatlines. Additional subdivisions of

latitude and longitude are to be added in accordance with Figure 4 in the Appendix.

When the projection is skewed (Fig. 4A), one minute of latitude and of longitude shall

be subdivided into seconds in at least one place within each chart panel, preferably on land

area clear of pertinent detail. The numerals and ticks may be placed on either side of the

projection lines. Subdivision intervals shall be in accordance with those shown in Figure 4.

DIMENSIONS OF THE EARTH (CLARKE'S SPHEROID OF 1866)

AND UNITS OF LENGTH

The following values are used by the Coast and Geodetic Survey in its computations.

They were taken from Special Publication No. 138. (See also Figures 29-34, 37)

Equatorial radius 6 378 206.4 meters

Polar semi-axis 6 356 583.8 meters

1 kilometer 0.621 370 statute mile

0.539 593 nautical mile

1 meter 0.000 621 370 statute mile

0.000 539 593 nautical mile

39.37 inches

3.280 833 3 feet

1 statute mile 1 609.35 meters

1.609 35 kilometers

0.868 393 nautical mile

5 280 feet

1 foot 0.304 800 61 meter

NAUTICAL MILE (INTERNATIONAL) (Figs. 33, 34)

To conform to international usage in computing distances and speeds, the value of 1 852.0

meters or 6 076.115 49 feet (approximately) shall be used for a nautical mile.
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PANTOGRAPH

The formula for the pantograph setting to be used in making a reduction is as follows:

bX960s=
a

a=distance between any two points as scaled from the

sheet to be reduced.

b= distance between same two points as scaled on the

drawing.

s=setting for each of the pantograph arms.

960= factor of pantograph.

Limit of reduction by the pantograph is about 1/20. If the setting is less than 45.0, which

is too small to be set on the pantograph arms, two reductions must be made. If the first

reduction is % or 1 to 4,

the first setting will be s
1
= 960-^-4= 240

the final setting will be s2=sX4.

II

Specifications and Source Material

CHART SPECIFICATIONS

When a new chart or the reconstruction of an existing chart is assigned, Form C&GS-
8324, "Chart Specifications" containing the general specifications for the chart will be

furnished. It includes the title, limits, size, scale, kind of projection, plane of reference and

other detail. The specifications must be followed carefully unless an amendment is authorized

by the Chief of Division.

EVALUATION OF CHARTING MATERIAL

Charting material consists principally of topographic and hydrographic surveys made by

this Bureau supplemented by miscellaneous surveys made by other organizations. All material

must be examined critically, and particular attention must be directed to the actual date of

survey, geographic datum, depth unit, plane of reference, purpose and character of the survey,

and whether original or compiled. The latest information does not necessarily supersede all

earlier data. In unchanging areas, all well-controlled hydrographic surveys of other organi-

zations should be combined with the basic surveys of this Bureau. In localities under constant

and extensive change, only the latest information should be used. Shoal soundings over

obstructions or rocks must not be rejected without convincing proof that the dangers have

been removed. In regions where some areas are undergoing change while other areas remain

unchanged, partial rejection of the various surveys may be necessary. The proper acceptance,

rejection, and coordination of available information constitute the supreme test of the

cartographer's skill.
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ORIGINAL SOURCES

The original source material is to be used in the compilation of New Charts and in cor-

recting existing charts. Large-scale charts that have been corrected from original source

material become source material for small-scale charts. In such case, the original source

material is referred to only where necessary to check information questioned.

All available sources of information should be used in the construction of a chart, including

the following:

1. Original C. & G.S. topographic and hydrographic survey.

2. Descriptive reports accompanying such survey.

3. All chart letters regarding area of chart.

4. Corps of Engineers Surveys.

5. Corps of Engineers Annual Reports.

6. U.S. Geological Survey quadrangles.

7. General maps from map files.

8. Chart of the area made by other nations.

9. Coast Pilots.

10. Light and buoy list (U.S. Coast Guard).

11. Notice to Mariners when conflicts arise between surveys and existing charts.

12. Air photos which supersede surveys.

13. Triangulation records.

14. Descriptions of triangulation stations.

15. Port Series publications.

16. Aid Proofs.

17. Standards.

18. Corps of Engineers Project Maps (in book form).

19. Corps of Engineers District Intracoastal Waterway Maps.

20. Corps of Engineers Mississippi River Commission Maps.

21. List of Bridges over navigable waters.

Cartographers should not hesitate to initiate a letter of inquiry whenever information is

lacking, or when existing information requires checking.
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III

General Instructions

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

Accuracy of position, legibility, and uniform consistency in selection and placing of names,

notes, and other details on the charts, are the chief requirements in nautical chart compilation.

New or revised charts are not ordinarily smooth drafted in the Nautical Chart Division.

Special charts, for which there is an urgent need, are smooth drafted for direct reproduction.

They are referred to as PROVISIONAL CHARTS and are so labeled in the title. These

charts will be engraved in the Reproduction Division when time permits. A chart constructed

from unverified information will be labeled PRELIMINARY CHART.

Compilations and Drawings of charts which are not smooth drafted must be kept reason-

ably clean. Lines and figures must be sufficiently bold to photograph well.

The selection and placing of names is the responsibility of the cartographer. For this

reason, all compilations, before being forwarded to the Reproduction Division, should include

all type necessary to the final chart.

Compilations of new or reconstructed charts must be drawn in black ink, except that the

geographic names and the position intersections and descriptions of aids and landmarks should

be shown in blue as a guide for the application of the printed type. When a type overlay sheet

is used, the Reproduction Division paints out unimportant detail on the black base negative

to clear for type.

When starting a new chart, or making extensive revisions to an existing chart, it has been

found advisable to plot first all landmarks and fixed aids to navigation. Then a ready check

of their plotting can be made by comparison, if the positions of such aids are indicated on

pantograph reductions, film positives, or any other reductions of the survey sheets necessarily

made for use in the construction of the chart.

CORRECTIONS TO DRAWINGS

Corrections must be applied to all charts affected in the order of their scales. The cor-

rections should be made first to the Drawing for the largest scale chart. It is the responsi-

bility of the cartographer to follow this procedure unless otherwise ordered by the Chief of

Branch.

When making erasures on Drawings, care must be exercised to see that no more of the

printed chart is removed than is to be replaced by new work. Erroneous erasures must be

redrawn in black ink. Failure to observe this will cause unnecessary recutting on the negatives.
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Corrections to existing charts shall be made on Drawings as follows:

1

.

Additions and revisions for the black printing plate shall be indicated in red ink.

2. Deletions in areas not otherwise changed shall be crossed out in blue ink. Dele-

tions in close proximity to a correction should be scraped out.

3. Revisions to a color plate shall be indicated in green ink. Where a magenta print

on acetate accompanies a Drawing, all corrections to the magenta printing plate shall be
indicated in green ink on the magenta print.

4. For accentuation to the engravers, the verifier should encircle all corrections

specified in items 1-3, using a vermilion red pencil. The verifier should also draw red

leading lines from the corrections to the margin of the Drawing or magenta print.

5. The compiler shall revise all navigational aids as indicated on the Aid Proof.

6. The low water line shall be shown by a dotted curve. Where necessary to clarify

for reproduction, the compiler shall label low water areas "G" (for green) and land areas

"B" (for buff).

7. All closed depth curves are to be indicated, at least partially, in the proper symbol
to indicate clearly to the engraver which symbol is to be charted. A solid line connection

between two portions of a chartered curve may be used if it is self-evident which symbol
is represented. Other depth curves shall be drawn in fine, solid lines.

8. Corrections to the border format shall be made by the Aids to Navigation Section.

9. Corrections to topography made in the Division of Photogrammetry shall be

examined by the compiler and revised as necessary to conform with other changes.

10. A printed copy of the chart must be consulted to avoid making corrections that

would conflict with color information. When noted on the Standards, special care must
be taken to avoid color conflicts on several charts which are used as bases for overprinting

special Oceanographic Office anchorage charts.

11. A comparison and agreement must also be made with all overlapping charts of

the same and larger scales.

SUPPLEMENTAL CORRECTIONS

Corrections to Drawings or Compilations on which reproduction work has been started

are to be encircled boldly in green pencil. A leading line is to be drawn in green therefrom to

the following marginal note in green: "New work by Date "

DISPOSITION NOTATIONS

Explanatory notations as to the disposition made of the material available-for the correction

of a chart must be lettered by the cartographer on Blueprints, Letters, etc. For example,

"Not used; see Letter 377 (1962)". When a Blueprint, Letter, or other similar authority is

applied to a chart, the compiler must write on the authority the words "Applied to Chart

No. " with the date and his initials.
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BLUEPRINT CLARIFICATION FOR MICROFILM

When applying a rock, wreck, obstruction or the least depth on a shoal from Blueprints

to Aid Proofs or chart Drawings, a detailed enlargement of the feature being charted shall be

indicated in the margin or other clear area on the Blueprint. A leading line shall be drawn
from the enlargement to the feature. This is necessary so that the feature's position and

value can be clearly read from a microfilm copy of the Blueprint.

LOGARITHMIC SPEED SCALE

The logarithmic speed scale (fig. 37) is to be shown on all charts of 1:40,000 and larger

scales.

ANCHORAGE CHART FILE

Compilers should consult U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office anchorage charts on file in

Standards Section and use chart copy as a guide to avoid interference between anchorage

overprint data, charted details and corrections added to the base chart Drawing.

OVERLAPPING CHARTS

Minor aids and other details on small-scale charts should be omitted when such information

is completely shown on larger scales. This procedure makes it necessary for the mariner to use

the more adequate large-scale chart. A note calling attention to the fact that such information

has been omitted should be prominently shown. Removal of this information from existing

charts may be made only with prior approval of the Branch Chief.

Overlapping portions of charts of the same scale should be identical as far as is possible.

Hydrographic detail is not ordinarily shown in a body of water outside the area for which

the chart is to be used or when the entrance is omitted from the chart. It is, however, shown

in areas not covered by other charts of the same or larger scale. In all cases, the high water

line must be shown.

REFERENCES TO INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY CHARTS

A reference note regarding the Intracoastal Waterway charts should be charted in black on

the 1:80,000 scale Atlantic and Gulf Coast charts through which the Intracoastal Waterway
passes. For example, the note on chart 1246 reads as follows:

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
Use chart 845-SC. The depths and

channel markers are not shown hereon.
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INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY CHARTS

The note printed in magenta on the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway charts gives the project

depths and refers to the Notice to Mariners for the controlling depths. For example, the note

on chart 843 reads as follows:

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

The Intracoastal Waterway is indicated

by a magenta line. Distances are shown in

International Nautical Miles.

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

Project Depths

12 feet Norfolk, Va. to Fort Pierce, Fla.

8 feet Fort Pierce, Fla. to Miami, Fla.

7 feet Miami, Fla. to Cross Bank, Florida Bay.

The controlling depths are published

weekly in the Notice to Mariners.

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY AIDS

Intracoastal Waterway aids are character-

ized by a yellow band or border. Proceeding

from Norfolk, Va. to Key West, Fla.:

1

.

Aids with red reflectors are on the star-

board side; green reflectors are on the port

side.

2. Where the Intracoastal Waterway co-

incides with another waterway, the dual-

purpose aids have distinctive yellow triangles

on the starboard side and yellow squares on

the port side.

The article for insertion in the Notice to Mariners is prepared from the Corps of Engi-

neers' monthly report on the condition of the Waterway. This article must include detailed

information regarding the available depths, such as: "A channel 60 feet wide, 9 feet deep, is

available along the west side of the 5.0 foot shoal % mile south of Beacon 128 (chart No. 834)."

The route lines shall be charted in magenta. When considered necessary, distances in

nautical miles, and true course in degrees and minutes (15 minute intervals) may be shown

adjacent to the route line, thus: 12M 008°15' TRUE.

NOTICE TO MARINERS

Information regarding important rocks, shoals, or landmarks which have been added to,

or removed from the charts, should be furnished the Aids Section for publication in the Notice

to Mariners.

ADVANCE NOTIFICATION OF ISSUE OF CHARTS

At the time a New Chart, Reconstructed Chart or a New Edition of a chart is forwarded

to Reproduction, advance notification shall be published in the Notice to Mariners, calling

attention to the approximate date the issue will be available.
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COAST PILOT

The Coast Pilots of the Coast and Geodetic Survey are a series of nautical books that

cover a wide variety of information important to navigators of United States coastal waters

and intracoastal waters. Most of this book information cannot be shown graphically on the

standard nautical charts and is not readily available elsewhere. Coast Pilot subjects include

navigation regulations, outstanding landmarks, channel and anchorage peculiarities, dangers,

weather, routes, pilotage, and port facilities. Coast Pilots are prepared from field inspection

notes by special Coast Pilot ship or shore parties. The principal purpose of an inspection is

to verify and revise statements in the Pilot and charted details. Cumulative Supplements,

containing changes reported since dates of editions are published each year.

In addition to serving the navigator, Coast Pilots can be used to an advantage by the

nautical chart cartographer. Cartographers should not overlook the abundance of information

contained therein that can assist in evaluating the importance of individual features that can

be shown on nautical charts. An examination of the Coast Pilot together with the Light

List will aid considerably in selecting names and other features of importance to the navigator.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

The Photogrammetry Division shall make topographic corrections from aerial photo-

graphs on Drawings in accordance with the priorities established by the Exhaustion Report.

The Chief of the Conventional Chart Branch, Nautical Chart Division, shall be responsible for

the assignment of such charts.

COMPILATION REVIEW

Every chart must be thoroughly reviewed. Review must include every sounding, ele-

vation, name, and hydrographic and topographic feature. Special care must be taken to see

that every danger, danger curve, and channel is distinctly and correctly represented.

Slight and unimportant inaccuracies ordinarily need not be changed. For instance, sound-

ings, the locations of which are in error by less than half the width of figures, need not be

moved. No two cartographers will make the same selection of soundings in an area; therefore

the selection of soundings should not be changed unless there is an opportunity for a distinct

improvement.

The review of new or reconstructed charts shall be made on cellulose acetate overlays. If

changes are necessary, the compilation must be returned to the original compiler for correction

;

otherwise, the same type of mistake might be repeated.
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CATALOG OF CHART NUMBERS

A loose-leaf ledger is kept of all numbers, and letters used in place of numbers, which
have been used as designations for charts and miscellaneous maps of the Coast and Geodetic

Survey. It contains the title, scale and publication date of each chart, the dates on which
superseded charts have been canceled, dates on which the limits of charts have been changed,

and other pertinent information.

This record is to be used when selecting numbers for new nautical and aeronautical charts

and miscellaneous maps. The numbers of charts which have been canceled for twenty years

or more may be used again if necessary.

Cartographers should familiarize themselves with this record as it contains much useful

information.

IV

Special Areas

RESTRICTED (P-9a), DANGER (P-9, magenta), AND PROHIBITED AREAS (Figs. 1,

12, 13) (P-25, G-12, G-46)

The outlines of restricted, danger, and prohibited areas shall be shown in magenta and the

areas labeled RESTRICTED AREA, PROHIBITED AREA, etc., in accordance with the Code
of Federal Regulations classification. Each classification shall include the Code section

number, e.g., 204.15 and a reference to standard NOTE A (Fig. 13), e.g. "(see Note A)."

Regulations governing an area may be added in the form of a note, when advisable.

A magenta screening (Fig. 1) shall be used, when necessary, to clarify overlapping areas.

ANCHORAGE AREAS (Figs. 1, 13, 14) (P-12)

The regulations for and descriptions of anchorage areas are published in the Code of

Federal Regulations. Areas shall be shown by a solid magenta hne on all charts which are

expected to be used for anchorage purposes. Generally, they are labeled in the same manner
as RESTRICTED AREAS, etc.

Anchorage regulations may be added in the form of a note on large-scale harbor charts,

when advisable (Fig. 14).

SEAPLANE AREAS and ANCHORAGES (Fig. 13) (P-9)

The limits of seaplane areas and anchorages are shown by dashed magenta lines and

labeled in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations classification including, assigned

section number, e.g., 207.50 and a reference to standard NOTE A (Fig. 12), e.g. (see Note A).

Seaplane lanes are shown by dashed magenta lines and labeled SEAPLANE LANE A, etc.,

including section number and reference as above.
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CABLE AREAS AND PIPELINE AREAS (Fig. 1) (P-7, -7a, -8, -8a)

In general, only those cable or pipeline areas which have been approved for charting by

the Secretary of the Army shall be charted. These areas shall be shown on all charts which

are expected to be used for anchorage purposes.

The limiting lines shall be charted in magenta and spaced 1,000 feet apart except on

small-scale charts where a spacing of that width would not be of sufficient prominence.

Areas shall be shown by symbol P-7a and labeled CABLE AREA or PIPELINE AREA
in magenta (black when the chart does not have a magenta printing plate) in a position

which will not obscure important hydrographic information.

Oil, gasoline, and natural gas pipelines not presently charted, shall not be charted unless

requested by the Corps of Engineers.

Charting of transoceanic cable routes was approved in 1961 (CL. 742/61) as a possible

means of preventing service disruption and cable damage by commercial fishing operations.

Charting approval by the Secretary of the Army is not required. Symbol P-7 is used for

such cable routes.

SPOIL AREAS (Fig. 1) (G-13)

Spoil areas are so designated on dredging sheets generally originating from Corps of

Engineers after-dredging surveys. They may, however, originate on private or other Govern-

ment agency surveys. These areas are for the purpose of depositing dredged material. The
limits should be charted by a short-dashed line, (Fig. 1). All soundings and depth curves are

to be omitted, the area labeled "Spoil Area" and tinted in the darkest blue shown on the

chart.

*When advised that a spoil area has been discontinued, it shall be so labeled and retained

on the chart until a survey showing results after final spoil deposit is available for charting.

Comment: If Disposal Area designation is used, the above note may not be necessary.

DISPOSAL AREAS (Fig. 1) (G-Gc)

Disposal Areas are established or approved by the Corps of Engineers for depositing

dredged material where existing depths indicate that the intent is not to cause sufficient shoal-

ing to create a danger to surface navigation. Soundings and curves should be retained. Blue

tint should not be added. The following note should be placed within the area, in black:

Disposal Area

Depths from survey of
(Date)
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DUMPING GROUNDS (Fig. 1) (G-Gb; P-ll)

Dumping grounds are areas designated by the Corps of Engineers for dumping, by per-

mit, various types of materials. Generally, such areas are well offshore or in deep water.

If existing depths indicate that future dumping is not intended to cause shoaling sufficient

to create a danger to surface navigation, soundings and depth curves may be charted within

the area. The area is labeled "Dumping Ground" and tinted blue, if justified by the

hydrography.

The following note shall be used when dumping regulations have been prescribed by the

Corps of Engineers

:

DUMPING GROUND

Regulations and permission for dumping in area (or areas)

indicated, may be obtained at the office of the District Engineer,

Corps of Engineers, city state

When advised that dumping has been discontinued in an area, it shall be so noted and

retained on the chart until a survey showing results after final dumping is available for

charting.

FISH TRAP AREAS (Fig. 1) (P-10)

The Corps of Engineers, with the cooperation of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, has

defined by geographic coordinates the limits of areas in which fishing structures may be placed

in Chesapeake Bay and tributary waters. These coordinates are published in the Code of

Federal Regulations, Title 33, Section 206.

The limits of other areas, although included in above publication, generally are not accu-

rately defined and may require supplemental information from the Corps of Engineers for

charting.

The limits of fish trap areas (Fig. 1) shall be shown on charts of 1 :80,000 scale and larger.

The following note is used on all charts

:

FISH TRAP AREAS

Boundary lines of fish trap areas are

shown thus: — _ (magenta line)

Caution: Submerged piling may exist

in these areas.

Due to the large scale, certain affected charts do not contain the entire area, so it will be

necessary to define the limits as follows:

SOUTH LIMIT OF FISH TRAP AREA ,„,„.„*, n„„i— — — — — (magenta line)
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FISH STAKES

Fish stakes should not be shown inside the limits of fish trap areas. Where no fish trap

regulations have been established, fish stakes may be shown if known to be of a permanent

nature or if they are a definite hazard to navigation.

RULES OF THE ROAD (Fig. 1)

The line of demarcation between the areas where the Inland Rules of the Road apply and

the areas where the International Rules of the Road apply shall be shown on charts of

1:80,000 scale and larger, (Fig. 1). The note "USE INLAND RULES OF THE ROAD"
shall be placed on the inshore side of the line.

Regulations governing the Rules of the Road are specified in U.S. Coast Guard publication

CG-169 "PILOT RULES," which is on file in the Standards Section.

A note, stating the limits within which the Inland Rules of the Road apply, shall be used

wherever it is found impracticable to use the line.

BREAKERS (A-12, 0-25)

The word "Breakers" is used instead of the breaker symbol except in small, uncongested

areas. Extensive breakers are shown by a dashed line with the word "Breakers" along the

inshore side.

V

Courses and Ranges
COURSES (Fig. 1)

Courses shown on the conventional charts, including the conventional Intracoastal Water-

way charts, shall be true and given in degrees and quarters. Courses shall be magnetic on all

Small-craft charts and the folded Intracoastal Waterway charts. Speed trial courses shall be

given in degrees and minutes.

TRIAL COURSE

When the measured distance on a trial course is within 10 feet of the standard value for

a nautical mile (1852m. or 6076.1 ft.), it shall be charted as follows:

MARKERS ] i MARKERS

i
!

!
!

MEASURED^ NAUT2CA_L_MILE_
_J

I*"
" COURSE 330°00' TRUE

,
I

When the measured distance on the course differs from the standard value by more than

10 feet, the actual measured distance must be stated; for example:

'

h Mf^§URED_COURSE_ 6065 _EEET_ J
' 00/°30' TRUE '

692-834 O - 64 - 3
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RANGE LINES (Fig. 1) (P-l)

Ranges shall be shown by a solid line from seaward to the point where the vessel should
leave the range. From that point the range shall be continued with a short-dashed line through
the navigational aids. The visibility of range lights is not charted.

RANGE NAMES

The names of ranges given in the Light List should be added to all large-scale charts when
convenient.

VI

Landmarks and Stations

LANDMARKS (Fig. 18) (D, I, J)

Only those objects which have been recommended as landmarks shall be charted.

If determined by triangulation, the positions of landmarks must be carefully plotted by
their geographic coordinates, directly from the lithographed sheets if available. See special

file of triangulation diagrams which are overprintings on a selected set of nautical charts

covering the entire charted coastal areas. Diagrams are also available for all the states.

If determined by stereo bridging, the positions of landmarks shall be plotted by using their

geographic coordinates, directly from Form C&GS-567, "Nonfloating Aids or Landmarks for

Charts."

When determined by some other method, (sextant fix, Kelsh Instrument, planetable,

photo plot), the landmark position shall be carefully transferred to the Drawing from the

survey or topographic sheet. Since landmark reports are generally received in advance of

final survey data, the initial application of new landmark information in maintenance revision

will usually be directly from the Form 567. Such action should be clearly stated by the

compiler on the form.

The Photogrammetry Division should be requested to locate accurately any landmark,

the position of which is questionable. All deletions and additions of important landmarks should

be published in the Notice to Mariners.

Objects reported by the Aeronautical Chart Division and other sources are not to be

considered of sufficient accuracy for nautical charting, unless clearly stated otherwise. A
file of these objects and recommended landmarks not accurately located will be maintained in

the Standards Section. Accurate positions will be requested when a field party is being sched-

uled for the area.

Positions of navigationally important objects should be requested immediately. Emer-

gency orders will be prepared when justified.

An opening on a bridge symbol should not be obscured by the landmark symbol.

Names of landmarks should not be abbreviated unless they fall in a very congested area,

but if abbreviated, they must conform to Chart No. 1, "Nautical Chart Symbols and Abbre-

viations," which has an alphabetical list of abbreviations, terms and references.
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Descriptive terms in general are not charted. Colors describing painted objects are par-

ticularly undesirable because of their temporary nature. The name of the material of which

an object is built should not be charted, since the mariner cannot identify an object by its

material even at a short distance.

The company's name on a tank, stack, etc., is omitted from the chart unless this name,

or the abbreviation of it, is visible on the landmark in letters large enough to serve as an identi-

fying feature to the mariner. Names of well-known buildings may sometimes be shown in

parentheses following the name of the landmark, as, DOME (STATE HOUSE).

The large circle (2.5 mm) with dot in center (1-35, I-In) shall be used for recommended

landmarks that have been accurately located. The landmark style lettering, all capitals, shall

be used for both description and the name of the landmark, such as, STACK (TALLEST OF
THREE), HOUSE (WEST GABLE). A small circle (1.0 mm) without dot (1-35, I-Io) shall

be used for landmarks not accurately located. Label the circle with capital and lower case

lettering, such as, Mon, Cup, Dome. The abbreviation "PA" should be added when necessary

as a safety feature.

When two similar objects are adjacent, and shown by two separate landmark symbols, the

word TWIN is omitted, but when they are indicated by one landmark symbol, the word TWIN
is used.

When only one object of a group is to be charted, its name is followed by a descriptive

legend in parentheses, including the number of objects in the group, for example (TALLEST
OF FOUR) or (NORTHEAST OF THREE).

LANDMARK CLASSIFICATIONS

The following classifications are defined for the purpose of standardization (letters and

figures refer to those on Chart No. 1, Symbols and Abbreviations):

MONUMENT MON. (1-35)

Do not use obelisk, or other terms.

FLAGPOLE FP. (J-19)

A single staff flagpole rising from the ground and not attached

to a building.
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FLAGSTAFF FS. (J-19)

Pa

Because of its non-permanence, a flagpole rising from a building

is not desirable as a landmark. Although it is desirable in lo-

cating a building to observe upon the most definite part (such

as the flagstaff), it is not necessarily the most important part

for charting purposes.

FLAG TOWER F. TR. (J-Jc)

Any scaffold-like tower on which flags are hoisted, such as a

Coast Guard skeleton steel flagpole. Do not use signal tower.

LOOKOUT TOWER LOOK. TR. (J-4)

Any tower surmounted by a small house in which a watch is

habitually kept, such as a Coast Guard Lookout Tower or a

Fire Lookout Tower. The term must not be substituted for

OBSERVATION TOWER, or part of a building in which no
watch is kept.

TOWER TR. (1-41)

DD CD DO
DDJDLDD

That part of a structure higher than the rest, but having verti-

cal sides for the greater part of its height. Any structure,

whether or not its sides are vertical, with base on tne ground

and high in proportion to its base.

RADIO TOWER R. TR. (M-9) A tall pole or structure for elevating antennas. For more than

one tower use RADIO TOWERS.

Chart FM stations thus:

Do not chart call letters,

if relatively low.

Chart AM stations thus:

O RADIO TOWER 415 FT

Omit height above Mean High Water

R TR
O (KAGT)

1340 KC

If it is a commercial broadcasting station the call letter and

frequency should be added. As AM radio towers are usually

lower than FM or TV, the elevation may usually be omitted.

TELEVISION TOWER TV TR. (M-Mb) O™ tower «is ft

A tall, slender structure for elevating antennas. Do not chart

call letters. Height above Mean High Water-should be charted

if exceptionally high.

Obstruction lights on radio or television towers are omitted

unless especially requested and their characteristics are known.
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WATER TOWER (1-45)

1_H

STANDPIPE S'PIPE (1-45)

(Infrequent)

A decorative structure enclosing a tower or standpipe. Its ap-

pearance may prevent its being recognized as a water tower or

standpipe.

A tall cylindrical structure, in a waterworks system, the height

of which is several times greater than the diameter.

TANK (1-53)

o £Qm A water tank elevated high above the ground by a tall skeleton

framework. The word Elevated may be omitted since a tank

would not be a landmark unless elevated.

GAS TANK or OIL TANK (1-46,-71)

O
Since a gas or oil tank differs in shape and size from a water
tank, the compound name is used. Gas or oil tanks, in general,

are not charted unless recommended as landmarks, or requested

by the Army or Navy.

DOME
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HOUSE or BUILDING HO. BLDG. (I-3a,-5)

When the building itself is the landmark, it is not desirable to

chart a specific point, such as west gable. Chart HOUSE or

BUILDING, followed by the description of the point located, if

recommended by the field party.

CHIMNEY CHY. (1-44)

A relatively small, upright structure projecting above a building

for the conveyance of smoke.

STACK (1-44) This term is to be applied to any tall smokestack or chimney,

regardless of color, shape or material, when the stack is more

prominent as a landmark than any building in connection with

it. Do not use chimney.

WINDMILL (1-42)

A self-explanatory term.

TREE (C-5)

mrrr

Do not use lone trees or conspicuous trees, since the adjective is

assumed. Otherwise the trees would not serve as a landmark.

LORAN STATIONS (L-63,-Lg)

Loran stations with antennas 90 feet or less in height shall be

charted with the position approximate symbol (L-Lg) and desig-

nated "Loran Station". They shall be shown only on those

charts that include loran fines of position.

Loran stations with antennas higher than 90 feet shall be charted

with the landmark symbol (L-63) and designated "LORAN
TOWER". They shall be shown on all charts of the area, unless

determined to be infeasible.
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TELEMETRY ANTENNA (M-Ma)

The telemetry antenaa of a missile satellite tracking station shall

be charted with the landmark symbol and designated "TELEM
ANT."

COAST GUARD STATIONS (J-3 -3a)

The names and numbers of Coast Guard Stations shall be added to charts of 1:80,000

scale and larger. When the Coast Guard Station is not a prominent landmark, the symbol is

used and placed normal to the shore. On charts at scales smaller than 1:80,000, the symbol

and abbreviation C.G. shall be used.

BROADCASTING STATIONS (See R. TR., pg. 26)

The Flight Hazard Section, Aeronautical Chart Division, maintains and supplies data

from an up-to-date list of call letters, geographical location, frequency, power, and other infor-

mation pertinent to commercial broadcasting stations. The "List of Broadcasting Stations",

published by the Bureau of the International Telecommunication Union, Berne, Switzerland,

becomes obsolete between printings. Requests for up-to-date commercial broadcasting

station information shall be made through the Chief, Nautical Data Branch.

It is the policy of the Bureau to chart broadcasting stations in accordance with the follow-

ing procedure:

1. Stations specifically recommended for charting will be charted regardless of other

radio aids in the locality. Chart elevation above Mean High Water if exceptionally

high.

2. Stations shall be charted in areas not adequately covered by other radio aids if accurate

positions are available.

3. Whenever the towers of commercial AM broadcasting stations are charted as land-

marks add their call letters and frequency. Omit call letters at TV and FM towers.

O R TR.

Towers shall be shown thus: ;*
4
AGT

.

> O ™ tr

4. Obstruction lights on all towers shall be omitted unless specifically requested.

5. On charts of exclusively inland river areas, broadcasting stations shall not be charted

unless the tower is recommended as a visual landmark.
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AERONAUTICAL RADIOBEACONS, RADIO RANGE STATIONS (Fig. 23) (M-Mb,-Mc)

These facilities usually are shown on small-scale charts only when specifically requested

and after approval by the Chief, Nautical Chart Division. Where considered to be of parti-

cular value in surface navigation, they have been shown on a few large-scale charts. Surface

navigators should use aeronautical radio range stations only as radiobeacons. Bearings of

radio range courses are not given because: courses cover a fan-shaped area that increases

rapidly in width when going away from the radio station; courses over water cannot be flight-

checked, so exact locations cannot be given; courses may stray with changes in atmospheric

conditions; courses are realigned frequently and seldom can be hand corrected.

For aeronautical radiobeacons and radio range stations, the standard marine radiobeacon

symbol (M-3) a magenta ring of 7.1mm. diameter centered over a black dot of 0.76mm . diameter

or over the standard landmark symbol, will be used, together with the letters AERO R.BN.,
or AERO R.Rge. and the identifying frequency and signal, thus: AERO R.BN. 302 rL1- , or

AERO R. Rge. 342 :£:: . It is not necessary to add operating minutes because they are all

continuous.

The attention of the Aids Section shall be called to any aeronautical radiobeacon added
to the charts so that appropriate information can be published in the Notice to Mariners and
subsequent issue of N.O.O. Publication 117.

The fact that all aeronautical radiobeacons near the coasts will not be shown does not

preclude their use by shipmasters. N.O.O. Publication 117 contains a list of most of those beacons

which are near the coast, with positions and pertinent data sufficiently accurate for use on

small-scale charts.

When the best available position is of doubtful accuracy, an accurate position should be

requested through the Chief, Nautical Chart Division.

In evaluating graphic positions the following standards are to be followed:

a. Positions originating with C&GS topographic or hydrographic surveys or Obstruction

Charts are acceptable for charting at scales equal to or smaller than the source.

b. Positions on modern l:24,000-scale G.S. Quads are acceptable for charting at 1:40,000

scale and smaller.

When an aid has been approved for charting, and an accurate position requested, the aid shall

carry the notation PA pending receipt of such position.

TRIANGULATION STATIONS (D-l)

Triangulation stations, rather than landmarks, should be shown on the charts when needed

to control surveys of the Corps of Engineers or when they may be of value to the U.S. Navy
in its operations. Only recoverable stations are charted; they are represented by small tri-

angular symbols. When determined by the Corps of Engineers, the abbreviation C. of E. is

appended. The Corps of Engineers' name of the station is also added.
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VII

Titles and Notes

TITLE INFORMATION

An explanation of abbreviations used on nautical charts need not be shown in the title of

charts with scales smaller than 1 : 50,000. However, when this information is omitted, reference

sball be made to the Symbol Sheet, thus:

For Symbols and Abbreviations see C. & G. S. Chart No. 1

AUTHORITY NOTE

An authority note similar to the following must be used on all charts, listing only those

Bureaus that have contributed to the information used in compiling the chart:

AUTHORITIES
Hydrography and topography by the Coast and Geodetic Survey

with additions and revisions from the Geological Survey. Naval Oc-

eanographic Office and Corps of Engineers.

When most of the information is from sources other than the Coast and Geodetic Survey, a

note similar to the following is used:

AUTHORITIES

Surveys by the Coast and Geodetic Survey and Corps of Engineers.

STORM SIGNALS (Fig. 13)

Storm signals are displayed by the Weather Bureau at numerous places along the coasts

of the United States. These signals are to warn the mariner of the approach of violent storms.

The stations where storm signals are displayed should be listed on the conventional charts

affected, thus:

STORM WARNINGS

The U. S. Weather Bureau displays storm warnings at

the following approximate locations:

Custom House. Boston (42°21.5'-71 °03.2')

Boston C. G. Station (42°22.1'-71°03.r)

Boston Lightship (42*20.4'-70°45 5')

Names of yacht clubs, marinas, boat yards, etc., shall not be included in the list. Use

only the geographic feature named in the Weather Bureau report, e.g., Seattle, West River,

Hatteras C.G. Station, etc.

On charts at scales smaller than 1:200,000 there shall be listed individually, by geographic

position, only the most prominent and conspicuous offshore warning stations. The following

note shall be used on these charts:

STORM WARNINGS
For a complete list of storm warning

stations, see large scale charts.
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JUNCTION NOTES

References to adjoining charts and to insets, panels and sections shall be treated as follows:

When two charts of different scales join

—

(CONTINUED ON CHART 1220)

When two charts of the same scale join

—

(JOINS CHART 86S-SC)

When a chart is printed front and back, add the following note in margin at junction:

(JOINS SIDE B)

Inset: When an area outside the chart is included within the chart borders, an inset is used

—

(JOINS INSET)

Inset: Representation of a small area on a larger scale

—

(SEE INSET)

Panels or sections: When panels or sections on the same scale join

—

(JOINS PANEL BELOW)

(JOINS SECTION BELOW)

7T

PANEL SECTION

REFERENCE TO CHARTS

The reference (use chart ) shall be used on small-scale charts where hydrography and/or

aids to navigation have been omitted because of available large-scale chart coverage.

(use chart 400) Black plate

The reference (chart ) shall be used on all charts where considered desirable to call

attention to additional large-scale coverage.

(chart 400) Magenta plate
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BRIDGE CLEARANCES (H-18a,-18b)

Bridge clearances, both horizontal and vertical, shall be shown on all Small-craft, Intra-

coastal Waterway and large-scale Conventional Charts. On small-scale charts, clearances

shall be shown at fixed bridges spanning waterways that are expected to be navigated at the

scale of the particular chart.

Bridge clearances and classifications shall not be shown on waterways which are not repre-

sented by depth curves, soundings, or depth legend. The charting of such clearances, omitted

or removed from existing charts, shall be reconsidered when larger scale charts of the area are

published.

The Corps of Engineers shall be the authority for showing bridge clearances on nautical

charts.

However, for those bridges which the Engineers have not furnished or published clearances,

clearances from another reliable source may be charted pending receipt of data from the Corps
of Engineers. Bridge clearances from sources other than the Corps of Engineers shall be

labeled "REPORTED."

It shall be the responsibility of the Chief, Nautical Data Branch, to originate written re-

quests for the Bureau's field units at their first opportunity to verify "reported" clearances of

bridges considered important to the mariner.

Verified clearances by our field units shall be turned over to the Corps of Engineers. If

that organization accepts and publishes them, the "reported" label shall be removed from the

charts affected. If the Corps of Engineers does not accept C&GS values, the label "reported"

shall be retained.

A card file (Form C&GS-961) of bridge clearances, compiled from available information,

is maintained by the Nautical Data Branch as follows:

1. Atlantic Coast and West Coast of Florida to longitude 84°00'. In this file, the forms

will be filed first by latitude and second by longitude.

2. Gulf Coast from longitude 84°00' to Mexico. In this file, the forms will be filed first

by longitude and second by latitude.

3. Pacific Coast, including Alaska and Hawaii. In this file, the forms will be filed first

by latitude and second by longitude.

Information for this file is obtained from:

1. Corps of Engineers publication "Bridges Over the Navigable Rivers of the United
States" (four parts) issued in 1961.

2. Additional information (footnotes) in preliminary 1960 Corps of Engineers bridge fists

used to supplement item 1

.

3. Corps of Engineers construction permits and final completion reports subsequent to

1961 bridge listings.
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Disposition of bridge clearance data:

1

.

Bridge card completed in accordance with listings thereon by Nautical Data Branch
personnel.

2. Data transferred to Aid Proofs of affected charts.

3. Bridge card given to Chief, Aids to Navigation Section for publication in Notice

to Mariners.

(a) If no Notice is required and correction is to be made only at next printing, a

copy of the bridge card is forwarded to the Coast Pilot Branch and so noted

on the card.

4. Clearance data transferred from Aid Proof to revision drawing by cartographer.

(a) Location of structure added to revision drawing by cartographer from origi-

nal source material.

The three charting phases of bridge structures are as follows:

1. Commencement

(a) Add dashed-line symbol.

(b) Designation "Bridge under construction."

(c) Magenta screening on important waterways supplemented by caution note

calling attention to probable hazards to navigation in area (see Figure 12).

2. Completion prior to Corps of Engineer inspection,

(a) Add authorized permit clearances.

Example: fixed bridge
r HOR CL. 100 FT

(b) Delete magenta screening.

3. Corps of Engineer inspection "as built" clearances.

(a) Revise clearances as necessary.

(b) Delete AUTHOEIZED.

All fractions of a foot shall be disregarded in determining the final charted clearance.

For symbols representing various types of bridges, see Symbol Sheet (Chart No. 1) items

H-14 through H-18b.

The terms Left and Right, when referring to bridge spans and river banks, mean Left

and Right proceeding downwardly toward mouth of stream, and in the Intracoastal Waterway,

proceeding south on the Atlantic Coast and west on the Gulf Coast.
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The tabulations in the Bridge Book list vertical clearances referred to low water and
high water. However, the vertical clearance notes at the front of each part of the book give

the following information

:

Tidal Waters—The clearance shown refers to Mean High Water and Mean Low Water,

except in regions of diurnal inequality where the Mean Lower Low Water clearance may
be given.

Nontidal waters—-The clearance shown at high water refers to the stage at which navigation

generally ceases.

The latter category shall be treated individually, such as the Columbia River where charted

clearances are referred to Columbia River Datum (MLLW during lowest river stages) . Chart

6151 clearances are referred to MLLW.

Clearances above dams are referred to the datum of soundings which is ordinarily the

Normal Pool Elevation.

Normal Water Surface elevation on certain rivers is, for all practical purposes, to be

considered MHW.

Notes regarding clearances at bridges, etc., must conform to the following standards:

(6 pt. No. 3 L.C.G.C. Caps)

MORROW LIFT BRIDGE
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Clearances, other than those furnished by the Corps of Engineers, shall not be charted.

Overhead cable crossings located from other sources such as C&GS surveys, aerial photog-

raphy, etc., shall be charted and labeled OVERHEAD POWER CABLE or OVERHEAD
CABLE, as the case may be. The Nautical Data Branch should be requested to obtain the

authorized permit clearance of such cables.

Clearances shall not be shown on waterways which are not represented by depth curves,

soundings or depth legend. Symbol and designation shall be charted.

Exception: Such clearances may be included on small-craft charts.

VIII

Records

DESCRIPTIVE REPORT NOTE

When an original topographic or hydrographic survey is applied to a chart, a notation

shall be entered in the Review Section of the Descriptive Report of the survey on Form
C&GS-8352, "Record of Application to Charts." If Form 8352 is not in the Descriptive

Report, the cartographer shall insert one next to the back cover.

HISTORY OF CARTOGRAPHIC WORK

A record, commonly known as a "History" (Form C&GS-8322) must be submitted for

every chart compilation, whether it results in a new chart, a reconstructed chart or a correction.

The "History" must represent a complete and detailed record of all available information used

or consulted in the compilation. The information used for the compilation may come from

various types of surveys and records, such as hydrographic sheets and accompanying descrip-

tive reports, topographic sheets and descriptive reports, blueprints, letters, field examinations

and reports, U.S. Engineers reports, Coast Pilot publications, congressional documents, charts

of foreign countries, Name Standards of this Bureau, triangulation records, and many other

sources too numerous to mention. It is the compiler's duty to obtain, whenever possible, any

available information, in addition to that on record in the Division, which is pertinent to the

job in hand. A sample of this record is shown on the following page.
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History of Cartographic Work
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In the "History" heading, the compiler shall add only the chart, sheet, and project num-
bers. All other items in the heading shall be completed by the Chief, Conventional Chart
Branch, and the Chief, Nautical Data Branch.

Items entered on the "History" should be numbered consecutively, and the information

called for under the various headings must be supplied by the compiler.

Under the heading "Applied," a check mark should be made in the appropriate column to

indicate whether the item has been fully or partially applied. As it is important that no item
of source material be cleared from the Standard until it is fully applied to the chart, it is re-

quired that all partial applications be underscored on the "History" in red. Under no circum-

stances shall any item be considered as fully applied unless it results in a complete applica-

tion, either directly or indirectly, of a completed survey record. Information applied partially

is also indicated on the Standard.

Under the main heading "Source of Information," there is a sub-heading "File No." The
file number usually carries a designation, in addition to the number, which identifies the source

material as a hydrographic survey H or topographic survey T of this Bureau, or as a blueprint

Bp or letter L showing information from other sources. In addition to the above items of

source material, many publications of other organizations are used to furnish chart information.

These publications are entered under "File No." with their original designations, such as

"A.M.S. Quad Central Park," "G.S. Quad Winter Haven," "Canadian Chart 803," etc. The
important thing to remember is that the reference under File No. should identify the item

without question.

Under sub-heading "Date," the actual date of the survey or determination should be given

whenever it can be ascertained. Otherwise, the date of publication is to be used.

Under sub-heading "Authority," the name of the person, agency, or organization making
the survey, determination or report should be entered.

Under heading "Type of Information," it should be recorded whether the source material

involved hydrography, topography, triangulation, aids to navigation, landmarks, cable areas,

bridge clearances, names, etc.

Under heading "Locality," to expedite location of reference area, the compiler shall list a

prominent name, approximate geographic position, or general note such as "north quarter of

chart," "east portion of chart," etc.

The entry under the heading "Information Applied," should consist of a short, definite

statement, describing the condition of the source material, how it was used and what infor-

mation resulted on the chart. For example, it should be made clear just what information has

been charted in every partial application of source material. If the source material is applied

before verification and review, or if information is applied indirectly through another chart,

it should be so stated. If contours only, or shoreline only, or drainage or cultivation, or a com-
bination of any of these were used, mention should be made of this. If no correction to the

chart is required from the source material, this fact should be stated. This column may also

be used for any pertinent and useful remarks.

Reference to triangulation sources must be as complete as possible. For example: "Geo-
graphic positions, Calif. Ill, page 38."
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A copy of the Chart Specifications form should accompany all "Histories" of new and
reconstructed charts.

Histories of canceled charts and histories prior to reconstruction of a chart are stored in

the Federal Records Center, Alexandria, Va. Requests for these histories should be referred to

the Standards Section.

FUTURE HISTORY RECORD

Form C&GS-8325 entitled "Information of Value in Future Corrections to Charts"

should be filled out and filed in front of the History for the chart concerned.

This form was designed to record information which the cartographer discovers while com-
piling a chart and which he wishes to pass on as a help at the time of future corrections to the

chart. Some of the items which should be recorded are noted on the form as a guide. The
cartographer should also add any information regarding a particular chart which, in his opinion,

should be preserved for future reference. For example, notes regarding the need for future

surveys, the location of certain fixed aids, or the mention of discrepancies in source material

which cannot be reconciled, would be very useful. Areas in which information is needed should

also be indicated on a set of standards in the Standards Section.

The form should be consulted for possible assistance to the Cartographer when experiencing

difficulty in applying source material.

692-834 O - 64
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TOPOGRAPHY

GENERAL STATEMENT

Topographic detail is shown on nautical charts to help the mariner determine his position

at sea in relation to fixed visible objects. It is compiled primarily from photogrammetric
surveys made by this Bureau and supplemented by other sources when necessary.

Topographic maps made from the surveys are used for planning, compiling, and correcting

topography shown on the charts. The map manuscripts are available during different stages

of their compilation as follows:

Preliminary Manuscript

Compilations from meager or unverified control. Preliminary manuscripts are not dia-

grammed on the Standards and should never be used for nautical chart compilation.

Incomplete Manuscript

Controlled plots with incomplete detailing; prepared for the use of field parties. Incom-
plete manuscripts are diagrammed on the Standards with the pencil notation "History," but
shall not be used for compiling or correcting the charts.

Advance Copy, Advance Print, Advance Manuscript

These synonymous terms indicate a controlled plot with detailing complete except for

revisions made during review and may be used for compiling or correcting the charts. Nor-
mally, any revisions made as the result of the review are minor and rarely affect the chart.

The numbers assigned the manuscripts in this advanced form. are indexed on the Standards in

pencil, indicating these maps must be marked partially applied on the chart History until the

reviewed manuscripts are applied to the charts.

Reviewed Manuscript

These are the final basic surveys which may be completely applied to the charts. All

applications shall be indicated on Form C&GS-8352 "Record of Application To Charts" in the

Descriptive Report. Cartographers taking charts in hand for correction should obtain authori-

zation to apply these surveys completely, if time permits.

Revision Sheets

Revision Sheets, sometimes called "RS Sheets" are copies of either advanced or reviewed

manuscripts to which are made corrections from aerial photographs, taken after the date of

the Advanced Print. They are assigned an R.S. number which is different from the original

manuscript number. Revision Sheets may be applied to the charts in the same manner as

the advanced or reviewed manuscripts.
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Some New Charts and corrections to existing charts are compiled directly from the photo-

graphs. When this is done, it is the responsibility of the nautical cartographer to see that the

topographic delineation is clear and appropriate. Notes in blue ink shall be added to the

Drawings to clarify questionable detail for the engraver. To indicate tint colors on the Draw-
ings, the letters "Ma" shall be used for green (marsh tint), "W" for blue (lakes and ponds), and

"B" for buff (land tint). While it is sometimes necessary to clarify corrections by showing

the tints in color on the Drawings, it is not desirable because the colors photograph on the

reproduction negatives and obscure the line detail. This method of indicating tints should

be avoided where possible; but, if used, the colors should be lightly shaded.

It shall be the duty of the engineer to indicate in the Specifications the detail to be charted

and the symbolization to use. Consideration must be given to the chart scale and the purpose

for which the chart is being constructed. In general, on large-scale charts complete topographic

detail should be shown along the coast for several miles inshore, while on small-scale charts

most of the detail inside the high-water line should be omitted.

On compilations and on final charts the outer coastline and important rivers are shown
by the maximum weight line (.011"), but streams and unimportant indentations are shown
by thinner lines. In a dense drainage system, minor streams are omitted.

Physical features, such as gravel, brush, trees, etc., generally are not shown by symbols,

but are indicated by name.

Symbols used on the charts of this Bureau are shown on Chart No. 1, "Symbols and Abbre-

viations," and Figure 1 in the Appendix of this manual. A few of those symbols which need

emphasis are discussed on the following pages.

Natural Features and Relief

HIGH WATER LINE (Fig. 1) (A-9)

The shoreline shown on the charts is the mean high-water line except in marsh or man-
grove areas where the outer edge of vegetation (berm line) is used. It shall be represented

by a .011" line which shall gradually decrease up streams and rivers. Unsurveyed shoreline,

or shoreline connecting two surveys which do not join satisfactorily, shall be represented by a

dashed line. The outer limits of marsh shall be indicated by a .006" continuous line.
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LOW WATER LINE (A-10) (R)

On new chart and reconstruction Compilations and on correction Drawings the low-water

line shall be shown as a single row of dots. It shall be delineated whenever possible from hydro-

graphic surveys. However, when the hydrographic surveys do not adequately portray the

low water line, it shall be compiled from the photogrammetric surveys.

When a foul limit line is shown along shore, the low-water line, if inshore of the foul line,

may be omitted.

The area between the high and low-water line shall be tinted green and, when known, the

character of this area such as "Sand," "Mud," "Gravel" shall be labeled.

MARSH (Fig. 1) (0-17)

The mean high-water line in marsh, mangrove, cypress, or similar swamp areas is generally

obscured by vegetation and will not ordinarily be located on topographic surveys. In such

areas, the outer edge of vegetation visible above Mean High Water, usually represented by a

fine line on the topographic survey, presents a fairly definite shoreline to the navigator and

should be charted by a .006" solid line.

On photogrammetric surveys, the line of change between the solid marsh and an area

usually flooded is indicated by a difference in symbols; on the chart, it shall be shown by a

fine dashed line .006" in width.

An area shown on the photogrammetric- survey by the open marsh symbol outside the

high-water line shall be indicated on the charts by the word "Grass" or "Grs". If the low-water

line is not indicated on the survey sheets, the area shall be defined by a single row of dots

and shall be tinted green. Areas too small to be tinted may be indicated by tufts of grass.

A marsh area inside of the mean high-water line shall be represented by a green tint and black

legend. A black broken line .004" in width shall be used to denote the inshore limits of marsh

when no other symbol furnishes such a limit. Symbols for roads, railroads, levees, and bluffs

are examples of symbols that may replace the black dashed line.

SURVEY CHART

\\l/. \
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In all cases, to clarify to the lithographer the limits of the area to be shown tinted on the

printed chart, the cartographer shall indicate the marsh area by a blue pencil tint on the Draw-
ing. Water areas of lakes and ponds shall be similarly tinted and the abbreviation "W" for

water shall be placed in such lakes and ponds in non-photographic blue ink.

MANGROVE (A-7)

The mangrove symbol is used only when the mangrove area is of small extent or when
the growth is a prominent feature. For large areas, the word Mangrove is used and repeated if

necessary. When the word is used, the inner limits are indicated by a thin black dashed line.

SURVEY CHART

CYPRESS (WOODED SWAMP)

Cypress is treated in the same way as mangrove except that trees growing outside the

high water line are indicated by the word Trees.

SURVEY
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BLUFFS AND CLIFFS (A-2, -3)

The terms "bluff" and "cliff" are variously denned. On nautical charts, bluffs are usually

considered to be not rocky and cliffs are considered to be rocky. As bluffs and cliffs are of

particular value for radar navigation, it is desirable that they be symbolized in some form on
the charts. However, since several symbols are available for depicting relief a study shall be
made for each chart and the proper symbol to use will be noted in the Specifications.

BLUFFS AND CLIFFS

#fe.

HIGH, NOT ROCKY
(BLUFFS)

ROCKY
(CLIFFS)

LOW, NOT ROCKY
(BLUFFS)

CONTOURS

CONTOURS (Fig. 1) (O-l, -la)

On charts where contours are to be shown, the contour interval shall be noted in the

Specifications. The interval shall be uniform on any one chart, but to bring out a summit or

an important feature, an intermediate interval may be shown by a dashed line.

For charts to which gradient tints will be added, the interval selected shall be wide enough
to show clearly the gradations of the color tints. See charts 5111, 5112, 5114, 5115, and 6102.

Contours shall be delineated by a .004" line with every 4th or 5th contour (index contour)

accentuated by an .008" line.

To give the navigator a general and easily interpreted picture of the relief, contours shall

be generalized. The degree of generalization depends on the nature of the terrain and the

scale of the chart. (See pg. 45.)

The contour values shall be in slanting figures placed at suitable intervals parallel with,

and centered on, the accentuated fines. (C-l) In flat areas where no lines are accentuated,

contour values should generally be shown on every line. (See pg. 45)

On small-scale charts without contours, mountain or hill summits shall be represented by
a dot surrounded by hachures. (D-Db)
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Billiard
Pt

./rem

Section from Geological Survey quadrangle map.

Nautical chart compilation showing generalization of contours

taken from Geological Survey quadrangle map shown above.
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ELEVATIONS (D-3, -Da, -Db, -De, Db; 0-1)

When the information is available, elevations shown on nautical charts shall be referred

to Mean High Water and the note "Heights in feet above Mean High Water" shall be used.

(See fig. 2.)

When contour and spot elevations based on the plane of Mean Sea Level are charted, the

following note shall be charted:

HEIGHTS
Elevations of rocks, bridges, landmarks

and lights are in feet and refer to Mean
High Water. Contour and summit elevation

values are in feet and refer to Mean Sea
Level.

When elevations are referred to datum planes other than Mean High Water or Mean Sea
Level, an appropriate note shall be added to the chart. (See Bridge Clearances, pg. 35.)

Elevations of summits must be checked with those shown on aeronautical charts, U.S.

Geological Survey and Corps of Engineers quadrangles, and those determined by the Division

of Geodesy, and every effort must be made to reconcile discrepancies found.

Elevations of points on slopes shall be omitted. Elevations of tops of trees shall be indi-

cated by the overlined slanting figures as shown on Chart No. 1, Item C-ll. When used, this

symbol shall be added to the General Notes of that chart. Treetop elevations, if available,

should be charted on peaks in Southeast Alaska.

Slanting figures shall be used for all elevations and, wherever possible, summit elevations

shall be so placed that the top of the first figure bears 135° from the position symbolized by the

dot.

When there is insufficient space to show elevation figures on islets or rocks, they should be
indicated by slanting figures in parentheses placed nearby in the water area.

SAND BEACHES AND DUNES (A-4, -6)

When called for in the Specifications, sand beaches behind the high-water line shall be
indicated on the charts. Three rows of dots are sufficient representation in small areas, but
for large areas limit lines in blue ink may be shown and the area labeled "Sand" in blue.

When not too extensive, sand dunes may be shown along the beach. When the symbol
is not used, the area shall be labeled with the words "Sand dunes."
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II

Culture: Shore and Offshore Structures

PIERS (G-9)

Piers should be numbered in accordance with the Port Series publication unless it is super-

seded by later information. Piers should be shown with a double line where space and/or

scale permit; in general, on charts at 1:40,000 scale and larger.

JETTIES AND BREAKWATERS (G-6, -8, -8a, -Ga)

On charts 1:40,000 scale and larger, it is desirable that jetties and breakwaters be shown

with a double line. However, where space and/or scale do not permit, they may be shown by a

single line. Submerged portions shall be shown by dashed lines and the limits of the submerged

base, when known, shall be shown by a dashed line.

PILES, DOLPHINS, ETC. (G-21, H-9, L-59, O-30)

Piles, dolphins, stakes, and pipes shall be represented by a small circle with a description.

When they show above the plane of Mean High Water, use upright lower-case letters with the

first letter capitalized, thus" "Pile," "Stake," "Pipe." When the object is submerged, labels

in italics are to be used, thus: "Subm pile," "Subm stake," "Subm pipe."

Where several pile symbols are charted, the preferred label is "Piling." Where space is

limited, the label "Piles" may be used and the abbreviation "Dol" may be used for dolphin.

Extensive areas of piling shall be shown by a dashed line and labeled "Piling." If the

pilings are arranged in rows, representative rows of dashed lines shall be charted. If no pat-

tern is apparent, the outer limit of the area shall be charted with the label "Piling" in the center.

For objects used as channel markers, refer to "Private Aids," page 85.

SEWERS (H-ll)

A sewer extending out from the high water line is shown in magenta by a dashed line and

labeled "Sewer."

FENCES

A fence extending into the water is shown by a dashed line and is labeled "Fence," if room
for the word is available.

PLATFORMS (O-Ob, -Oc)

An offshore platform shall be represented by a solid square symbol and labeled "Plat-

form." The square shall measure 1.25 mm. on a side except in narrow rivers or congested areas

where it may be made smaller.

Offshore oil well structures are described in detail under hydrographic dangers, page 66.
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DUCK BLINDS

A duck blind is not charted unless it is of a permanent nature and a danger to navigation.

FERRIES (H-19)

Ferry terminals shall be labeled with the word "Ferry." Ferry routes should not be charted
for great distances but may be shown for short distances out from the slip by a magenta dashed
line.

The black dashed-line symbol should only be used when charting a cable ferry.

Ill

Other Culture

CITIES AND ROADS (Fig. 1) (H-l; 1-1, -la)

On existing charts, cities, towns, and roads have been represented by road patterns and
symbolized by single or double lines depending on the scale of the chart. For instance, on
charts larger than 1 :40,000 scale, roads in open country, cities, and towns are shown by double
lines. On charts 1:40,000 to 1:99,000 scale, streets in cities and towns are shown by single

heavy lines while the roads in open country are shown by double lines. On charts 1 : 100,000
and smaller scale, only single heavy lines are used.

On all New Charts and Reconstructions, both large and small scale, consideration shall be
given to charting the areas of cities and towns by a screening and showing only the major
highways leading to or through the cities by single heavy lines. However, this new treatment
should not replace the older road pattern symbolization on all charts. Both methods have
their merits and on some charts even a combination of the two methods may be used effec-

tively.

Highways in general shall not be shown on charts of smaller scale than 1 : 250,000. Only
through or connecting public highways, and roads leading from such highways and terminat-

ing at the shore, shall be shown. Private roads leading from public highways to a building

shall be omitted. In cities, only streets which are actually constructed and in use are to be
charted. Omit some streets, as necessary, to avoid crowding. Numbers and names of im-

portant U.S. highways shall be charted when the information is available.

When double-line streets and roads are to be charted, they shall be shown on the Drawing
by a single line with a note to the engraver to engrave standard double lines. When so desig-

nated, the line should represent the center of the road. Care must be taken to see that it is

possible to engrave a double line where a single line is drawn and that too many streets are not

shown. Highway interchanges and odd road intersections will be shown with double lines to

aid the engraver. When single-line roads are shown on a Drawing and there is a possibility of

their becoming confused with contours, streams, or other detail, they shall be labeled on the

Drawing with the letters "Rd" in blue ink.

Roads shown by dashed lines on the survey sheets are not to be charted unless they are

considered of some importance, in which case they must be charted by solid lines.

Trails shall not be shown on the charts.
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STREET NAMES (Fig. 20) (1-26, -26a, -Ie)

Street names shall be charted along the waterfront of important harbors on charts 1 : 12,000

scale or larger when recommended in the Specifications.

RAILROADS, RAILWAYS (Fig. 1) (H-3, -3b, -3c, -14)

A single .008" line is used for both single and double-track railroads. In the case of

railroad yards, either enough of the tracks are represented to indicate the area covered, or the

limiting tracks and an appropriate legend are shown. City electric railways are generally not

charted.

BUILDINGS (I-3a,-5)

Prominent buildings along the waterfront and large individual buildings back from the

waterfront that are of navigational assistance to mariners are shown on charts 1 :40,000 scale

or larger. No other buildings are shown. Buildings represented by a symbol smaller than

one-eighth of an inch shall be charted in solid black. Larger buildings shall be outlined in

black and cross-hatched.

A prominent feature on a building may be shown by a landmark symbol and labeled when
specifically recommended for charting as a landmark.

CHURCHES (1-8)

Church buildings considered to be prominent features, but which have not been recom-

mended as landmarks, may be charted by their symbols, thus: t

AIRPORTS (Fig. 20) (1-23, -24, -Ic, -Id)

On large-scale charts, the limits of runways of commercial airports shall be shown.

When a commercial airport is to be shown on a small-scale chart, the symbol shown on
Chart No. 1 (item I -Id) is to be used.

All reference to military airports is omitted at present.

MILITARY FEATURES

No name or symbol relating to presently used fortifications or military installations shall

be shown on any chart. Roads or buildings in military reservations shall not be shown unless

requested by the Army or Navy. Prominent natural features and official aids to navigation

must be charted.

Objects of present military importance considered to be essential navigational features

shall be charted only with the consent of the proper military authorities.
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HYDROGRAPHY

GENERAL STATEMENT

Hydrographic features are charted only after a thorough study of the configuration of

the bottom as revealed by the original surveys. The variety of submarine relief must be pre-

sented in a clear and practical manner. Important objects must not be obscured by other

data. A dangerous rock, an islet, or the least depth on a shoal must be shown clearly and

prominently. Small islets and rocks should be exaggerated if necessary, to make them easily

discernible.

Specific instructions to field parties call for basic hydrographic surveys to supersede all

previous surveys made by this Bureau in the areas covered. When applying reviewed basic

surveys to the charts, all prior soundings should be removed. However, critical soundings not

specifically disposed of by the reviews of the surveys should not be removed arbitrarily because

such soundings may have been charted subsequently to the date of the review.

Hydrography should be applied progressively from the largest to the smallest scale ctiarts.

Detail is eliminated and generalized in proportion to the scale reduction.

A conflict between the delineation of the low-water line or the amount that rocks awash

uncover on contemporary hydrographic and topographic surveys should be adjusted by giving

greater weight to the information shown on the hydrographic survey.

To aid in navigating by echo-sounding apparatus, depth curves have been given special

prominence on nautical charts in areas where modern hydrographic surveys have been made.

Deep-water submarine relief has thus become more important to the navigator, and the more

faithfully the chart depicts this relief, the closer the navigator can relate his depth readings

to the chart and the more certain he will be of his position. Significant submerged features

shall not be unnecessarily generalized.

I

Surveys

UNVERIFIED HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS

Unverified surveys should be applied to charts going to press when the chartered bottom

configuration of the areas covered by the surveys is inadequately delineated. Otherwise, only

the critical information should be applied.

UNREVIEWED SURVEYS

When an unreviewed hydrographic survey is used for charting, a statement to that effect

must be added to the special page provided in the Descriptive Report of the survey.
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WIRE-DRAG SURVEYS (0-6a; Q-9,-9a)

Areas in Alaska which have been swept to a safe depth by wire drag, but which have not

been covered by adequate hydrographic surveys, are indicated on the charts by a green over-

print. When time permits, the green tint may be added to other charts of important areas

covered by wire drag.

Soundings on shoals or rocks discovered with the wire drag and not yet transferred to a

contemporary hydrographic sheet must not be overlooked when correcting or compiling a

chart.

The maximum cleared depth over a rock, wreck, obstruction, or shoal shall be charted

on other than a Wreck Chart only when it is within 3 feet of the depths found by other means

in general depths of 18 feet, and within 6 feet in greater depths. Descriptive terms Rk, Wk,

Obstr) are to be charted only when existence of the object is indicated by a field examination

such as by a hang or sounding, thus:

,21. .21. t2L

Rk Wreck Obstruction

The maximum clearance over small, shoal areas, such as along the Maine coast, is to be

shown by the bracket symbol and bottom characteristic (if available) thus:

21.

hrd

If no bottom characteristic is available, the descriptive term "Shoal" is to be used, i.e.,

,2),

Shoal

The charted abbreviation note shall read:

,21. Wreck, rock, obstruction, or shoal swept clear to the depth indicated.

II

Soundings

PLANE OF REFERENCE FOR SOUNDINGS

The plane of reference for soundings along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United

States and Puerto Rico is the mean of all low waters (Mean Low Water) ; except that where

tides on the Gulf Coast and south coast of Puerto Rico are chiefly diurnal, Mean Low Water is

based on a mean of the lower of the daily low waters. Along the Pacific coast of the United

States, Alaska, and the Hawaiian Islands, it is the mean of all lower low waters (Mean Lower

Low Water). Care must be exercised to see that foreign charts used in compilation are on

these planes.
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TIDE NOTE

Upon request by the Nautical Chart Division, tidal information is furnished on Form
C&GS-832, "Tidal Information" from the Tides and Currents Branch, Marine Data Division.

Values given in the tide note of a chart are referred to the plane of reference of the sound-

ings on that chart. Thus, the amount stated under Mean High Water is the mean of all high

waters observed at the station named. The amount stated under Extreme Low Water is

actually the lowest tide observed during the period in which tidal observations were made.
This period may be a few days or many years. The date of the tide note is that on which

the latest information was applied. This note should be checked for new values approximately

every three years. The date checked shall be given in the lower left corner, thus:

(363) =month and last two digits of the year.

Where applicable, the standard form of tide note shown below shall be used on all charts

of scale larger than 1 : 200,000.

TIDAL INFORMATION

Place
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SOUNDINGS CHAKTED IN FEET

Ordinarily fractions of feet are not charted but, where necessary to obtain a proper dis-

tribution of soundings and to show the depth curves in their proper position, a %-foot fraction

may be used on the deeper side of the curve. One-half foot fractions may also be used to

keep depth curves open and to define more clearly the natural channels.

The following table is to be used when converting tenths of feet on a survey to whole or

half feet:

KfeetSurvey

0.1

0.2

0.3'

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7,

0.8'

0.9

Whole feet

0.0 ft.

Kit.

l ft.

SOUNDINGS CHARTED IN FATHOMS (Fathoms and Feet to Eleven Fathoms)

On all new and reconstructed charts using fathoms as depth unit, soundings shall be

charted in fathoms and feet for depths less than 11 fathoms, thus: 82 .

On charts constructed prior to 1948, soundings were expressed in fathoms and quarters to

7 fathoms, then in fathoms and halves to 8 fathoms. Fractions were not used for depths

greater than 8 fathoms except adjacent to the 10-fathom curves, where, in flat bottom, 10%-

fathom soundings were used to avoid displacement of the curve. When extensive hydrographic

revisions are made to these charts, consideration should be given to changing the sounding

units to fathoms and feet in depths less than 11 fathoms as outlined above. Often it is more

practical to retain the fathoms and quarters units, carrying quarters to 11 fathoms in the

revised area.

When soundings in whole feet or fathoms and feet on an original survey by this Bureau or

in feet and tenths on a Corps of Engineers survey, are to be charted in fathoms and fractions

of fathoms, the feet remaining after converting into whole fathoms (6 feet equals one fathom)

shall be converted to fractions of fathoms in accordance with the following tables:

Feet and tenths

0.0 to 0.9

1.0 to 2.4

2.5 to 4.0

4.1 to 5.1

5.5 to 5.9

Feet and tenths

0.0 to 1.9

2.0 to 4.9

5.0 to 5.9

Feet and tenths

0.0 to 4.9

5.0 to 5.9

K fathoms

%

%

%
1

K fathoms

%
1

Integral fathoms

1
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When both the original surveys (feet and tenths) and the charts to which they have

been applied show soundings in feet, it is advisable to use the original surveys to correct

another chart on which soundings are shown in fathoms.

Where the soundings are plotted on an original survey in fathoms and tenths, the decimals

of fathoms are to be converted for charting in accordance with the following table:

Integral Integral

Fathom feet %fm. % fm. fms.

0.1
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When there are channel ranges, a line of soundings on the range should be selected. This

does not apply to areas in dredged channels where depths are indicated by a note.

If the application of a recent survey to a chart reveals conditions so changed that satis-

factory junctions cannot be made with the hydrography of former surveys, a blank space is

left beyond the limits of the more recent survey and a note is added: "Hydrography to (east-

ward) from surveys of 1934."

On small-scale charts, soundings within a group of rocks or coral heads through which

there is no well defined channel should be omitted.

Soundings should be shown in slips and around piers if space permits. Care must be

taken to select soundings far enough off the faces of piers to indicate depths at the bilge and

and keel lines of vessels which will probably use such piers. In new docks or slips where main-

tenance of depths is questionable, legends with dates should be used if space permits.

A shoal sounding on an isolated rock should have the abbreviation "Rk" placed near it.

(See 0-5a.)

SELECTION OF SOUNDINGS WITHIN COMPASS ROSES

In an area covered by a compass rose, care must be exercised to avoid selecting soundings

or bottom characteristics which may fall on the numerals marking the graduations. Where a

shoal sounding falls on one of the numerals, it usually will be necessary to move the rose.

The selection of soundings or bottom characteristics which fall on a limb of the compass should

be avoided. The foregoing applies to all charts, whether the rose is currently printed in

magenta, red, or black.

UNDERLINED SOUNDINGS (Q-2)

Soundings selected from blueprints should be underlined on the prints as an aid to the

reviewer.

NO-BOTTOM SOUNDINGS (Q-2)

No-bottom soundings are shown under a bar and small dot, thus:
ijjj,

but their use

should be avoided whenever possible.

STREAM DEPTHS (Q-Qa)

The shoreline of narrow streams may be broken to show soundings when necessary. Along

narrow streams the controlling depths from Engineers' reports should be shown at the places

indicated in the report. Leaders should not be used to show the location of soundings.

692-834 O - 64 - 5
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III

Depth Curves and Tints

DEPTH CURVES (Fig. 1) (R)

The configuration of the ocean floor can be adequately revealed only by the proper use

of depth curves. The character and form of the ocean bottom, completeness of the surveys,

the draft of vessels using the charts, and the now frequent use of the echo sounder in navigation,

all have an important bearing on the selection of the depth curves to be charted.

Wherever necessary, additional depth curves should be added to existing charts at the

time extensive hydrographic corrections are made, but the Chief of Branch will determine

which curves are to be added. The depth curves to be used on new or reconstructed charts

will be given in the Specifications.

Continuous, solid depth curves in black shall be used on all new or reconstructed charts.

All depth curves shall be labeled clearly in the same unit as the soundings.

The cartographer must be constantly on the alert to add or omit curves, other than

standard, which will bring out more clearly the features of value to navigation. By the proper

use of depth curves, dangers and dangerous areas can be made to stand out clearly. On the

smaller scale charts, it will be necessary to generalize curves to some extent. However, care

must be taken not to close or seriously reduce the width of a navigable channel.

Depth curves applied from surveys by this Bureau are to be charted as close as possible

to the positions shown thereon, except where sufficient curves for fathometer navigation have

not been drawn on the older surveys. In such cases, additional depth curves should be drawn
as necessary. In converting detached soundings to fathoms and fractions, additional curves

or revisions to curves may also be required. Before depth curves are applied to a chart from

surveys plotted in feet and tenths, they should be redrawn on the survey sheet to include

within their limits the appropriate soundings with fractions of 0.2 foot.

Depth curves shall include within their limits all soundings of the same depth as the

curve. They should not touch the sounding figures.

When curves on existing charts are revised, they shall be made continuous solid lines, in

black, as illustrated below.

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY CHART
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As illustrated below, short sections of broken curves on the survey sheets should be con-

nected if the configuration of the bottom revealed by other curves in the area being charted

indicates that it would be logical.

_U i
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TINTS IN WATER AREAS (R)

On an increasing number of printed charts, a blue tint is shown in water areas to the curve
which is considered the danger curve for that particular chart. In general, the 6-foot curve
shall be considered the danger curve for small-craft and Intracoastal Waterway charts, the 12-

or 18-foot curve for harbor charts, and the 30-foot curve for coast and general charts. The
blue tint should be omitted within the dashed lines used to indicate the side limits of dredged
channels when they connect with the untinted deeper water areas, regardless of depth of dredged
channel.

As a blue tint enhances the value of a chart for navigation, it should be added to all charts

not now tinted which have curves complete enough to define the limits of the tinted areas.

IV

Improved Channels

CORPS OF ENGINEERS (D-De)

The Corps of Engineers is the administrator of the Federal laws enacted for the protection

and preservation of navigable waters of the United States. They are authorized to establish

regulations for navigation therein, approve plans for structures of any kind, establish anchorage

grounds and harbor lines, remove sunken vessels obstructing or endangering navigation and
grant permits for the installation of cables and pipelines. They are also charged with the

improvement of rivers and harbors and the Intracoastal Waterways. Copies of surveys made
by the Corps of Engineers are furnished this Bureau for application to the charts.

IMPROVED CHANNELS (Figs. 1, 21) (Q-5, -6)

The side limits of the improved channels are shown on the charts by dashed lines. Except
when tabulated, the controlling depth with width and date ascertained are given within or

adjacent to the channel. Surveys, Monthly Reports, Annual Reports, and letters of the Corps

of Engineers are the principal sources of information for charting available depths.

In addition to the surveys, detailed information regarding depths in the important dredged

channels is furnished, usually monthly, by the Corps of Engineers, on tabular forms. These

give the project dimensions, controlling depth in each quarter, and date of survey for channels

400 feet wide and greater, and the same information is given for channels from 100 feet to 400

feet wide except that the controlling depth is given for the middle half and for each outside

quarter. This information is disseminated by placing a similar tabulation on the charts,

usually in the form of a sticker and by publication in the weekly Notice to Mariners.

In general, tabular forms are not submitted by the Corps of Engineers for channels less

than 100 feet in width, or for channels having a project depth less than 10 feet, except coastal

inlets and harbors of refuge. Controlling depths reported for these channels are based on at

least 80 percent of the project width.

Tabulated values should not be published in the Notice to Mariners unless a similar

tabulation is shown on the charts.
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Controlling depths shall be given in feet only, and shall not be greater than project depth.

However, tabulated depths should agree with those disseminated by the Corps of Engineers.

The procedure for charting and publishing controlling depth information is as follows:

1. Nautical Charts

a. Full tabulations for the four quarters

To be used when adequate information is available and conditions of the improve-

ment warrant. The surveys received with the tabulated depths from the Corps of En-

gineers shall always be used to ascertain the best method of presenting the controlling

depth information to the public. Shoals along the edges of the channels should be de-

scribed by a footnote.

Controlling depths in the tabulated form, based on actual surveys, shall not be

superseded by examinations consisting of a few lines only. Such reports shall be taken

care of by a footnote.

b. 27 FEET FOR MIDDLE WIDTH OF 150 FEET JAN 1963

This form shall be used for channels 100 feet wide and greater when the tabulated

form is not considered justified, and when there are shoals in the outer quarters near the

edges of the channels.

The controlling depth shall be given as near the project depth as possible, and shall

be for the greatest available width. Consideration shall be given to the draft of the

vessels expected to use such channels when selecting the depth and width to be charted.

When the available width closely approximates the project width, the word MIDDLE
may be omitted.

C. 27 FEET FOR WIDTH OF 50 FEET JAN 1963 (see note)

This form shall be used when the controlling depth is given for the middle 80 percent.

In this case, When the information is available, the depths in the outside quarters

shall be stated in the Notice to Mariners.

d. 5 FEET

This form shall be used when no information is available as to the date the controlling

depth was determined or the width to which it applies.

e. When no recent information is available relative to an improved channel charted

by dashed lines, consideration should be given to removing the channel lines and adding

soundings and depth curves. Channels classified by the Corps of Engineers as inactive

fall in this category.

Soundings and curves should also be used for those channels for which infrequent

surveys are received provided the scale of the chart is such that soundings and curves

would better depict the bottom configuration.

692-834 O - 64 - 6
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f

.

Center line depths shall be given as a footnote on the tabulated form when found

justified.

g. On charts where dredged channel legends and tabulations are adequately covered

by larger scale charts, omit the legend and tabulation, place a "(see note)" in the channel,

and add (preferably on land) a project note similar to the following:

BEAUFORT INLET

The project depth is 30 feet to Morehead

City. For controlling depths see chart 423.

h. Unless supported by controlled, properly developed surveys, Coast Pilot inspec-

tion reports shall not be used to show greater controlling depths in channel legends or to

update the legends.

i. Where the depth reported is less than the charted depth, use a notation such as

"Reported shoaling in channel 1961". Abbreviate if necessary to "Rep shoaling 1961"

or "Shoal rep". In Federal project channels the charted depth legend shall be retained

if there is room.

j. When permit drawings for public or private developments indicate that dredging

has been accomplished but no afterdredging survey has been furnished, a legend such as

"Reported dredged 6 ft 1960" may be used.

2. Notice to Mariners:

a. The same tabulated depth information shown on the charts shall be published in

the Notice to Mariners.

b. Revisions made on the charts shall be published in the Notice to Mariners in the

same format, to permit mounting over the charted tabulations.

c. When space on the chart does not permit stating the controlling depths for the full

project width, and the information is available, the depths in the outside quarters shall be

given in the Notice to Mariners.

d. All controlling depth notes published in the Notice to Mariners will call attention

to the fact that the Corps of Engineers should be consulted for subsequent information, thus:

The Corps of Engineers should be consulted for changing conditions

subsequent to the above.
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V

Dangers

CORAL AND ROCK REEFS AND LEDGES (A-lld-llg)

Coral and rocky reefs and ledges are indicated on the charts by the same symbol. The
area between the mean high-water line and the outer edge of the ledge symbol should be tinted

green on the printed chart. The type of reef (rock or coral) is named when known.

Reef or ledge symbols should be distinctly drawn so that they will reproduce satisfac-

torily on the printed chart. The symbols for reef areas less than %" in diameter, at the scale

of the chart, should be changed to a rock awash symbol. A reef or ledge symbol is used only

when the reef or ledge uncovers at low water.

There is no distinctive symbol for a submerged reef or ledge, and where the limits have

been determined they should be indicated by a dashed line which encloses the sunken rock

symbols or the appropriate legend (See 0-1 0). Italic letters should be used for the legend

A rocky reef is considered to be detached from shore, whereas a ledge is a rocky formation

connected with and fringing the shore. Italic lettering should always be used when ledges

are named.

OYSTER REEFS (Pg. 69)

Oyster reefs which uncover at the plane of soundings should be indicated by a low-water

curve and labeled, thus: "Oys". Submerged reefs, not adequately denned by soundings, should

be delineated by a short-dashed line properly labeled at frequent intervals.

NAMING REEFS

The style of type to be used in the naming of reefs surrounding an island is a cartographic

problem. In general, it is best to use italic lettering when the reef predominates, and roman
lettering when the island predominates.

RIPRAP MOUNDS (K-Ka)

At many light structures on the East coast, riprap mounds are maintained to protect the

structures against ice damage or scouring action.

As a warning to small craft, all known riprap mounds shall be clearly charted, using the

scallop-like symbol for rock (Symbol Sheet, A-lld). In most instances this will require ex-

aggerating the outer limits of the riprap so as to extend them beyond the light symbol's 3-mm.
magenta disc.

On charts of the l:80,000-scale series where these riprapped lights are not charted, a rock

awash symbol shall be shown in the position of the light structure.

When the riprap symbol is charted, the following caution note shall be added to the notes

of that chart:

CAUTION
Mariners are warned to stay

clear of the protective riprap sur-

rounding navigational light struc-

tures shown thus: c."!
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FISH HAVEN (Fig. 1)

Fish havens are artificial barrier reefs and obstructions, established to enhance fish

propagation in coastal waters (See Chart Letter 921/59).

Small areas shall be shown by a dotted circle, blue tint, and labeled as follows:

.--. Obstruction
'••"' Fish Haven

Large areas shall be shown by short-dashed lines, generally without blue tint, and labeled

thus:

j Obstruction \

\ Fish Haven >

OIL WELL STRUCTUEES (O-Oa -Ob)

Structures established in offshore water areas for the drilling of oil wells shall be charted

as a solid 1.25-mm. square symbol with proper description as follows:

1. Unnamed structure: Pla"orm (li8h,ed)

HORN

2. Named structure: Hazcl (lighted)

HORN

(Names on the latter type structure are visible from seaward and the air, making them
extremely useful as privately maintained aids to navigation and for AIR-SEA rescue operations.)

Structures shown on the 1200-series charts shall be omitted from the 1100-series. In the

areas so affected, the 1200-series chart limits shall be shown in magenta on the 1100-series

with the following explanatory note:

CAUTION

Oil well structures are charted only

where offshore of the indicated limits

of the 1200-series charts.

When oil well structures are reported to exist in confined, constricted or landlocked water

areas, the area shall be labeled: "Obstructions Wells and Pipelines."
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ROCKS

In a general way, rocks are classified as bare rocks, rocks awash, and sunken rocks. Bare

rocks are those extending above the plane of Mean High Water; rocks awash are those exposed

at any stage of the tide between Mean High Water and the chart datum; sunken rocks are

those covered at the chart datum.

For cartographic purposes, a more specific classification has been adopted. This classifi-

cation is different, as between the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts on one hand, and the Pacific and

Alaska Coasts on the other. For a graphic representation see Page 68.

Atlantic Coast

Bare rocks (0-1)—extending more than 1 foot above Mean High Water.

Rocks awash (0-2, 3)—having their peaks between 1 foot above Mean Low Water

and 1 foot above Mean High Water.

Rocks awash at chart datum only (0-3)—having their peaks between 1 foot below

and less than 1 foot above Mean Low Water.

Sunken rocks (0-5a, 26)—covered more than 1 foot at Mean Low Water.

Pacific Coast

Bare rocks—extending more than 2 feet above Mean High Water.

Rocks awash—having their peaks between 2 feet above Mean Lower Low Water and

2 feet above Mean High Water.

Rocks awash at chart datum only—having their peaks between 2 feet below and less

than 2 feet above Mean Lower Low Water.

Sunken rocks—covered more than 2 feet at Mean Lower Low Water.

Page 69 shows rocks as they are shown on survey sheets and the equivalent symbols and

notes to be used on charts.

In using the rock symbols, the cartographer should consider the character of the area,

whether exposed or protected; the proximity to shore; the range of tide; and the probable

visibility of the rock at some stage of the tide.

Special care should be used in charting dangerous rocks. Isolated and dangerous rocks,

whether bare, awash, or sunken, are emphasized on the charts by a black dotted fine encircling

the symbol. It should be noted that, on some hydrographic survey sheets of this Bureau, a

rock symbol encircled by a dotted line indicates any rock that has been accurately located,

whether it is dangerous or not.

SUNKEN ROCKS AND ROCKS AWASH (O)

In areas that are generally foul, and where it is impracticable to get actual depths, the

symbols for sunken rocks and rocks awash may be used in such a manner as to give a general

picture of conditions prevailing in the area. The sunken-rock symbol must not be used when
the depth on the rock is known, except on small-scale charts where there is no room for the

depth figure.

To give prominence to dangerous offshore rocks, the complete note relating to them shall

be charted, thus: Uncovers 3 ft MLW (Mean Low Water). Survey notes of awash MHW
should be converted to sounding datum.

The abbreviations MLW, MLLW, MHW, or MHHW shall be used.
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ROCKS

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

ft

2

Chart Symbol

Atlantic Coast

'-Rk

More than I ft. I ft. or less

below ML W below ML W
Awash

MLW
Less than I ft. I ft. or more I foot More than I ft.

above MLW above MLW above MHW above MHW

Pacific Coast

- 7

-6

5

- 4

-3

2

- 1

-0 ft.

- 1

2

3

5

4

3

2

1 -

Oft.-

3

Chart Symbol 3Rk *

More than 2 ft. 2 ft. or less

below MLLW below MLLW
Awash

MLLW
Less than 2 ft. 2 ft. or more

above MLLW above MLLW
2 feet More than 2 ft.

above MHW above MHW

Relationship of Rock Symbols to Tidal Datum Planes.
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SURVEY SYMBOL
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WRECKS (O)

Chartered wrecks are generally of two kinds, stranded or sunken, the former term applying

where any portion of the hull is above the sounding datum, and the latter applying to those dan-
gerous or nondangerous wrecks which are below the chart datum or where the masts only are

visible. A sunken wreck with less than 11 fathoms of water over it is considered one which
may be dangerous to surface navigation (see pg. 71).

Wrecks cleared by wire drag should be indicated on the charts by the special symbol
provided.

The symbol for a dangerous wreck differs from that for a nondangerous wreck in that

the symbol for the former consists of the sunken wreck symbol surrounded by a dotted curve.

For emphasis, a blue tint should be added within the danger curve around wrecks.

All nondangerous (as well as dangerous) wrecks are to be charted on Alaskan charts,

regardless of depth. In other areas except on "Wreck Charts," nondangerous wrecks shall not

be charted outside of the 20-fathom curve; however, those now charted shall be retained.

On the "Wreck Charts," (for benefit of fishing industry) twenty-two to date (71, 1106-

1117 inch, 1207, 1215, 1219, 1222, 3075, 3076, 5020, 5021, and 5022) all known dangerous or

nondangerous wrecks are to be shown out to the 300-fathom curve. Nondangerous wrecks

shown on Wreck Charts 1207, 1215, and 1219 shall be omitted from the 1100 series. The
seaward limits of these 1200-series charts and an explanatory note shall be shown in magenta
on the 1100 series.

When wrecks or obstructions are searched for with the wire drag and the reported position

is cleared, with no hang obtained, the maximum clearance is to be shown on the Wreck Charts

only. The "basket" symbol will be retained, but the descriptive term (i.e. "Wreck or Obstr")

should be omitted. Nothing will be shown on the other charts except when shoals or rocks are

also cleared as specified under WIRE-DRAG SURVEYS.

The symbol and all references of a wreck or obstruction are to be removed from all charts

when the word "raised" is used in the Wreck List or other sources such as Notice to Mariners.

When the words "destroyed" or "demolished" are used, the symbol shall be retained on

the Wreck Charts only.

According to the regulations given above, some wrecks will be treated differently on the

Wreck Charts than on other charts, while others will appear only on the Wreck Charts. A
comparison of the overlap between a Wreck Chart and a non-wreck chart shall accordingly

be guided by these instructions.

Information relative to wrecks shall be published in the Notice to Mariners.
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WRECKS

Visible wreck
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KELP (O-20)

Kelp generally grows in areas of rocky bottom, and in exposed waters it is found in depths
as great as 10 fathoms. The presence of kelp is an indication that submerged pinnacle rocks

may exist in the area.

In general, the word "Kelp" is used in place of the kelp symbol, which is used only in small

areas.

TIDE RIPS (0-18)

The words "Tide Rips" shall be used in place of the symbol.

MARINE ACCIDENT FILE

In 1954 a special file of nautical charts was established for use in connection with marine
accident cases or wreck investigations. Upon receipt of information of an accident, three

copies of the appropriate charts at the time of accident are placed in this file and retained for

five years.

DANGER TO NAVIGATION REPORT

The Coast and Geodetic Survey policy for the disposition of a report of a grounding or

other danger to navigation is best explained by reference to the flow diagram, page 73. In
general, the routing of a report is as follows:

1. A danger to navigation report received by, or originating with, the Coast and Geodetic
Survey in the field is immediately forwarded (generally by radio) to the affected Coast Guard
District Office for publication in the local Notice to Mariners and for broadcasting over radio to the

boating public. Our commanding officer in the field also notifies (generally by telegram)

Bureau Headquarters in Washington, D.C.

2. Immediately upon receipt of a danger to navigation report in our Headquarters, the

report is routed through the Office of the Director and the Assistant Director for Cartography,
to the Office of the Chief, Nautical Chart Division. This Division Chief then requests an
evaluation by the Operations Officer; Chief, Hydrographic Branch; and Chief, Nautical Data
Branch. Upon receipt of the results of this evaluation with recommendations, the Division

Chief makes the decision as to how the reported danger would be charted. In accordance with
this decision, the Chief, Aids to Navigation Section writes an article for insertion in the Notice
to Mariners. A copy of the danger report, with a notation as to how it will be charted, is for-

warded with recommendations from the Chief, Nautical Chart Division, through the Assistant

Director for Cartography to the Assistant Director, Office of Oceanography, for consideration

of a field investigation of the reported danger. A copy of the report is also sent to the Coast
Guard for consideration of aids to navigation. Another copy is furnished the Corps of Engi-
neers for consideration of removal of the danger.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY

POLICY FOR DISPOSITION OF
REPORTS OF DANGERS TO NAVIGATION

(Rocks, Wrecks, Obstructions, Shoaling)

MARCH 1963

Navigational Danger reported from field
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_r\
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Director
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Washington 25, D.C.
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I
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Chief, Aids to
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issue from Wash., D.C,
New York & San Francisco

Reported Danger is added

to each affected chart

at time of printing

Assistant Director

Office of Cartography

Copy of report, with
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forwarded to Asst.

Director, Office of

Oceanography

Chief, Operations Div.

Field investigation,

immediate or future,

is made at discretion

of Asst. Director,

Office of Oceanography
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VI

Bottom Characteristics

BOTTOM CHARACTERISTICS (S)

Bottom characteristics shall be spaced at reasonable intervals over the chart and shall be

placed a little below and to one side of the sounding. Within practical limits the representa-

tion should show the type of bottom on the different bottom features. Rocky areas unsuitable

for anchoring as well as areas well suited for anchoring are of special interest to the navigator.

Fishermen have a special interest in the characteristics on shoals and those revealing areas in

which nets might be damaged.

In general, two words or their abbreviations will suffice in describing bottom characteristics.

The abbreviations used must conform with those printed in the standard note on the chart.

Only in special cases will it be necessary to use any others.

In harbors, inland waters, and along the coast, where the navigator may be interested in

the holding quality of the bottom, characteristics should consist of the type or character, such

as rky, hrd, M, sft, S, stk. Avoid hrd M and sft S.

In deep water, characteristics should consist of the type of bottom, and color, if pertinent,

such as bk M, yl CI, Sh, S.

VII

Verification of Wire-Drag Surveys

The area and depth diagram, which is also known as the "A and D sheet", shows the final

results of drag operations in a simplified and clear manner. It shows the maximum effective

wire-drag depths in every portion of the area covered by the wire-drag survey. It also shows

the soundings as well as the groundings on shoals. A summary of groundings and clearances

is given in the Descriptive Report.

The soundings and groundings are shown by black numerals; the groundings are encircled

in green ink. Notes at groundings give the maximum effective wire-drag depth at which the

groundings were cleared. If the grounding was not cleared by a subsequent wire-drag strip,

these notes will so state.

A grounding not cleared by a wire-drag strip may be charted only as a sounding. Areas

shown on the A and D sheet as "splits" or insufficient overlaps of adjoining wire-drag strips are

considered not to be covered by the wire-drag. (For further information concerning wire-drag

surveys, see Coast and Geodetic Survey "Wire Drag Manual," publication No. 20-1.)
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VIII

Review of Hydrographic Surveys

The written review appended to the Descriptive Report of a hydrographic survey is a

record of the discussions, evaluations, and recommendations derived from a comprehensive

study of the latest and prior surveys by this Bureau and charted information from other sources.

The compiler shall read the review before applying the survey to a chart. The review

serves as an important aid to the compiler in the construction or revision of a nautical chart.

A review's main purpose is to make the new survey complete with reference to all informa-

tion on prior hydrographic or wire-drag surveys so that it is unnecessary for the chart compiler

to consult any prior surveys of the area covered, except as specifically mentioned in the written

review. The latest reviewed basic survey supersedes all prior surveys in the common area.

In order to do this, it is frequently necessary to carry forward from the prior surveys to the

present survey, data which have not been confirmed or disproved by the present survey.

Compilers will find specific comments and conclusions in the review relative to the char-

acter, of the area, shoreline, and development of the bottom features including the least depths

on shoals or obstructions. The adequacy of the junctions with contemporary surveys or other

currently charted detail is considered and evaluated.

Discussions by the reviewer, under "Comparison with prior surveys", consider changes in

shoreline or bottom configuration and state whether these changes are due to natural or arti-

ficial causes or to less detailed and accurate methods employed in the prior surveys.

Under the heading "Comparison with chart" the origin of the charted data is listed, and

all differences between the charted and current survey data are enumerated. The majority of

the charted information will have been considered in the comparison with prior surveys.

Therefore, attention need be given only to the charted data from Chart Letters, advance

copies of Boat Sheets, Coast Guard and Naval Oceanographic Office Notices to Mariners,

Corps of Engineers surveys, or other sources. Where charted data from sources other than

the Bureau surveys have not been disproved by the present survey and should be retained on

the chart, a specific recommendation to that effect is made. Finally the discussion is concluded

with a statement as to the adequacy of the present survey to supersede the charted hydrography.

In cases where improved channels fall within the area of the hydrographic survey, the

controlling depth notes are usually furnished by the Corps of Engineers. Controlling depth

notes dated subsequent to the present survey information are recommended for retention on

the chart.

Where shoals and channels have shifted in position and are not adequately marked by the

charted buoys, or a new unmarked danger is noted, the review will so state. Differences

between the charted and present survey position of the fixed aids to navigation are noted.

The compiler should note whether or not the survey and review has been finally inspected

and approved for application to the charts or if it has been previously partially applied. Guid-

ance as to the proper procedure should be sought from the Chiefs of the Conventional or

Small-craft Chart Branches.

Finally the compiler should give reasons in the "History of Cartographic Work" for devia-

tions, if any, from the recommendations made under "Comparison with charts" in the review.
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IX

Registration of Surveys

The registration of hydrographic surveys (H-Series) is completed upon receipt of the

Smooth Sheet, Descriptive Report and field records in the Washington Office. Besides the

regular basic hydrographic surveys there are wire-drag surveys (which are filed as the H-Series

with a suffix W.D.), field examinations (which are designated as F.E. and filed progressively by

the year of the registration), and the deep-sea tracklines (which are filed under specific H-Series:

H-7100 to 7119). All permanent survey records such as supplementary special reports,

sounding volumes, fathograms and other such records are forwarded to the Bureau library.

The registration of photogrammetric surveys (T-Series) is not completed until after the

survey has been reviewed and approved. Although copies of many photogrammetric compila-

tions can be obtained from the vault they may represent only the incomplete, preliminary or

advance photogrammetric information. These copies are maintained as a temporary reference

file and are destroyed upon receipt of the final approved copy.

The various types of photogrammetric surveys filed in the vault are Planimetric, Shore-

line and Topographic surveys. Planetable surveys generally made prior to the advent of

photogrammetric surveys are also filed in the vault. These may also be planimetric, shoreline

or topographic in the details shown. The registry numbering of the planetable surveys are

from to 4999, those mounted on aluminum are from 6000 to 7999; photogrammetric surveys

are numbered from 5000 to 5999 and 8000 to 12000.

Geographical indices are maintained for all registered surveys on medium-scale nautical

charts of the Bureau. The actual coverage is diagrammed on these charts, some of which are

programmed on two or more copies to avoid congestion.

Survey Repository

The original surveys of the Coast and Geodetic Survey are filed in the fire-proof repository,

located in room 1117. This vault contains over 9700 topographic and 8700 hydrographic

surveys which have been made since 1834.

The vault is also a storage depot for assorted documents associated with the Bureau

surveying activities and for some classified materials. It is needless to say that this material

is irreplaceable and should be handled with extreme care.

All persons removing documents or surveys from the vault shall complete either the blue

(hydrographic) or the pink (topographic) request forms C&GS-8255, "Topographic/Hydro-

graphic Sheet Request" and assume complete responsibility for the prompt return of all items

borrowed.
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AIDS TO NAVIGATION

GENERAL STATEMENT

Lights, lightships, fog signals, buoys, daybeacons, radiobeacons, and loran (see section

on electronic aids to navigation) are the principal aids to navigation shown on the charts.

Complete information regarding these aids will be found in the Light List. The correct chart-

ing of these aids is illustrated on Figures 1 and 24 in the Appendix, and on Chart No. 1.

Aids with their characteristics must be so charted that they are identified readily by the

chart user and are not obscured by less important information. Care must be taken that the

legends which describe the fight characteristics fall outside both the magenta disc, used to

overprint the dots representing the positions of fights, and tfie encircling magenta rings, used

to symbolize radiobeacons.

It is the responsibility of tfie cartographer and verifier to see that all aids and lettering

concerning aids are in their correct positions on compilations and in the areas corrected on

Drawings, before being submitted to the Aids Section for checking.

There is a definite pattern to the placement of aids to navigation marking our harbors and

inland waterways known as the Lateral System. The coloring and numbering of fights, buoys

and daybeacons is determined by their position with respect to the navigable channels pro-

ceeding from seaward toward the head of navigation. Even-numbered, red or white lighted

buoys and fights, mark tfie right-hand side of the channel entering from seaward. Odd-

numbered, green or white lighted buoys and lights, mark the left-hand side of the channel

entering from seaward. In coloring and numbering of offshore buoys and fights along the

coasts and along traffic routes not leading distinctly from seaward, or toward headwaters, the

above system applies wfien proceeding in a southerly direction along the Atlantic Coast, in

a northerly and westerly direction along the Gulf Coast and in a northerly direction along the

Pacific Coast. The Intracoastal Waterway is similarly marked proceeding from the north

Atlantic States to the lower coast of Texas regardless of the compass headings of individual

sections.

When determined by triangulation, the position of all fixed aids must be plotted carefully

by their geographic coordinates. When determined by stereo bridging, they should be plotted

by their geographic coordinates, directly from Form 567. When not determined by triangula-

tion or stereo bridging, their positions should be transferred carefully to the Drawings from the

survey sheets. The symbols for buoys, daybeacons, and figfits, together with their accompany-

ing lettering, should be so placed as to keep channels clear.
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All aids to navigation along dredged channels shall be charted in their true positions when
being plotted or revised on Drawings or Aid Proofs, unless such aids on opposite sides of a

channel plot less than 1.5 mm. apart. In this case the aids may be separated to 1.5 mm. if the

approval of the Chief of Branch is obtained. At this separation, daymarks will barely overlap.

However, aids shall not be moved off ranges or natural objects. The overlap of magenta discs

is not considered detrimental to the clarity of the chart. Any lettering or sounding within the

disc shouldbe moved to clear it except a critical sounding which shall not be moved.

It will not be necessary for cartographers to investigate the charted positions of channel

aids in those areas not being revised from new source material unless the Aid Proof indicates

that this should be done.

Fixed aids are often built on rocks and isolated features, and care must be taken to restore

these features when the aids are removed from the charts.

Before being sent to the Reproduction Division, all new or corrected charts must be sub-

mitted to the Aids Section for checking of aids. After all the necessary work has been accom-

plished in the Reproduction Division and the chart is ready for printing, a final check of aids

is made, at which time a check must be made of the printing date. This printing date should be

a Monday following the date of the last Notice to Mariners applied. The Coast Guard Head-
quarters, Aids to Navigation Division, is contacted at this time for knowledge of proposed

navigational aid projects with approximate dates of completion within the chart limits in order

to coordinate the printing supply and completion of major revisions.

Temporary defects in aids to navigation are not indicated on the charts except where

a buoy replaces a fixed aid. A standard note covering this practice is added to all charts.

(See Fig. 9.) When a buoy replaces a fixed aid, the following abbreviations are added at

the fixed aid by a hand correction in red

:

TRLB Temporarily replaced by lighted buoy showing the same characteristic

TRUB Temporarily replaced by unlighted buoy

TLB Temporary lighted buoy

TUB Temporary unlighted buoy.

LIGHTS (Figs. 1, 19, 20, 24) (K)

The positions of all fixed lights shall be shown on Drawings by the intersection of two red

lines parallel to the neatlines, and on Compilations by similar intersecting blue lines. On charts,

a lighted beacon or lighthouse is represented by a black dot, 0.76 mm. in diameter, and over-

printed by a magenta disc, 3.0 mm. in diameter.

On all Drawings and Compilations, the cartographer shall indicate the size of the magenta

discs for lighted aids to navigation by drawing a non-photographic blue-ink circle on the

Compilations and a green-ink circle on Drawings, using the standard diameter at each position.
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The characteristics and numbers of all lights must be shown on the Compilation in blue,

and on the Drawings in red, and must be in the exact positions they will occupy on the finished

chart. The lower case "1" is used in the abbreviation for flashing, Fl. Two lights on the same
structure should be so indicated by their characteristics even though these are the same,

e.g.{nR. Amber lights are indicated by the abbreviation "Am." The words and abbrevia-

tions for visibility and every, vis., and ev., are to be omitted from the charts. The visibility

distance of range lights shall not be charted.

On large-scale charts, the characteristics of lights shall be shown in the following order

:

1. Character as Gp Fl group flashing

2.
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^
OFFICtAl U S. COAST OUARO PHOTOGRAPH

MILE ROCKS LIGHT

Mile Rocks Light Station, located one-half mile off Lands End in the Golden Gate area of San Francisco,
was completed in 1906. The superstructure, which is 78 feet above the water, houses the fog signal apparatus
and a 11,000 candlepower light visible at 14 miles. The rocks upon which the light station is situated are

constantly washed by swirling currents.
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BUOYS (Figs. 1, 21) (L)

In general, the positions of floating aids should be taken from the latest Aid Proof of the

largest scale chart available. However, survey positions should be given careful consideration.

Any floating aid taken from sources other than the Aid Proof should be left in pencil for checking

by the Aids Section. The Aids Section shall ink all such aids accepted and call for deletion

of the corresponding presently charted aid.

The position of a navigational buoy or mooring buoy is indicated by the dot or small circle

at the base of the symbol.

In congested areas and on smaller scale charts, omissions of characteristics at buoys shall

be made in the following order:

Lighted Buoys Unlighted Buoys Daybeacons

R"22" R R
FlR4secBELL N"2A" Bn"12"

9nH
R"22" N"2A" ^

na FIR BELL iN ZA "12"

Fl I?

3rd N" "12"
BELL"22" iN iZ

A*V F1 R
4th BELL

5th BELL

All buoys, except mooring buoys, black buoys (and red buoys which are colored red instead

of magenta on Small-craft and folded Intracoastal Waterway Charts), should carry the abbrevi-

ation indicating their color.

Periods (cycles) of the lights on buoys must be indicated on the charts, but the visibility

need not be shown.

Lighted buoj^s are indicated on the printed chart by a magenta disc, 2.5 mm. in diameter,

and centered on the dot at the base of the buoy symbol. (See L-2 .)

For the present, buoys carrying radar reflectors are indicated on the charts, thus: Ra Ref
The symbol for radar reflector is: ***. (See M-13.)

Buoys, with their numbers and characteristics, should be shown on the Compilations in

black, and on Drawings in red, clear of rock symbols and the least depth on shoals.
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To simplify correction work along channels, buoy symbols should be placed at an angle

of about 65 degrees from the channel lines, and with the symbol pointing toward the top of

the chart wherever possible. The lettering pertaining to channel buoys should be placed far

enough away from the channel lines to permit slight changes in the positions of the buoy
symbols without disturbing the lettering.

<$•. res- /''^ i° --

V

The orientation' of the buoy symbols, other than those along dredged channels, should be

about 25° from the vertical.

Unlighted buoys along dredged channels shall be charted in their true position on large-

scale charts. On small-scale charts, when the widths of channels are exaggerated, the buoys

are charted in their correct relation to the edge of the channel.

Buoy symbols marking the limits of fish trap areas should be oriented so as to fall inside

the area and, in general, at an angle of 65° from the limiting lines.

Mooring buoys, whether lighted or unlighted cans, nuns, or spars, should be shown by the

mooring buoy symbol. (L-22)

The purpose for which a buoy is to be used determines the symbol for charting. Buoys
having a ring to which a boat is to be tied, shall be represented by the mooring buoy symbol.

A white can, nun or spar, lighted or unlighted buoy marking a position for dropping anchor

or marking anchorage area limits shall be represented by the standard open buoy symbol.

Racing buoys shall not be charted. In areas where racing buoys are established, the

following note shall be charted

:

RACING BUOYS
Racing buoys within the limits

of this chart are not shown hereon.

For location and description see the

Coast Guard Local Notices to

Mariners and Light List.

DAYBEACONS (Fig. 20) (L-52)

Daybeacons on large-scale charts shall be shown in black on Compilations, and red on

Drawings, in their true position by the standard symbol. Black beacons shall be shown in

solid color and all other beacons shall be shown open. Red beacons shall be overprinted in

magenta. The abbreviation "Bn" should be shown only at beacons which do not have identi-

fying numbers or letters. The abbreviations on both land and water should be in vertical

lettering. The abbreviation for black shall be omitted, but the abbreviation for color shall be

shown and placed above the number, or above or after "Bn," thus: a,^„ A
B
R
n

A Bn R

The center of the symbol is the geographic position.
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LIGHTSHIPS (Fig. 24) (K-6)

Characteristics of lights on lightships shall include the height of the light and its visibility.

The position of a lightship is indicated on the chart by the small circle at the base of the symbol.

This circle is to be overprinted on the final chart by a magenta disc 3.0 mm. in diameter.

Names of lightships should be in Draftsman's Italic. Correct charting of a lightship is illus-

trated on Figure 24 in the Appendix.

STATION BUOYS

A station buoy is anchored close to a lightship, or to an important buoy, to mark the posi-

tion in case the regular aid is carried away. The station buoy has the same color as the regular

aid. Lightship station buoys bear the letters L.S. above the initials of the station. Station

buoys are not to be shown on the charts.

LIGHTFLOATS (L-12)

Floats which display lights should be indicated on the chart by the lighted open buoy
symbol and labeled "float."

LIGHT SECTOR (Fig. 1) (K-12; P-4)

A Light Sector is an arc of a circle bounded by two radii in which a light is visible. The
length of the dotted line used to indicate the limits of a Light Sector should generally cor-

respond to the visibility given in the Light List. Thus, if a light's visibility is 20 miles, the
length of the ray lines should be 20 miles at the scale of the chart.

Limits of sectors and arcs of visibility are given in the Light List in degrees in a clockwise

direction from seaward toward the light.

Colors of sectors are labeled in the form of an arc of a circle about one inch away from
the light. For red sectors, a magenta line should be shown under the words "red sector."

HORN

A horn, bell, gong, or siren, not accompanying a regular aid, should be indicated on the
chart by a small circle symbol. The name should be in caps, using 6 pt. No. 3 Lightline Gothic
style of type: o horn
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RADIOBEACONS (Figs. 1, 24) (M-3, 4, 5)

Radiobeacons are operated continuously with a series of six radiobeacons sequenced on a

single frequency. In the system of time sharing, the six beacons are sequenced to transmit for

a period of one minute in consecutive rotation with the exception of marker radiobeacons which

operate continuously transmitting a series of ^-second dashes for 13^ seconds, silent 1}£ seconds.

Details relative to radiobeacons will be found in the Light List and U.S. Naval Oceanographic

Office Publication No. 117, Radio Navigational Aids. For policy governing charting of aero-

nautical radiobeacons, see Page 30.

Radiobeacons are indicated on the charts by a magenta circle 7.1 mm. in diameter. The

magenta circle need not be shown adjacent to the standard abbreviation note shown on the

charts.

For charts on the Atlantic Coast with scales from 1:40,000 to 1:1,000,000, and on the

Pacific Coast with scales from 1 :40,000 up to the smallest scale charts, excluding Charts 9340,

9400, 4000, 9000, the frequency, code signal and operating schedule shall be indicated

adjacent to the radiobeacon symbol, thus:

R Bn 302 &

Continuously dm on-5m silent)

In Canada, with the exception of those beacons revised to the above standards, the charac-

teristic signal is usually repeated three times and is followed by one or more dash signals. In

this case the legend should be charted as follows:

R Bn 300 ••— 3 times & —

—

60m-10m & 30m-40m

On charts with scales other than those mentioned above, only the radiobeacon symbol

(magenta circle 7.1 mm. in diameter) and the legend R Bn shall be charted.

Only marine radiobeacons have been calibrated for surface use. Limitations on the use

of other radio signals as an aid to marine navigation can be found in the "List of Lights and

other Marine Aids," published by the Coast Guard and "Radio Navigational Aids," Naval

Oceanographic Office Publication No. 117.

DISTANCE FINDING STATIONS (Fig. 24) (M-15)

Sound signals synchronized with radiobeacons shall be indicated on the charts by the ab-

breviation "DFS."
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AERONAUTICAL LIGHTS (Figs. 1, 24) (K-4)

As the effective range of aeronautical lights is in most cases greater than that of the lights

established for ship navigation, those listed in the Light List should be shown on the charts.

The position is indicated on the chart by a dot with a magenta disc 3 mm. in diameter. The
light symbol should be accompanied by its characteristics and the abbreviation"AERO." (See

Aeronautical Radiobeacons, Radio Range Stations, pg. 30.)

All true aeronautical lights are rotating in character and are shown on the charts as "Rot."

The color is indicated by the standard abbreviations used for nautical lights. The period,

height, visibility and number are not charted.

Obstruction lights, sometimes referred to as aeronautical lights, are not to be charted

unless specifically requested and approval is obtained from the Branch Chief to chart same.

When the structure is shown with the landmark symbol and the obstruction light has been ap-

proved for charting, the following symbolization shall be used: O ™" K Since the landmark

symbol is used, the magenta disc is omitted.

A file with a card for each rotating aeronautical fight is maintained in the Aids Section.

This file gives the location and color of the lights. The Radio Facility Chart Branch of the

Aeronautical Chart Division furnishes all information which it receives that can be used in

the correction of the card file. The compiler should consult this file before making any changes

to charted aeronautical lights. If changes are made, the card should be corrected accordingly

and, if necessary, the change should be published in the Notice to Mariners.

PRIVATE AIDS (K-17; L-29, -Lf)

Only those private aids listed in the C.G. Light List shall be charted. If aids established

and maintained by private interests are charted, they shall be marked, "Priv maintd" (in

vertical type if fixed, in italic type if floating). On small-scale charts, or when space is limited,

this information may be omitted if charted on one or more large-scale charts covering the area.

Any fixed unlighted aid not established or maintained by the Coast Guard, and not fisted

in the C.G. Light List, should be charted thus:' O marker when approximate, thus: ° Marker

Lighted aids should be shown with the fight symbol, proper characteristics and the ab-

breviation "Priv maintd". If the aid is not included in the Light List it should be charted thus

:

o Marker (lighted) when approximate, thus: O MARKER (lighted)

A private light (charting approved by Branch Chief) on a radio tower, or other struc-

ture shown with the landmark symbol, should be charted in a manner similar to the following:
QR TR

FRLt
Since in this case the landmark symbol is used, the magenta disc should be omitted.

"F R Lt" is the abbreviation for fixed red light.
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I

Electronic Navigational Systems

Included within this category are those electronic navigational systems which require the

cartographer to prepare the necessary lines of position for overprinting on selected charts.

Currently this category includes Loran "A", Loran "C" and Consol.

Loran "A" provides accurate fixes at sea to ranges of 700 nautical miles by day and about

1400 nautical miles by night, regardless of weather. Loran depends upon measuring in micro-

seconds (millionths of seconds) the time interval between the reception of short pulses trans-

mitted from pairs of radio stations on shore. One transmitter of a loran pair, the "master

station", emits a number of uniformly spaced pulses each second. Several hundred miles away
a second transmitter, the "slave station", emits a corresponding series of pulses which are

kept accurately synchronized with those from the master station.

The time difference between the reception of a master pulse and the corresponding slave

pulse establishes one point. If a constant value of time difference is observed at a series of

points, and if these points are plotted on a chart and connected, the resulting smoothed curve

will be a spheroidal hyperbola, and a loran line of position. A minimum of two "families" or

"rates" of these loran lines of position are overprinted on a given chart to provide intersections

for fixes.

Loran "C" provides very accurate fixes at sea to ranges of 1400 nautical miles day and

night by using ground wave signals. Fixes up to 2500 nautical miles may be obtained day and

night using sky wave signals; however, the accuracy is then of the order of ±5 nautical miles.

The method of observation is basically similar to Loran "A" except that all stations in a chain

operate on the same pulse repetition rate.

At the present Loran "C" is being used as a special purpose highly accurate navigation

system for the Department of Defense. In order to obtain the ultimate accuracy out of the

system, especially programed shipboard computers are used. Due to receiver costs, few sets

other than by the military, are in use.

In preparing for this overprinting, the cartographer is concerned with these steps:

1. Determining which rates will provide the best coverage on the given chart.

2. Determining which lines of position for a given rate will result in the most satisfactory

and usable spacing.

3. Plotting the tabular intercepts on a copy of the chart printed on a stable medium, and

connecting like points with smooth curves.

4. Preparing overlays as necessary to indicate color separations.
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The determination and establishment of the most satisfactory rates is normally the result

of coordination with the ILS. Coast Guard, and the decision of the Chief of Division. These

factors are important for consideration

:

1. The geographic distance of the stations of a given rate from the neatline limits of the

chart.

2. The relationship of rates to one another. The most satisfactory fixes are obtained where

the intersections of the lines of position are normal to one another; the least satis-

factory are at or near baseline extensions.

3. The existence of extensive shoal areas on a chart would preclude the overprinting of

loran lines within these areas.

On a printed copy of the chart the cartographer shall sketch in the desired lines of position,

preferably in the colors in which they are to be printed. Normally, a given rate is printed in

the same color on all charts ; any deviation from this shall be authorized only by the Chief of

Division. The lines of position shall be spaced approximately three-fourths of an inch apart

where convergence is greatest; as the lines of position diverge, intermediate lines shall be added.

Excepting near base-line extensions, no space shall be greater than the largest spacing of the

linear interpolator. Normally, every line of position is labeled; the 100-microsecond lines shall

carry the complete designation, as 2L4-1500, while intermediate lines may be designated only

as 1420, 1440, etc. The designation shall be kept aligned as far as possible, and are spaced

along each line at 15- to 18-inch intervals.

A blueline made from the black negatives of the chart shall be procured. The blueline

should be printed near the center of a large sheet of polyester plastic, on the grained side ; the

plastic shall not be trimmed from the edges.

Three principal forms of plotting data for loran lines of position are available:

1. The bound copies of "Loran Tables", N.O.O. Publication No. 221 with specific sub-

numbers in parentheses.

2. "Tab Runs", which are preliminary tables also obtained under limited distribution

from the Oceanographic Office.

3. Supplemental "tab runs" obtained from our own Computing Division to augment

either of the above.

A quick examination of the tables and tab runs above will show that intercept values

are provided for every 15' of arc at and near both stations where the hyperbolas change direc-

tion most rapidly. Further out from the two stations, intercepts are provided for every 30',

while at the greatest distances they are at every minute of arc. Rule in the necessary additional

projection lines in a non-photographic blue ink. The projection fines should be ruled outside

the neat lines as necessary to insure at least one plotted point for every line of position either

on or outside the next fines.
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Plot the intercepts from the tables (or tab runs), labeling each point with a small circle

in colored pencil, preferably that color in which the rate is to be printed. Frequently it will

be necessary to interpolate to obtain points for intermediate lines of position. Both tables

and N.O.O. tab runs provide "delta values" (the column headed by "A"), which are actually

tenths of a minute of arc expressed as whole numbers. The algebraic sign preceding the delta

value indicates whether it is to be added to or subtracted from the intercept next preceding,

to obtain a new intercept midway between the full values.

After all rates are plotted on the single sheet of stable-base plastic, like points are con-

nected by fine black lines. All necessary type is added as determined by the study above,

as well as a linear interpolator that best fits the more usable intervals of lines of position.

Colored overlays shall be prepared one for each color in which loran information is to be
printed, and each overlay shall show clearly what information is to be printed in each color.

All notes pertaining to loran in general, as well as the linear interpolator, shall be added
to the black Drawing, to be printed in black.

When one of the loran rates is printed in magenta, all compass roses shall be printed in

black.

I

All loran lines of position, including base-line extensions, shall be engraved 0.004" wide.

Loran lines of position shall be broken only for type of the same color, for all sky wave
corrections, and for ocean station vessels. Black information shall not be broken for loran

information; neither shall loran information be broken for black information. Avoid placing

loran type where it will be obscured by the black.

After verification, the loran Drawings with type and the overlays are ready for reproduction.

A consol radio station is a directional radio beacon. The bearing lines radiating from the

station are great circle lines of position identifiable to the mariner by a separate count of dots

and dashes. The navigator determines his bearing from a station by a count; the intersection

of bearings from two stations provides a fix. Consol may be used in conjunction with one or

more of the established methods of navigation.

Control points for consol bearing lines are computed as geographic positions either by
the cartographer, or submitted as tab runs from the electronic computer. On a reverse blue-

line of the black negatives, plot first the geographic position of the consol station, then plot

the remaining geographic positions of the bearing lines. Connect like points with smooth
curves in pencil only.

Using the consol station as a center, ink in arcs of concentric circles to include all of the

pencilled bearings and space the several arcs uniformly five or six inches apart. The inter-

sections of the pencilled bearing lines and the arcs shall be shown by short ticks inked on the

inside of each arc; intermediate points for bearings may be computed as necessary, or they may
be added by graphically subdividing the circular distance.
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SMALL-CRAFT CHARTS

In the Spring of 1958 The Director of the Coast and Geodetic Survey appointed a com-
mittee to make a study of a special chart to meet the requirements of the small-craft navigator.

A compact chart was designed for use in the inland and coastal waterways of the United States

for recreational boators. These compact charts, the latest addition to the Bureau's list of

nautical charts published, are the Small-craft Charts. They provide the small-craft navigator

with a convenient instrument for navigation and are constructed with the same high standard

of accuracy established for the Conventional Nautical Charts. To promote safe navigation,

selected basic educational aids are charted for the small-craft operator. Small-craft Charts
are issued in three different types (see page 90) and are identified by the following assigned

group numbers:

I. 100-SC to 199-SC: Small-craft Chart Folio, consist of three or four folded sheets

printed front and back and bound in a suitable cover—(Chart 101-SC).

II. 600-SC to 699-SC: Small-craft Route Charts (rivers and narrow waterways), con-

sist of a folded single sheet printed front and back and issued in a suitable jacket

—

(Chart 690-SC) (Conventional Charts printed front and back may be assigned to

this number series by deleting the letters "SC").

800-SC to 899-SC: Small-craft Route Charts (Intracoastal Waterway) consist of a

folded single sheet printed front and back, and issued in a suitable jacket— (Chart

829-SC).

III. 70-SC to 9500-SC: Small-craft Area Charts. The "SC" designation following the

chart numbers will in all cases, except those listed above, designate a Conventional
Chart published with additional Small-craft information. These charts are folded

on a horizontal axis folding into panels—(Chart 246-SC).
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The diagrams below show the cover, base, neatline and panel

dimensions of the three basic types of Small-craft Chart formats

in current use.

100-SC FOLIO CHART TYPE
Small-craft Chart: Multiple pages printed back-to-back ; each page

accordion-folded and issued in a side (ring) binding with protective

cover.

COVER
TRIM SIZE 141" « l?i"

I

OUTSIDE FRONT OUTSIDE BACK
9"

3ASE
TRIM 14}" x 32J"

OUTSIDE BORDER 14"x31J
NEATLINE 13.93" x 31 43"

PANELS 8J". 8". 8". 8"x14j"

BASE
TRIM 15"x 59"

OUTSIDE BORDER 14J" x 58"

NEATLINE 14 43" x 57.93"

PANELS 7 3/8" x 15"

600-SC AND 800-SC ROUTE CHART TYPE
Charts of rivers, narrow bodies of water; Intracoastal Waterway
Charts. 1 page printed back-to-back; 7 folds; 8 panels; accordion-

folded and issued in a jacket.

[

JACKET
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Small-craft Charts

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

FORMAT DIMENSIONS: See page 90.

A PLANNING LAYOUT shall be made on a pre-determined format, showing the limits,

title, and scale of the base chart and the insets. Space permitting, selected photographs of

pertinent features within the charted area will be employed.

MERCATOR PROJECTIONS, based on the middle latitude of the chart, shall be computed

and ruled for the base chart and insets. Projection and subdivision intervals are determined

by the chart scale.

LINE WEIGHTS: See page 96.

SOURCES shall include all the latest information as to

:

1. Hydrography]
\ Standards

2. Topography .

3. Photography

4. Aid Proofs

5. Coast Pilot

6. Geographic Names Standards

7. Notice to Mariners

8. Facilities (Services and Supplies)

When source material has been evaluated, a graphic index shall be made of all the data

to be used in the chart. For compilation, this source material is then reduced or enlarged

photographically for fidelity of detail and scale. All data used during compilation and review

must be recorded on the History Sheets. Marine Weather information, Tides, Currents,

and all other notes concerning the chart and insets should be selected and revised, if neces-

sary. Modernized wording should be used whenever possible.

FACILITY information is obtained by a facility inspection survey. The facility positions

are plotted on the largest scale charts, T-sheets, or quads covering the Small-craft Chart

area and described as Facility Standards. Information for individual facilities shall be

assembled and transferred to the facility index forms. Field numbers designate the indi-

vidual facilities until all facilities have been plotted on the base charts and insets. A number
is then assigned and applied to the red or magenta compilation in bold type with a leader

to its exact position. The facilities are listed consecutively within the Facility Index and

placed on the cover whenever possible. Facility tabulations are revised in each new edition

of the chart.
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CHART DETAIL to include:

1. Landmarks and other navigational aids shall be precisely plotted.

2. Urban area limits are selected from latest sources, outlined on an urban compilation

and show the actual urban limits and not the city or town boundaries. The urban

pattern will be screened by the Reproduction Division.

3. Main roads and railroads shall be single line, identified, labeled and show through the

urban pattern. All roads leading to facilities must be shown.

4. Drainage patterns, lakes, streams, canals, and reservoirs are charted when significant.

5. Selected critical spot elevations and bluffs should be charted if prominent.

6. Latest bridge and cable data shall be applied.

HYDROGRAPHY is to be compiled from latest sources. Hydrographic information on the

base charts within the limits of the insets is omitted except for that used for through traffic.

Soundings shall be carefully selected and charted in feet, or fathoms and feet, as required.

The 6-foot, low-water, and/or other critical depth curves are selected. A blue tint shall be

shown to the 6-foot or critical depth curve.

Low water areas are tinted green and outlined by a dotted curve.

Reefs, rocks, shoals, wrecks, piles and other water obstructions shall be carefully plotted.

Bottom characteristics shall be carefully selected and spaced.

All channel limits and notes are placed on the black Compilation.

Restricted, prohibited, cable and pipeline areas shall be verified and applied to the red

or magenta Compilation. Restricted areas are shown by the "TTT" symbol.

MAJOR COURSE HEADINGS are shown on the red or magenta Compilation, and appropri-

ately labeled.

MAJOR DISTANCES are international nautical miles and given between primary course

changes and/or at marked five mile intervals on the red or magenta Compilation.
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TYPE for entire chart and insets shall be ordered using Small-craft Chart No. 117-SC as a

standard. Futura Type is the basic style type to be used on all Small-craft Charts. This

open-face style provides, under adverse conditions, ease of identification and increased

legibility. (See page 96 for type styles and sizes.)

All type must be placed carefully and interfere as little as possible with the cartographic

detail.

Marginal information and standard notes shall be applied using Small-craft Chart No.

117-SC as a standard.

INSETS: The placement of insets is determined on the planning layout and so far as prac-

ticable, insets are placed on the reverse side of the base charts. Projection intervals are

determined by the scale. The insets are numbered and cross-referenced as to their location

on the base charts. The limits of insets, on the base charts, are outlined accurately and num-

bered in sequence on the magenta or red Compilation. Compass roses should be placed on

all insets, however, where space is limited a north arrow shall be charted.

CHART INDEX of the area shall be compiled at the best possible scale to diagram the charted

area and the adjoining chart coverage. This index is placed on the outside back cover when-

ever possible.

TIDE TABLES are photographic reductions of the published Tide Tables.

TINT GUIDES are sent to Reproduction to guide them in the application of the blue and

green tints.

The date of the latest Notice to Mariners must be used for the cut-off date when the proof of

Base No. 1 is ready for final verification of aids. This cut-off date also applies to the re-

maining sections of the Small-craft Chart.

A certain degree of flexibility should be allowed in Small-craft Chart compilations due to the

special problems encountered in difficult areas.

All other procedures in the construction of Small-craft Charts, in general, follow the Nautical

Chart Manual standards.

On the planning chart, compilation, and final drawing, attention is directed to the cartographic

balance of the complete Small-craft Chart with its ultimate use always in mind. This chart

is designed for recreational craft use and emphasis must be placed on completeness, accuracy,

legibility of type and detail, and final usage.

New editions of the Small-craft Charts are issued annually and are not hand corrected

between printings. Notices to Mariners warn navigators of critical changes between editions.
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CONSTRUCTION OF SMALL-CRAFT CHARTS

I. Prepare a layout, to scale, of the selected area on pre-determined format (see pg. 90).

A. Assemble layout in cover showing continuity of coverage and positions of scales, compass

roses, insets, notes, photographs, etc.

II. Present to Chief of Division, the layout, detailed specifications and proposed method of

compilation to be employed.

A. Secure his approval and scheduled date of completion.

B. One of the three following methods for compilation construction is presently used for

"Folio" charts and "Route" charts:

Method No. 1

A new Mercator projection is computed and ruled on a stable plastic. The areas not

covered by conventional large-scale charts are compiled by rough drafting from evaluated scaled

source data on the new projection. The Compilation is then forwarded to the Reproduction

Division for engraving. From the resulting scribed copy a blackline print is furnished. This

print is then the base Compilation, and requires a complete application of geographic names,

notes, soundings and other miscellaneous type on a registered transparent stable plastic overlay.

Method No. 2

Mosaic to new Mercator projection, if required, positive scaled sources photographically

reproduced on stable base film. The scaled sources are made from the existing large-scale

conventional chart negatives. The resulting mosaic is the base Compilation. Compile and

smooth draft, on this mosaic base, all required hydrographic and topographic revisions. Re-

tain all geographic names, notes, projection values, etc. as per existing conventional chart.

Supplemental type stripper-film from existing charts is applied direct to the mosaicked base

Compilation.

Method No. 3

Same as Method No. 2 except for limited modernization of hydrographic and topographic

symbolization. Duplicate negatives, of existing large-scale conventional charts, are made by
the Reproduction Division and the required modernization applied to these negatives as per

furnished marked copy. Stable-base film positives, made from the corrected negatives, are

mosaicked and used as the base Compilation. This method requires a complete application of

new small-craft style type for geographic names, notes, soundings and miscellaneous type on a

registered transparent stable plastic overlay.
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SMALL-CRAFT CHART TYPE GUIDE

TOPOGRAPHIC NAMES Futura Book

STREET NAMES, RR AND ROUTE NO's. 6 Pt. Futura Book

STATE AND COUNTY NAMES 10 Pt. Futura Book

SPOT ELEVATIONS 6 Pt. Futura Medium Oblique

HYDROGRAPHIC NAMES Futura Medium Oblique

ALL AIDS 8 Pt. Futura Medium and 8 Pt. Futura Medium
Oblique (in congested areas 6 pt. may be

used)

SOUNDINGS 6 Pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic

SOUNDING FRACTIONS Stock Film (N-329, N-405, N-452)

BOTTOM CHARACTERISTICS 6 Pt. Futura Medium Oblique

COURSE BEARINGS 8 Pt. Futura Medium Oblique

MILEAGE DESIGNATIONS . 10 Pt. Futura Medium Oblique

CURRENTS 6 Pt. Futura Medium Oblique

HEIGHTS OF ROCKS ABOVE SOUND- 6 Pt. Futura Book
ING DATUM.

ALL NOTES (2" AND 3%" WIDE) 8 Pt. Futura Book

BRIDGE AND OVERHEAD CABLES 5 Pt. Futura Book

LANDMARKS 6 Pt. Futura Book

PROJECTION FIGURES (BASE) 10 Pt. Futura Book

PROJECTION FIGURES (INSETS) 8 Pt. Futura Book

PROJECTION SUBDIVISION FIGURES 6 Pt. Futura Book
(BASES AND INSETS).

STATE GRID VALUES 6 Pt. Futura Medium

SCALE DESIGNATIONS 10 Pt. Futura Book

BAR SCALE TYPE 8 Pt. Futura Book

INSET AND PHOTO LABELS 10 Pt. Futura Book

BASE (PAGE) NUMBERS 12 Pt. Futura Medium

JOINS NOTES (WHEN JOINING AN- 8 Pt. Futura Medium
OTHER SMALL-CRAFT CHART).

CONTINUED NOTES 8 Pt. Futura Book

FACILITY NUMBERS 10 Pt. Futura Book

FACILITY INDEX TYPE 8 Pt. Futura Book

STORM WARNING LABELS 8 Pt. Futura Book (in congested areas 6 pt.

may be used)

NM CORRECTION DATE (BASE) 10 Pt. Futura Book
692-834 O - 64 - 8
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SMALL-CRAFT (HEAVY BORDER LINE)
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PROJECTIONS AND GRIDS

THE MERCATOR PROJECTION

The parallels of latitude and the meridians of longitude constitute the framework for

placing accurately all details which enter into the construction of the finished chart. They
are essential to the navigator in plotting and scaling his position.

With few exceptions, nautical charts are constructed on the Mercator projection. On this

projection, meridians of longitude and parallels of latitude are straight lines intersecting at right
angles. The distances between meridians are equal throughout the chart, but distances be-
tween parallels increase progressively from the equator toward the poles, proportionately as
the scales of the parallels increase, so that the scale at any point on the chart is the same in

all directions.

This projection has a number of advantages, among which are conformality, simplicity of
construction, convenience in plotting positions from the border divisions, and the fact that
on it alone a course can be laid off from any meridian or compass rose within its borders. Its

principal advantage, however, and the one responsible for its world-wide use for nautical
charts is that any straight line drawn on it in any direction is a rhumb line (loxodromic curve).
Thus the rhumb line, or the track of a ship on a constant course, is a straight line on the pro-
jection and will pass all features along that line exactly as they are charted. This is a great
advantage in coastal navigation, since the straight line representing a constant course to be
made good will indicate at once the distance at which dangers will be passed abeam.

Disadvantages of the Mercator projection are that it makes comparison of areas very
misleading when large differences of latitude are involved; that great circle routes cannot be
plotted conveniently on it without the use of an auxiliary gnomonic chart. Other disadvan-
tages are that the scale is constantly changing with the latitude, with the result that a graphic
scale cannot be used on smaller scale charts, making it necessary to measure distances along
the border divisions for the latitudes in which the distance lies; and that for distances over
200 miles, bearings must be adjusted before plotting.

On all nautical charts, a minute of latitude is considered to be approximately 1 nautical
mile.
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CONSTEUCTION OF A MERCATOR PROJECTION

To construct a Mercator projection, draw a straight line for a central meridian and then

draw a central parallel perpendicular to it. Each should be as central to the sheet as the se-

lected intervals of latitude and longitude will permit. To insure greater accuracy on large

sheets, the longer line of the two should be drawn first, and the shorter line erected perpendicular

to it.

Example

Required a Mercator projection for a new chart of Corpus Christi Bay, Texas, extending

from latitude 27°38' to 27°55'30"; longitude 97°00' to 97°27'; scale of middle parallel to be

1:40,000; projection interval 5 minutes, with construction line subdivisions 1 minute
apart. For convenience all measurements are determined in millimeters.

THE MERIDIANS OF LONGITUDE

The middle parallel being 27°47', the length of a minute of longitude is found, by reference

to the Coast and Geodetic Survey Special Publication No. 5, page 64, to be 1642.65 meters

(the value of 5'= 8213.3 divided by 5= 1642.65). At the scale of the chart, one minute of longi-

tude equals 1642.65 divided by 40,000=0.0410665 meters or 41.067 millimeters. Lines repre-

senting 5-minute intervals of longitude (5X41.067=205.335 millimeters), and 1-minute subdi-

visions for construction purposes (41.067 millimeters) may now be drawn.

THE PARALLELS OF LATITUDE

The distance between parallels of latitude is obtained from C&GS publication Mercator
Projection Tables, Clarke Spheriod of 1866 (1955), page 7, by multiplying the differences between
any two parallels of latitude by the value of 1 minute of longitude. For example, the value

of a minute of latitude between 27°38' and 27°39' is 1.12283X41.067 or 46.111 millimeters.

The spacings for all desired intervals may be obtained in the same way.

The latitude and longitude values thus obtained should be entered on Form C&GS-1016
"Mercator Projection Data on N.A. 1927 Datum." After the necessary data have been tabu-

lated, the required projection lines are drawn parallel to the central meridian and central parallel

as indicated in the illustration. When the Coordinate Plotter or Ruling Machine is used, the

sum of the intermediate distances should be tabulated as shown on the sample of Form 1016.

PROJECTION LINES (Fig. 1)

Projection lines are full lines extending from neatline to neatline. They are broken for

soundings, lettering, and other features which otherwise would be obscured by having the

projection lines drawn through them. The projection line intervals in Figures 4 and 6 of the

Appendix should be used in all cases, as they have been selected for a convenient span with

dividers.
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C & GS 1016
NC (4-9-62)

Mercator Projection Data on N.A. 1927 Datum

Location CORPUS CHRISTI BAY, TEXAS

Chart No !^L

Scale.
1 :40,000

.Latitude.
27°47'

5' BlackMajor Projection Interval .

0.0 - 1.5 - 1.5 - 7.5 MM

1' Blue

f

Border_

.Minor Projection Interval.

Material - 010 " Vinvlite

828.981 MM X 1129.809 MMDimensions in Millimeters

Limits
27°38' TO 27°55'30" LAT., 97°00' TO 97°27' LONG

1' Long, at Middle Latitude

213.3 = 1642.65 METERS; AT MAP SCALE 1642.65 = 0.0410665m = 41. 06 7MM
5 _ 40,000

Remarks. All intervals computed in millimeters

Computed by Name. Date .Checked by. Name, Date

West to East
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COMPLETED PROJECTIONS

On compilations cut apart in an east-west direction, the cartographer must indicate the

distance (in millimeters) across the cut between parallels of latitude.

Projection intersections (ordinarily in blue) and other auxiliary information used by the

compiler must be retained for use by the verifier.

PROJECTION RULING MACHINE

There is available in the Bureau a machine to rule accurately, and to a certain extent

mechanically, polyconic and other projections of slight curvature, as well as Mercator pro-

jections and grids. This machine can rule on paper, plastic, and other mediums. The size

of a projection that can be drawn on the ruling machine is limited by a rectangle 41 by 59

inches whose sides are parallel to the projection lines. The sheet itself, however, can extend

somewhat beyond these limits, but ordinarily should not exceed 42 by 60 inches. In special

cases a sheet 46 by 65 inches can be ruled.

It is a responsibility of the cartographer to check the projection before starting to compile

a chart.

COORDINATE PLOTTER

The coordinate plotter can be used to rule Mercator projections and grids. It has a maxi-

mum working area of 43 by 45 inches. The length can be extended by supporting the outer

end of the sheet. Dials read to 0.1 of a millimeter and can be estimated to 0.01 of a millimeter.

Prepare computations to 0.001 of a millimeter.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS RECTANGULAR COORDINATES (LOCAL)

The local grid systems used by the Corps of Engineers are rectangular and have a pro-

gressive deviation from the meridians and parallels. The meridian through the origin of the

system is ordinarily parallel to the north-south grid line. However, caution must be exercised

in using local grids, because in some cases the north-south grid line is not parallel to the meridian

at the zero point of the system. The point to be used as the origin for the following computa-

tions is the point at which the grid line and meridians are parallel.

Geographic positions of Corps of Engineers coordinate grid intersections have been com-

puted for many harbors of the United States. From these positions, the coordinate grids have

been drawn on copies of the harbor charts. When Corps of Engineers blueprints showing

plane coordinate control are to be applied to a Drawing, the geographic position of the grid

intersection should be scaled from the above-mentioned chart copies and transferred to the

Drawings to furnish control for the blueprints.
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When geographic coordinates have not been computed for the area of the blueprint to

which they are to be applied, it will be necessary to compute the positions on Form C&GS-89
"Computation of Geographic Coordinates From Plane Coordinates" described below. When
this is accomplished, the form is to be attached to the Chart History.

To find the geographic position of a point whose rectangular coordinates from a known

geographic position are given:

Example No. 1

To compute the geographic position of a point whose local grid coordinates are 40,000 ft.

S. and 160,000 ft. E.:

(1 foot= 0.3048006096 meter)

Origin of coordinates: Cape Disappointment Lighthouse, Washington

Lat. 46°16' 1038 m. Coordinate value of origin|N, or S. 0.0 feet

Long. 124°03' 67 m. referred to the Zero JE. or W. 0.0 feet

Name of station: X
Coordinates: N. or S. 40,000 feet= 12,192 m.

E. or W. 160,000 feet=48,768 m.

Latitude N.-S. coordinates

N. or S. 40,000 feet =12,192 m.

-f or — seconds in meters= 1,038 m.

N. orS. of 46 16'=ll,154m.

*From table + or - T= 12,968 m.

Lat. (uncorrected) 46°09' 1,814 m.

**Curvature— = 194 m.

***Latitude 46°09' 1,620 m.

*From Special Publication No. 5, page 103.

* ""Correction from formula for curvature corrections,

page 104.

***Use in taking out longitude values from Polyconic

Projection Tables, Special Publication No. 5, Coast

and Geodetic Survey, page 102.

Longitude E.-W. coordinates

E. or W. 160,000 feet =48,768 m.

+ or — seconds in meters= 67 m.

E. or W. of 124°03'= 48,701 m.

***From table + or — 38'= 48,914 m.

Longitude 123°25' 213 m.
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Example No. 2

To compute the geographic position of a point whose local grid coordinates are 30,000 ft.

N. and 155,000 ft. W.

(1 foot= 0.3048006096 meter)

Origin of coordinates: Maryland

Lat. 38°20' 426 m. Coordinate value of originj N. or S. 0.0 feet

Long. 75°10' 315 m. referred to the Zero
J
E. or W. 0.0 feet

Name of station: Y

Coordinates: N. or S. 30,000 feet= 9,144 m.

E. or W. 155,000 feet=47,244 m.

Latitude N.-S. coordinates

N. or S. 30,000 feet =9,144 m.

+ or — seconds in meters= 426 m.

N. or S. of 38°20'=9,570 m.

*From table + or — 5'= 9,250 m.

Lat. (uncorrected) 38°25' 320 m.

**Curvature— = 138 m.

***Latitude 38°25'= 182 m.

*From special publication No. 5, page 87.

**Correction from formula for curvature corrections,

page 104.

***Use in taking out longitude values from Polyconic

Projection Tables, Special Publication No. 5, Coast

and Geodetic Survey, page 86.

Longitude E.-W. coordinates

E. or W. 155,000 feet =47,244 m.

+ or — seconds in meters= 315 m.

E. or W. of 75°10' =47,559 m.

***From table + or — 32'=46,579 m.

Longitude 75°42' 980 m.
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CURVATURE CORRECTIONS

Curvature correction= AX
(see note)

Case No. 1

(page 102)

8.15X 194 m.

NOTE: In computing A, use uncorrected latitude of point whose
geographic position is being computed.

TABLE OF CURVATURE FOR 10,000 METERS

Lat.
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GEOGRAPHIC NAMES

GENERAL STATEMENT

Nautical charts are published primarily for the use of the mariner, and are only one of the

many aids on which he must depend. The Coast Pilot, the List of Lights, Channel Condition

Reports, and Tide Tables, together with Notices to Mariners are an adjunct to the Nautical

Chart; and in approaching the coast from the open ocean, to coastwise navigation, to navigating

in bays and rivers, the numerous land and sea bottom features and aids assume varying degrees

of importance to the mariner. These considerations serve as a guide to the cartographer in the

selection of geographic names, names of navigational aids, channel names, and notes which

should be on a particular nautical chart.

SOURCE OF GEOGRAPHIC NAMES

Field surveys are the main source of the names appearing on nautical charts. Hydro-

graphic surveys supply names seaward of the shoreline, such as water features, submarine

features, and small geographic features seaward of the shoreline. Topographic and air-

photographic surveys are the source of shoreline names and names landward of the shoreline.

Numerous kinds of published material and reports supplement the field surveys.

THE GEOGRAPHIC NAMES SECTION

This section provides standardization of geographic names in the publications of this

Bureau, and maintains active representation in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names.

Reports on geographic names from the field parties are processed in the Geographic Names
Section. Records are maintained which show the source of each name, together with its

verification, history, and its use in the publications of this bureau, and on maps of other agencies.

Names reported by field surveys which differ with names on other federal maps are submitted

to the Board on Geographic Names for decision.

The section maintains a Geographic Names Standard for each nautical chart. Changes
in names are noted thereon, and a notice of the change is sent to the Nautical Chart Division.

In order for name revisions made on the charts to be reflected in other publications of the

Bureau, the Name Standards must be ever current. Cartographers shall notify the Geographic

Names Section when names are added to or deleted from a chart.

It remains the responsibility of the cartographer to determine which names shall or shall

not be charted, depending upon their importance or usefulness on a particular nautical chart.

The Geographic Names Section determines the correct spelling and the feature to which the

name applies, or the area to which the name is applicable.

Name discrepancies encountered in applying new source material to a chart shall be

referred to the Geographic Names Section for an opinion. New or reconstructed charts ready

for reproduction shall be submitted to that section for approval of the charted names.
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TERMINOLOGY OF SUBMARINE RELIEF

Definitions of names to be applied to submarine relief, for such features as bank, reef,

shoal, etc., are included in this Manual (pages 118 to 128) and in the Hydrographic Manual.

NAMES ON COMPILATIONS AND DRAWINGS

The requirements for lettering names on the Drawings and Compilations are legibility,

proper location, correct size and spacing, and the use of single-stroke letters. Names are

lettered in red on Drawings, and on Compilations are lettered on an overlay. The names
should be placed in the exact location in which they are to appear on the printed chart. On
new charts and reconstructed charts, all type for names, title and notes should be in place

on the type overlay before the charts are submitted for reproduction.

PLACEMENT OF NAMES (also see names of Dangers, pg. 65)

Vertical lettering is used to name land features or fixed objects which extend above high

water. Slanting (italic) lettering is used for all names relating to water areas, underwater

features, or floating aids. Insofar as practicable, names of land features should be placed in

the land areas, and those of water features should be placed in the water areas. However,

the names must not obscure anchorage areas in small bays nor detailed hydrography in critical

areas. In such cases, the name of the water feature should be placed on an adjacent land

area. A name must not be placed along the axis of the deepest water, nor across a channel,

if it can be arranged otherwise. If possible, names should be so placed that they will appear

on the printed chart either entirely on a tinted area or entirely on an untinted area. Names
of cities should be located near the place named, but should interfere with other data on the

chart as little as possible.

The name of a feature which covers a considerable area, such as an island or bay, should be

placed in the approximate center of the area, if possible, and should be curved to follow the

general configuration of the feature. Names of rivers and features of unusual length should

not be spread out, but should be spaced for easy reading and repeated if necessary.

The preferred orientation of names is parallel to the bottom of the chart. When the axis

of a channel is practically straight, the name should be lettered on a line parallel thereto. The
name of a range should be parallel to the range line.

CURVED NAMES

In general, names not parallel with the bottom of the chart should be lettered on a curve so

as to read from the direction of the bottom of the chart. Such names should be near, and
point either to or from, the feature named. See diagram below.

A curved name is read more easily if its beginning is approximataly parallel to the bottom

of the chart, but when this is impossible, it is desirable to have the curved effect at the end of the

name. Do not curve a name beyond the vertical. Sharp and reverse curves should be avoided.
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LETTER SPACING

When two or more words constitute a single name, they must be separated by a space

equal to that taken by the letter "I," capitalized.

Letters in a name shall not be spaced at distances greater than three times the height of

the letters.

ABBREVIATIONS

It is standard practice to abbreviate names of railroads and the word "Point" when the

latter is part of a geographical feature. Otherwise, abbreviations of names on charts should

be avoided. When abbreviations are necessary, only those listed on standard Symbols and

Abbreviations Chart No. 1 should be used. "Shi" for shoal, "Bk" for bank, "St" for stream,

"Cr" for creek, or "R" for river shall not be used when space permits charting the full name.

When abbreviations for landmarks are necessary, they should be charted in caps, e.g., "APT,"

"HOSP."

PERIODS

On charts, all periods after abbreviations are omitted in water and in land areas; but the

lower case "i" and "j" are dotted. Periods are used only where needed for clarification, as for

example, in certain notes.

CAPITALIZATION

The following rules shall be observed in regard to the capitalization of geographic names

and terms:

1

.

Capitalize the first letter of single words thus

:

Mud, Tank, Marsh, Uncovers, Wooded, etc.

2. Capitalize the first letter of the first word only, when two or more words are used, thus:

Oil tank, Densely wooded, Sand and mud.

3. Capitalize the first letters of all words identifying public buildings, parks, etc., thus:

Post Office, Municipal Stadium, Port Office.

4. Use lower case letters when word is enclosed in parentheses thus:

(snow-capped), (ruin), (marked by beacons).

5. Capitalize all letters of landmark names, thus:

TANK, TOWER, STACK.

6. Capitalize all letters of buildings, objects, etc. known to be conspicuous. Exceptions:

small-scale charts or where space is limited.

7. Capitalize the first letter of all words in the following type of terms:

See Plan, Plan A, See Caution.

8. Capitalize the first letter of all words referring to a charted area, thus:

Cable Area, Danger Area, Foul Ground, Tidal Flats, Prohibited Anchorage,

Harbor Limits, Dumping Ground, Spoil Area.

On large-scale charts, or when considered important, all letters will be capitalized.

9. Capitalized first letter of first word only, in terms referring to action areas:

Being rilled, Proposed fill.
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ORDERING TYPE

The style, size, and spacing of type used on charts published by this Bureau are illustrated

in the Appendix of this Manual. The proper style, size and spacing for practically any name
or descriptive term should be determined by referring to these illustrations.

In determining the size of type to be used, the cartographer should give the maximum size

to the main line of the title. All other type should be smaller. Minor names of local impor-

tance only should be inconspicuous. The space available on the chart, and the relative im-
portance of the feature to which the name or term applies, are to be considered in selecting

the size and spacing of the type. The legibility of place names is usually unproved by increasing

the space between the letters; however, the amount of type-setting time doubles when space

is requested, and should not be used unless necessary.

The following are requested on type orders:

1. Use Form C&GS-91, "C&GS Type Order" for ordering all type except the following:

(a) Use Form C&GS-8321, "Title and Notes for Nautical Charts"

(b) Use Form C&GS-8326, "Tidal Information"

2. Letter in ink or use typewriter. Do not use pencil.

3. Indicate type style by name or abbreviation, and list point size. Use red ink for this

and other type-ordering instructions.

4. Furnish complete information as to spacing, centering, or other special treatment.

5. Arrange names, descriptive terms, notes and numerals according to style of type and
then by point size.

6. Capitalize and punctuate exactly as desired.

7. State the number and kind of prints needed.
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COMPILATION REVIEW

The compilation review, an exhaustive study and inspection of the compilation, is made
for the following reasons

:

1. To ascertain that all existing information pertinent to the chart has been considered.

2. To assure that only those sources which most clearly define existing conditions have

been used.

3. To determine that the material used has been properly generalized.

4. To assure that all symbolization conforms to standard practice and that all prominent

objects and aids to navigation have been accurately plotted.

5. To make an artistic appraisal and, if necessary, a recommendation for the rearrange-

ment of such features as geographic names, notes, or compass roses.

6. To assure that the chart is so compiled as to be most useful to the mariner.

Upon assignment of a chart Compilation, the reviewer receives a Specification sheet and

History sheet. The former defines the title, limits, sounding unit, depth curve and contour

interval, while the latter contains a list of all source material applied to the chart by the car-

tographer. The reviewer evaluates and verifies the compiler's selection of the critical and

essential information shown on the chart. At the same time, the History sheet is checked, so

that upon completion of the review, it becomes a record of all data pertaining to the chart

Compilation.

Three qualities of a good Compilation are accuracy, completeness, and clearness. Accuracy

is of prime importance. The plotting of all fixed aids to navigation, landmarks, wrecks, and

obstructions should be checked from their geographic coordinates. All soundings should be

checked for value, and their location should be true within half the width of the figure.

Check all sectors, ranges, measured mile courses, and grid systems as well as dredged

channels, anchorages, spoil areas, dumping grounds, cable, restricted and prohibited areas.

Buoys shall agree in position and characteristic with the Notice to Mariners upon which they

are based.
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The chart Compilation should be complete. This implies that all source material pertinent

to the job has been considered and that the selected material has been applied in full or in part.

The History sheet should be so marked for partially applied material that such material may be

fully applied at a later date. Boat sheets, however, or copies of them, should always be fully

applied since they are advance information, soon superseded by the smooth sheet of the hydro-

graphic survey.

Preliminary and incomplete manuscripts of topographic surveys are not to be used on a

chart Compilation. Advance copies, prints, or manuscripts of topographic surveys may be

used but should be underscored in red on the history sheet so that the final copy may be exam-

ined later. (See page 40.)

Examine all existing charts of the area and overlapping charts of the same series, for differ-

ences which should be reconciled.

In addition to the qualities of accuracy and completeness, the chart Compilation should be

clear and legible. Clarity of expression is important, since the chart is an instrument which the

navigator uses in order to follow a safe course. Vital information, such as the dangerous shoals

and rocks, the ship channels, and the aids to navigation should not be charted in an obscure or

ambiguous manner. Also check to see that there are no conflicts between the various colors

to be used in the printed chart.

Any notes or recommendations to the compiler shall be made on transparent overlays.

These overlays together with the entire Compilation should be returned to the compiler for

correction.

692-834 O - t
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

I

Bathymetric Compilations

SPECIFICATIONS ADOPTED FOR IHB PLOTTING SHEETS

U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office "3000 Series" Plotting sheets shall be used for compila-

tion bases. Negatives of this series are obtained from the Naval Oceanographic Office on

written request. From these negatives three blackline prints are made on matte finish plastic,

to be used as follows: (1) Primary Compilation—for sounding data corrected to true depths

—

shown in upright type; (2) Secondary Compilation—for uncorrected or discrete sounding

data—in italic type;* (3) History Overlay—to show source of all sounding data.

*NOTE: Corrected and uncorrected soundings shall not appear on the same compilation.

Soundings shall be in fathoms and shall be no larger than 2.00 mm. nor smaller than

1.50 mm. The position of the sounding shall normally be the center of the figures forming the

sounding. However, where close development requires, a dot with a dashed leader line con-

necting the sounding to the dot is permissible. A maximum number of soundings shall be

used except, there shall be a minimum of 1.00 mm. spacing between them. Soundings are

preferably oriented perpendicular to the parallels or, as a second choice, to the direction of the

sounding line. Both these preferences are waived when close development of significant

features is required.

The required 100 fathom curve, and all depths shoreward of it, are to be taken from the

nautical charts of the affected area. Where other depth curves are used to facilitate compila-

tion they must be drawn in non-photographic blue ink.

Other general requirements are : Plotting sheets are to be maintained (corrected) periodi-

cally by applying data received subsequent to completion of original compilation. Original

compilations and history overlays are to remain in the Coast and Geodetic Survey, with only

black-line prints on stable-base film positives to be furnished IHB on their request. Important

land geographic names may be shown, in upright type, if they do not encroach on the sea areas.

The only topography to be shown is the HWL. The Coast and Geodetic Survey plotting

sheets are basic. All prior (or current) IHB plotting sheets are to be used only as a reference

or to fill in areas not covered by Coast and Geodetic Survey or Naval Oceanographic Office

Surveys.
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II

Training Program

To maintain a minimum of personnel with sufficient experience and endeavor, to discharge

the essential functions of chart construction and revision, is the responsibility of the Chief,

Nautical Chart Division and his designated subordinates.

The specialized and even unique operations required to arrive at the most advantageous

presentation of a nautical chart, to assure the mariners safety and interests, demands engineer-

ing science combined with an artistic ability. A number of technicians may be utilized to sup-

port this effort. Extent of training would generally depend on the new employee's schooling

and/or experience; however, additional training will be needed for the performance of the many
and varied duties required.

A tabulation of all employees, their experience and special qualification, age and cor-

responding eligibility for retirement, expected retention rate based on job attraction etc. could

aid in recognizing the need for training. Management and supervisor-caliber personnel must

be detected and developed to fill such vacancies as may occur from time to time. Other em-

ployees must be properly prepared to assume the duties of the positions thus vacated. An
accelerated training program may be employed when a considerable turnover is expected as a

result of a reorganization, anticipated expansion of a unit or branch, or because of the adoption

of new methods and procedures.

To establish a well-organized training system and to coordinate the various training pro-

grams the Chief of the Nautical Chart Division may designate an employee as coordinator to

secure maximum efficiency. The coordinator should be responsible for the planning of the

over-all training programs, to establish minimum requirements in adequacy and accuracy in

the various phases according to needs. For this purpose he should consult with the affected

supervisors and consider their opinions as to the specific needs and the length of time required.

All this must be accomplished with the least possible interference with workload and time

schedules.
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Training may be accomplished by:

1. Concentrated Class-Room Teaching, where a selected group will be exposed to the basic

elements of the subjects, and a capable instructor with a well-organized lesson plan and sub-

sequent brief tests is placed in a position of recoginizing potentials of the student and anticipated

advantageous placement. This period of class-room teaching may be followed by an assign-

ment of the trainee to a particular section or unit for further study of fitness. If his services

prove satisfactory, further training should be given in some or all of the following categories

to make him a more useful employee:

a. Standards

b. Navigation Aids

c. Elementary drafting

d. Hydrographic verification

e. Chart revision

f. Field assignment (hydrographic survey and combined operations)

g. Chart construction and reconstruction

h. Review of hydrographic surveys

i. Review of revision and construction

j. Development and planning

k. Research

1. Secondary division training

These phases are listed in their approximate order of normal advancement, however,

rigid adherence to this particular sequence is not essential. A general outline for each of these

subjects with particular emphasis on the important aspects of the duties involved should be a

combined effort of the chief of the affected unit- or section and the training officer. Such
training outlines may change from time to time with improved methods and/or equipment.

Minimum time allotments for each phase should be made for this training depending on time

for the overall training schedule.

2. On-the-job training. This manner of training is the most direct and the most common
and has been in use for many years. However, in the past, this method has often been a detri-

ment to the employee and employer alike for lack of thoroughness and completeness. The new
employee was often looked upon as an immediate additional helper and briefly told only what
seemed apparent to get the total workload accomplished. There is no incentive or job attrac-

tion—nor can the employer have an intelligent helper, unless the employee knows how the

information was obtained he is to utilize, why he should do this function one way and not

another, how his part is related to other activities within the organization, and finally, how
his efforts can best serve the ultimate purpose.

On-the-job training must be thorough and complete and should be guided by an established

program to expose the new employee to the basic duties in each of the required categories.

Even physical demonstration may be called for in discussions of proper and most efficient

use of instruments, etc. Typical common problems should be pointed out along with a logical

disposition. This type of training will be required, more or less, in addition to others as listed.

In normal personnel turnover, this may be the only method needed and fulfill its purpose well,

if carried out adequately.
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3. By attending lectures! The Chief of the Division or his subordinates may choose a well-

qualified employee to present a paper on a specific subject and to introduce typical situations

or problems of a general nature and applicable solutions. For the presentation of such a paper

a junior-level employee may be selected. He will have to do research and study in the prepara-

tion of his paper, which would then be subject to his immediate Chief's approval for adequacy

and accuracy. This procedure would serve a multiple purpose: a. It could reasonably be

assumed, that this type of employee would be of more value to the organization with the respon-

sibility of subject assignment and be directly or indirectly rewarded for his efforts, b. He may
be more receptive to the audience for being more nearly their equal on subject matter, c. Serve

the primary purpose at the same time.

4. By improving his general background for his services to the organization through

additional schooling.

Courses within the Bureau and Department are afforded the employee at times at little

or no expense to him. The subject of the course may be directly or only indirectly associated

with his work. A wider selection of courses may be made available to the employee through

the Graduate School, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Organization's interest to further the

employee's education may result in its financial support (whole or in part) towards tuition and

books as required by the student. Financial support may even be extended to employees for

special courses in recognized institutions or private industry for particularly advantageous

subjects.

Most of all TRAINING is inherent in daily and separate assignments. "Training" is,

after all, only a guide for "learning", therefore the ultimate responsibility rests with the indi-

vidual. Those who recognize the opportunities offered and appreciate the time and efforts

of those willing to teach and guide them, will find the rewards worthwhile. Display of personal

initiative as well as formal or informal training will determine the more valuable employee,

and accordingly result in appropriate advancement. With the intelligent and efficient dis-

position of routine and less difficult tasks one is in training for the gradual culmination of com-

plex problems, which an adequate training period and conscientious effort will help bring a

solution.

Everyone needs to be trained to understand fully his functions, for knowing the source

of all related elements for the proper consideration of subsequent operations and to be suffi-

ciently familiar with the overall effort and purpose.
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III

Research and Development

The objectives of Research and Development activities in the Nautical Chart Division

are basically two-fold: analysis and report on problems for decision-making where such prob-

lems require more data collecting and analysis than can be accomplished by means of produc-

tion management; information gathering and reporting on developing technologies or cultural

trends which may affect the chart program in time by causing new demands.

Work is generally carried on in the form of a Research Project as approved by the Chief of

the Division and monthly reports are submitted on the progress of such work. The ultimate

end of all such projects is to produce an organized body of information or record of experience

which will have educational value to those directly interested in the type of problem studied

and which will add to the fund of knowledge for general or public use.

IV

Electronic Computing

The Nautical Chart Division is able to call upon two of the three computers in the Bureau

for aid in solving complex problems and for data retrieval.

The Electronic Computing Division of the Office of Physical Sciences retains general con-

trol over the two main computers used in the Bureau—IBM 650 and IBM 1620. A third

computer—a Clary (medium size)—is in the Photogrammetry Division for its exclusive use.

The Nautical Chart Division uses the two main computers at present for three general

problems

:

1. Computation of local and State Plane coordinates and Grid Systems

2. Computation of Loran Curves

3. Collection of cost accounting and production management data for charts produced in

the Nautical Chart Division
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In addition to these uses, the Electronic Computing Division uses the computers in

the following areas:

Scientific Engineering:

1. Processing of Geomagnetic Observatory data

2. Index Geodetic Data

3. Adjust triangulation

4. Adjust Aerial triangulation

5. Locate Epi Centers of earthquakes and man-made disturbances

Administrative

:

1. Cost, payroll, and leave accounting

2. Production control for divisions of Office of Cartography

3. Maintain Personnel Rosters

In addition to the above programs, the Coast and Geodetic Survey is conducting research

and development activities with computers in the following areas:

Testing of Automatic Hydrographic Digital Recorder Equipment for recording and
plotting hydrographic survey data aboard ship automatically.

Research into possible uses of automatic plotters in the construction of nautical and
aeronautical charts.

Research and testing for applications of satellite triangulation.

Development of an automatic system of Production and Inventory Control for all

charts and related publications produced by the Coast and Geodetic Survey to replace a

semi-automatic system using edge-notched cards which is presently in use.

Research and development of programs in the field of seismology.

Research in all areas and functions for possible needs and uses for information and
data retrieval.

Instructions for ordering computations from the Electronic Computing Division

:

Submit request for computational work to be done on one of the computers in memo-
randum form to the Chief, Electronic Computing Division, Office of Physical Sciences,

stating what is to be done. Attach raw data to the memorandum.
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TERMINOLOGY

The following definitions, primarily for physiographic terms, are given to clarify and
standardize usage on C&GS nautical charts. These definitions are limited to connotations

applicable to nautical and bathymetric charting.

Archipelagic apron A gentle slope with a generally smooth surface on the sea floor

found around groups of islands or seamounts.
Archipelago A sea or broad expanse of water studded with many islands or

a groups of islands; also, such a group of islands.

Arroyo The course of an intermittent stream steep-cut in loose earth;

a coulee ; a steep-walled trenchlike valley. (Local in South-

west.)

Atoll A ring-shaped reef with or without islands encircling a lagoon.

Bald A high rounded knob or mountain top, bare of forest. (Local

in Southern States.)

Bank The edge of a cut or fill; the margin of a watercourse; an
elevation of the sea floor located on a Continental Shelf or an

Island Shelf and over which the depth of water is relatively

shallow but sufficient for safe surface navigation. (Reefs or

shoals, dangerous to surface navigation, may rise above the

general depths of a bank.

)

Bar A ridge or mound of sand, gravel, or other unconsolidated

material below high-water level, especially at the mouth of a

river or estuary, or lying a short distance from and usually

parallel to the beach.

Barrier beach A beach separated from the mainland by a lagoon or marsh.

Barrier island A detached portion of a barrier beach between two inlets.

Basin A large depression of a general circular, elliptical, or oval

shape ; the drainage or catchment area of a stream or lake ; a

depression of the sea floor more or less equidimensional in

form (when the length is much greater than the width, the

feature is a trough).

Bathymetry Submarine topography (q.v.), esp. as applied to oceanographic

studies.

Bay A recess in the shore, or an inlet of a sea or lake between two

capes or headlands, not as large as a gulf but larger than a

cove.

Bayou A widely (and loosely) used term along the Gulf Coast, most
often applied to a creek or small river with tortuous course

and sluggish current; a lake, often in an abandoned stream

channel; a connecting channel.

Beach The gently sloping shore which is washed by waves or tides,

especially the parts covered by sand or pebbles.

Bed The floor or bottom on which any body of water rests.

Bench A strip or relatively level earth or rock, raised and narrow.

A small terrace, or comparatively level platform, breaking

the continuity of a declivity.

Bery A hill or mountain. Local in Hudson River Valley. Also, an

iceberg.
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Berth The place where a vessel lies when tied up or anchored.

Bight A bend or curve; a bend in a coast forming an open bay; a

small open bay formed by an indentation in the coast; a

minor feature which affords little protection for vesesls.

Bluff (A-2) A bold, steep headland or promontory. A high, steep bank or

low cliff.

Bog A small open marsh which yields under the foot.

Bottom The bed of a body of still or running water.

Bottom land Lowland formed by alluvial deposit along a stream or in a lake

basin; a flood plain.

Boulder A more or less rounded rock, larger than a cobblestone and as

much as 10 feet or more in diameter.

Branch A creek or brook, as used locally in Southern States. Also used

to designate one of the bifurcations of a stream, as a fork.

Breakwater (G-6) A structure built in the water to break the force of the waves in

order to provide shelter for vessels and to protect a harbor or

anchorage.

Brook A stream of less length and volume than a creek, as used locally

in the Northeast. Generally, one of the smallest branches or

ultimate ramifications of a drainage system.

Butte A lone hill, especially one with steep or precipitous sides.

Canal (H-13) A long, fairly straight natural channel with steep sloping sides.

Any watercourse or channel. A sluggish coastal stream

(local on Atlantic Coast).

Canyon A relatively narrow, deep depression with steep side slopes,

the bottom of which grades continuously downward.

Cape A relatively extensive land area jutting seaward from a continent

or large island, which prominently marks a change in, or

interrupts notably, the coastal trend; a prominent feature.

Carse A low, fertile river bottom. (Scot, origin.) (See "bottom

land.")

Cascade A fall of water over steeply sloping rocks, usually comparatively

small or one of a series.

Cataract A waterfall, usually larger than a cascade, over a precipice.

Cavern A large, natural, underground cave or series of caves. Often

but not always used to imply largeness or indefinite extent

to distinguish from "cave."

Cay A key; a comparatively small and low coastal island of sand

or coral. Pronounced "key". The spelling "kay" is

common in the West Indies.

Ceja The cliff at a mesa edge ; an escarpment. Local in Southwest.

(Sp.)

Cerrito (or cerrillo) A small hill. Local in Southwest.

Cerro Hill, highland; ridge. Local in Southwest. (Sp.)

Channel The deepest portion of a stream, bay, or strait through which

the main volume or current of water flows; the natural bed

occupied by a stream of water.

Chasm A deep breach in the earth's surface ; an abyss ; a gorge ; a deep

canyon.
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Cliff (AS) A high and very steep declivity; a high steep face of rock; a

precipice.

Coast The seashore or the land near it.

Coastal plain Any plain which has its margin on the shore of a large body of

water, particularly the sea, and generally represents a strip of

recently emerged sea bottom.

Continental borderland A Province adjacent to a continent, normally occupied by or

bordering a Continental Shelf, that is highly irregular with

depths well in excess of those typical of a continental shelf.

Continental rise

.

A gentle slope with a generally smooth surface found at the

base of a continental slope.

Continental shelj A zone adjacent to a continent and extending from the low

water line to a depth at which there is a marked increase of

slope to a greater depth.

Continental slope. A declivity from the outer edge of a continental shelf or con-

tinental borderland into greater depths.

Coral Reef A reef made up of coral, fragments of coral and other organ-

isms, and the limestone resulting from their consolidation.

Cordillera An entire mountain province, including all the subordinate

mountain ranges and groups and the interior plateaus and

basins.

Coulee A steep-walled, trenchlike valley; a wash, gulch, or arroyo

through which water flows intermittently. (Western U.S.)

Cove A small sheltered recess in a shore or coast generally inside a

larger embayment.
Crag A steep, rugged rock; a rough, broken cliff of a projecting

point of rock; also a detached fragment of rock.

Crater The bowl-shaped depression around the vent or a volcano or a

geyser; also hole formed by the impact of a meteorite, the

detonation of a mine, or the like.

Creek (C-13, 14) A stream of less volume than a river. A small tidal channel

through a coastal marsh.

Crest The summit land of any eminence; the highest natural projec-

tion which crowns a hill or mountain, from which the surface

dips downward in opposite directions.

Crevasse A deep crevice, or fissure, especially in a glacier. A break in a

levee or other stream embankment.

Current ( T-18-20-Td) The horizontal movement or flow of water.

Cut-off A new and relatively short channel formed when a stream cuts

through the neck of an oxbow or horseshoe bend; an arti-

ficial straightening or shortcut in a channel.

Dale- A vale or small valley.

Dalles The nearly vertical walls of a canyon or gorge, usually con-

taining a rapid. Local in Northwest.

Deep A relatively small area of exceptional depth found in a depres-

sion. The term is generally restricted to depths greater

than 3000 fathoms.

Defile A deep and narrow mountain pass.
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Dell A small secluded valley or vale; a dale; a ravine.

Delta The low alluvial land, deposited in a more or less triangular

form at the mouth of a river, which is often cut by several

distributaries of the main stream.

Depression A general term signifying any depressed or lower area in the

ocean floor; a hollow completely surrounded by higher ground

and having no natural outlet for surface drainage.

Dike (0-6a) A bank of earth or stone to form a barrier; a levee.

Dismal A swamp bordering on, or near, the sea, often enclosing knobs

or hummocks; a pocosin. Local in South Atlantic States.

Divide The line of separation between drainage systems ; the summit

of an interfluve. The highest summit of a pass or gap.

Dock (0-85) The slip or waterway between two piers, or cut into tbe land

for the reception of ships.

Dome A smoothly rounded, rock-capped mountain summit, roughly

resembling the dome or cupola of a building.

Drain A channel; a trench; a watercourse, especially a narrow one.

Dry dock (G-86) An artificial basin fitted with gate or caisson into which a ves-

sel may be floated and from which the water may be pumped

out to expose the bottom of the vessel. (Sometimes re-

ferred to as a graving dock.)

Dry wash A wash, arroyo, or coulee in the bed of which there is no water,

except at infrequent intervals aud for short periods.

Dune (A-4) A hill or ridge formed by the wind from sand or other granular

material.

Eddy {0-19) A current of water runnng contrary to the main current or

moving circularly; a whirlpool.

Escarpment An extended fine of cliffs or bluffs ; a high steep face of rock :
an

elongated and comparatively steep slope of the sea floor,

separating flat or gently sloping areas.

Estuary That portion of a stream influenced by the tide of the body of

water into which it flows: an arm of the sea at a river mouth.

Everglade A tract of swampy land covered mostly with tall grass; a

swamp or inundated tract of low land. Local in the South.

Fall (Jails) (C-20) A cascade, waterfall, or cataract; the flow or descent of one

body of water into another. (Usually pi.)

Fan A gently sloping, cone-shaped accumulation of material nor-

mally located at the mouth of a canyon.

Flat A level tra ct lying at a small depth below the surface of water,

or alternately covered and left bare by the tide ("tidal

flat", "mud flat").

Floating dock (G-87) A floating structure which can be submerged to receive a ves-

sel, and then floated to expose the bottom of the vessel.

Floodgate A gate for shutting out, admitting, or releasing a body of

water; a sluice.

Floor The bed or bottom of the ocean . A comparatively level valley

bottom; any low-lying ground surface.

Foot The bottom of a slope, grade or declivity. A term for the

lower part of any elevated land form.
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Foothill One of the lower subsidiary hills at the foot of a mountain,

or of higher hills. (Commonly used in the plural.)

Fork One of the major bifurcations of a stream ; a branch.

Fracture zone A zone of unusually irregular topography of the sea floor

averaging 60 nautical miles in width and normally greater

than 1000 nautical miles in length. This zone is character-

ized by large seamounts, steep-sided or nonsymmetrical

ridges, troughs or escarpments.

Gap A deep notch, ravine or opening between hills or in a ridge or

mountain chain; a steep-sided depression cutting tran-

versely across a ridge or rise.

Geyser A spring which throws forth intermittent jets of heated water

or steam.

Glacial gorge A deeply cut valley in U-shaped cross section, resulting from

glacial erosion.

Glacial lake A lake, the basin of which has been carved by glacial action;

also-a body of water held in place by the damming action of

a glacier.

Glacial drift Sand, clay, or boulders transported by glaciers to their present

locations.

Glacier (C-3) A field or body of ice, formed where snowfall exceeds melting

and moving down a mountain slope or over a wide area.

Glade A grassy opening or natural meadow in the woods; a small

park. Applied in western Maryland to a bushy, grassy, or

swampy opening in the woods.

Glen A secluded and small narrow valley ; a dell, dale or vale.

Gorge A canyon ; a rugged and deep ravine or gulch.

Grade A slope of uniform inclination.

Gradient Any departure from the horizontal ; a grade ; a slope ; a part of

a road or railroad which slopes upward or downward; fre-

quently used in connection with the slope of streams.

Groin (G-ll) A narrow shore-protection and improvement structure project-

ing out from the shore, built usually to trap littoral drift or

retard erosion of the shore.

Grotto A small, picturesque cave, vault, or cavern.

Gulch A small ravine ; a small, shallow canyon with smoothly inclined

slopes and steep sides.

Gulf A part of an ocean or sea extending into the land, usually

larger than a bay.

Gully A small channel recently cut by running water; smaller than

a gulch or ravine.

Gut A narrow passage or contracted strait connecting two bodies

of water.

Hammock Variation of hummock, but usually characterized more by soil

type and vegetation than by elevation. (Southern U.S.,

esp. Fla. and Gulf Coast.)

Harbor A water area nearly surrounded by land or artificial dikes

forming a safe anchorage for ships.

Head A headland or promontory.
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Headland A cape or promontory of some boldness or elevation

.

Heath A tract of wasteland; peat bog, usually covered by a low

shrubby growth, but may have scattered small open water

holes. Local in eastern Maine.

Height of land The highest part of a plain or plateau.

High-water line (A-9) The line along the shore to which the waters normally reach

at high water; in tidal waters, generally taken to mean the

line where the plane of Mean High Water intersects the land.

Hill An eminence, less than a mountain, rising above the surround-

ing land.

Hillock A small hill.

Hole A small bay, as Woods Hole, Mass. Local in New England.

Hollow A small ravine; a low tract of land encompassed by hills or

mountains.

Hummock A rounded elevation of ground, of limited size, rising out of a

level surface (often swamp), frequently densely wooded.

Inlet A narrow waterway or a gap in the land, which connects a small

body of water with a larger body; a small narrow bay or

creek.

Island A body of land extending above and completely surrounded by
water at the Mean High Water stage; an area of dry land en-

tirely surrounded by water or swamp; an area of swamp
entirely surrounded by open water.

Island shelj A zone adjacent to an island and extending from the low-water

line to a depth at which there is a marked increase of slope

to greater depth.

Island slope A declivity from the outer edge of an island shelf into greater

depths.

Islet A small island.

Isthmus A narrow strip of land connecting two larger bodies of land.

Jetty {0-8, 8a, 6a) A structure built out into the water to restrain or direct cur-

rents, usually to protect a river mouth or harbor entrance

from silting.

Key A low island or reef; a cay.

Kill A channel, creek, stream, as the kills between Staten Island

and Bergen Neck.
Knob A rounded hill or mountain, especially an isolated one.

Knoll A small round hill; a mound; a seamount rising less than 500

fathoms from the sea floor and having a pointed or rounded

top.

Lagoon A shallow body of water, as a pond or lake, which usually has

a shallow restricted outlet to the sea.

Lake (C-15) Any standing body of inland water, generally of considerable

size.

Landslide Earth and rock which becomes loosened from a hillside by
moisture or snow, and slides or falls down the slope.

Lava (C-12) Fluid rock such as that which issues from a volcano or a fissure

in the earth's surface; the same after cooling.
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Ledge (A-lld) A rocky formation continuous with and fringing the shore.

The area that uncovers is usually represented on charts by
symbols.

Levee (H-Sd) An artificial bank confining a stream channel or limiting areas

subject to flooding; an embankment bordering on one or

both sides of a submarine canyon or seachannel, usually

occurring along the outer edge of a curve or meander.

Littoral Of or pertaining to a shore, especially seashore; a coastal

region. (In the U.S., generally an adjective; also, not a

material.)

Low-water line (A-10) The line where the established low-water datum intersects the

shore. The plane of reference that constitutes the low-water

datum differs in different regions.

Marina A harbor facility for recreational craft where supplies, repairs,

and various services are available.

Marsh (C-17) A tract of low, wet ground, usually miry and covered with

rank vegetation. It may, at times be sufficiently dry to

permit tillage or haycutting, but requires drainage to make
it permanently arable.

Mattress Mass of interwoven brush, poles, etc., used to protect a bank
from erosion.

Mesa A flat-topped, rocky hill with steep sides. (Southwestern U.S.)

Moat An annular depression that may not be continuous, located at

the base of a seamount or an island.

Moraine Any accumulation of loose material deposited by a glacier.

Mound A low hill of earth, natural or artificial; in general, any promi-

nent, more or less isolated hill.

Mount A mountain, or high hill. Used always instead of "mountain"

before a proper name.

Mountain An elevation of the surface of the earth greater than a hill and

rising high above the surrounding country.

Mountain range A series of connected and aligned mountains or mountain ridges.

Mouth The exit or point of discharge of a stream into another stream,

lake, or sea.

Muskeg A bog or marsh. Local in north central United States, Canada,

and Alaska.

Neck The narrow strip of land which connects a peninsula with the

mainland, or connects two ridges. A lava-filled conduit of

an extinct volcano, exposed by erosion.

Notch A short defile through a hill, ridge, or mountain. A deep, close

pass; a defile; gap. Local in New England.

Ocean The great body of salt water which occupies two-thirds of the

surface of the earth, or one of its major subdivisions. The

sea as opposed to the land.

Outlet The opening by or through which any body of water discharges

its content.
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Palisade A picturesque, extended rock cliff rising steeply from the mar-

gin of a stream or lake; a line of bold cliffs, especially one

showing basaltic columns. (Usually pi.)

Pass A gap, defile, or other relatively low break in a mountain range

through which a road or trail may pass; an opening in a

ridge forming a passageway. A narrow, connecting channel

between two bodies of water.

Peak (D-S) A pointed mountain summit; the topmost point; summit; a

seamount rising more than 500 fathoms from the sea floor

and having a pointed or rounded top.

Peninsula A body of land jutting into and nearly surrounded by water,

frequently (but not necessarily) connected to a larger body

of land by a neck or isthmus.

Pier (0-9) A structure built out into the water, usually with its greatest

dimension at right angles to the shore, forming a landing

place or a place alongside which vessels can lie.

Pinnacle __. A tall, slender, spire-topped tower, hence any formation sug-

gesting such shape, as a pinnacle rock projecting from a level

or more gently sloping sea floor.

Plain A region of uniform general slope, comparatively level, of con-

siderable extent, and not broken by marked elevations and

depressions (it may be an extensive valley floor or a plateau

summit) ; an extent of level or nearly level land ; a flat, gently

sloping or nearly level region of the sea floor.

Plateau An elevated plain, tableland, or flat-topped region of consider-

able extent; a comparatively flat-topped elevation of the sea

floor greater than 60 nautical miles across the summit and

normally rising more than 100 fathoms on all sides.

Pocosin A swamp; a dismal. (Southern U.S.)

Point The extreme end of a cape, or the outer end of any land area

protruding into the water (less prominent than a cape).

Pond A small fresh-water lake.

Pool A water hole or small pond; a small body of standing water

a small and rather deep body of (usually) fresh water, as

one in a stream.

Prairie A treeless and grassy plain; an extensive tract of grassland; a

low, sandy, grassy tract in the Florida pine woods.

Precipice The brink or edge of a high and very steep cliff; an abrupt

declivity.

Promontory A high cape with bold termination; a headland.

Prong A fork of a drain. Local in southern Appalachian Mountains.

Province A region composed of a group of similar bathymetric features

whose characteristics are markedly in contrast with surround-

ing areas.

Race A swift current; a constricted channel through which such

current flows.

Rapid (C-19) A part in a stream where an increase in its gradient accelerates

the velocity of the current over that in its adjoining parts.

(UsuaUy pi.)
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Ravine A gulch; a small gorge or canyon, the sides of which have
comparatively uniform slopes.

Reach An extended portion of water or land; a straight portion of a

stream or river; a level stretch, as between locks in a canal;

an arm of the sea extending into the land; a promontory,

tongue.

Reef (0-10) An off-shore consolidated rock hazard to navigation with a

least depth of 10 fathoms or less (see also coral reef).

Relief (C-l to 2b) The elevations or the inequalities, collectively, of a land

surface.

Ridge A long and narrow elevation with steep sides; a long, narrow

elevation of the sea floor, with steep sides and more irregular

topography than a rise.

Rincon Corner or cove; an angular recess or hollow bend in a mountain,

riverbank, cliff, or the like (Local in Southwest) (Sp. origin.)

Rise A long, broad elevation that rises gently and generally smoothly

from the sea floor.

River (C-13) A natural stream of running water, larger than a creek or

brook.

Run A brook or small creek; a small, swift watercourse.

Saddle A low point on a ridge or crestline; a ridge connecting two higher

elevations; a low point on a ridge or between seamounts.

Sand dune Low hills or ridges of sand formed by action of the wind (See

"dune").

Scarp An escarpment, cliff, or steep slope of some extent along the

margin of a plateau, mesa, terrace, or bench.

Sea A large body of salt water, second in rank to an ocean, more or

less landlocked and generally part of, or connected with, an

ocean or a larger sea.

Seachannel A long, narrow, U-shaped or V-shaped, shallow depression of

the sea floor, usually occurring on a gently sloping plain or

fan.

Seamount An elevation of the sea floor having a nearly equidimensional

plan less than 60 nautical miles across the summit.

Seamount chain Three or more seamounts in a line and with bases separated by

a relatively flat sea floor.

Seamount group Three or more seamounts not in a line and with bases separated

by a relatively flat sea floor.

Seamount range Three or more seamounts having connected bases and aligned

along a ridge or rise.

Shelf edge A line along which there is a marked increase of slope at the

outer margin of a continental shelf or an island shelf. (For

charting purposes the 100-fathom depth contour is normally

accepted as the shelf edge; the actual depth usually is less

but may be more.)

Shoal An off-shore hazard to navigation with a least depth of 10

fathoms or less composed of unconsolidated material.

Shore (A-l to A-ll) The narrow zone of land fronting any body of water.
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Shoreline The line of contact between the land and a body of water.

(The line delineating the shoreline on Coast and Geodetic

Survey nautical charts and surveys approximates the high-

water line.)

Sill A ridge or rise separating partially closed basins from one

another or from the adjacent sea floor.

Sill depth The greatest depth over a sill.

Sink, sinkhole A depression which has subsurface drainage only, through

natural holes and caverns in limestone or by seepage into a

lower-lying water table.

Slope The inclined surface of a hill, mountain, plateau, plain, or any
part of the surface of the earth; the angle at which such

surfaces deviate from the horizontal.

Slough A minor, muddy marshland or tidal waterway which usually

connects other tidal areas.

Slue A slough, or swamp.
Sluice (H-1S) A floodgate.

Sound A relatively long arm of the sea or ocean forming a channel

between an island and a mainland or connecting two larger

bodies, as a sea and the ocean, or two parts of the same body;

usually wider and more extensive than a strait.

Spit A small point of land or narrow shoal projecting into a body
of water from the shore.

Spring (S-76) A place where water issues naturally from the rock or soil upon
the land or into a body of surface water.

Spur A subordinate ridge or rise projecting outward from a larger

feature of elevation.

Strait A relatively narrow body of water connecting two larger bodies.

Strand The shore or beach of the ocean or a large lake.

Strath A broad, elongated depression, with relatively steep walls,

located on a continental shelf. The longitudinal profile of the

floor is gently undulating with the greatest depths often

found in the inshore portion.

Stream (C-18, 14) Any body of flowing water or other fluid, great or small.

Stream channel The bed where a natural stream of water runs; the trench or

depression washed in the surface of the earth by running

water; a wash, arroyo or coulee.

Summit (D-S) The highest point, as the highest peak of a mountain range, the

highest elevation reached by a road, etc.

Swamp (C-17) A track of Stillwater abounding in certain species of trees and

course grass or boggy protuberances; a track of wet, spongy

land, saturated, but not usually covered with water; a boggy

marshland and stream; a slough.

Swash A body of dashing, splashing water. Specifically, a narrow

sound or channel of water lying within a sandbank, or be-

tween a sandbank and a shore; a bar over which a sea washes.

Tableknoll A seamount rising less than 500 fathoms from the sea floor and

having a comparatively smooth, flat top with minor irregular-

ities.

692-834 O - 64 - 10
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Tabkmount A seamount rising more than 500 fathoms from the sea floor

and having a comparatively smooth, flat top with minor
irregularities.

Terminal moraine A moraine formed across the course of a glacier at its farthest

advance, at or near a relatively stationary edge, or at places

marking the termination of important glacial advances.

Terrace A bench-like feature bordering an elevation of the sea floor.

A terrace does not include the continental shelf or island

shelf but may include bench-like features on the shelf.

Tidal marsh or flat Any marsh or flatland, the surface of which is wetted by a tidal

flow.

Tide gate An opening through which water may flow freely when the

tide sets in one direction, but which closes automatically

and prevents the water from flowing in the other direction.

Tide rips (0-18) Turbulence caused by the meeting of conflicting tidal currents

or by a tidal current flowing over irregular bottom.

Tongue A long, narrow strip of land, projecting into a body of water;

a long, narrow body of water indenting the land or bounded
by islands.

Topography The configuration (relief) of the land surface; the graphic

delineation or portrayal of that configuration in map form,

as by contour lines.

Trench A long, narrow, depression of the sea floor, having relatively

steep sides.

Tributary Any stream which feeds a larger stream or lake.

Trough A long depression of the sea floor, having relatively gentle

sides, normally wider and shallower than a trench.

Tundra One of the level or undulating treeless plains characteristic of

arctic regions, having a black muck soil with a permanently

frozen subsoil.

Upland A highland; ground elevated above the lowlands along riverp

or between hills.

Valley A relatively shallow, wide depression with gentle slopes, the

bottom of which grades continuously downward. This term

is used for features that do not have canyon proportions in

any significant part of their extent.

Volcano An opening in the earth's crust through which lava and ash

issue; a mountain (usually conical) formed wholly or iD

part by such volcanic action.

Wash A broad, dry bed of a stream.

Watershed The area drained by a stream.

Wharf (G-18) A structure extending parallel to the shoreline so that vessels

may lie close alongside to receive and discharge cargo.
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UNITED STATES - EAST COAST

DELAWARE - PENNSYLVANIA - NEW JERSEY

DELAWARE RIVER

WILMINGTON TO PHILADELPHIA
Mercator Projection
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AT MEAN LOW WATER

TIDAL INFORMATION

Place
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CAUTION

Improved channels shown by- broken lines are

subject to shoaling, particularly at the edges.

PRIVATE BUOYS
Private buoys are maintained in most

of the bays, ponds and Inlets on this chart.

259

CAUTION

Temporary defects in aids to navigation are not

indicated on this chart except where a buoy

replaces a fixed aid. See Notices to Mariners.

DUMPING GROUNDS
Regulations and permission for

dumping in the areas indicated

may be obtained at the office of

the District Engineer. Corps of

Engineers, Ney York. N. Y.

CAUTION

Southeast Channel Entrance is

subject to continual change.

1240

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
Use chart 845-SC. The depths and

channel markers are not shown hereon.

Caution

Extremely heavy tide rips and strong currents

may be encountered in the vicinity of the islands

shown on this chart.

ST. LUCIE INLET

The channel is subject to continual change.

Entrance buoys and lights are not shown
because they are frequently shifted in position.

Use chart 845-SC.

CAUTION

Vessels entering Long Beach
Channel should pass eastward of

lighted whistle buoy"LB," and vessels

departing should pass westward.

5147

CAUTION
The shoreline is subject to

continual change in this area.

887-SC

CAUTION

Mariners are warned to stay

clear of the protective riprap sur-

rounding navigational light structures

shown thus:w

NAVAL TRAIL COURSE
The line of buoys in the entrance to Penobscot

Bay between Latitude 44°0V and 44°08' mark

a Naval trial course. Vessels must keep clear

of this course while trial tests are in progress.

1203

PLANES OF REFERENCE
Depths charted in Caloosahatchee River and St.

Lucie River are referred to mean low water. Depths

in the Caloosahatchee Canal are referred to a low

water elevation which is 10 feet above mean sea level.

Depths in Lake Okeechobee and St. Lucie Canal

are referred to a low water elevation which is "\2[

feet above mean sea level.

7259

VEGETATION

The land is generally heavily wooded. The
woods decrease in density with the elevation,

leaving the higher elevations bare.

8148

STORM WARNINGS
The U. S. Weather Bureau displays storm

warnings on the following lightships:

Pollock Rip (41°36'-69°51')

Nantucket Shoals (40°33'-69°28')

Ambrose Channel (40°27'-73°49')

Scotland (40°26'-73°55')

Barnegat (39°46'-73°56')

Five Fathom Bank (38
c, 47'-74°35')

For a complete list of storm warning

stations, see large scale charts.

1108

STORM WARNINGS

The U. S. Weather Bureau displays storm warnings at

the following approximate locations:

Custom House. Boston (42°21 .5'-71 °03.2')

Boston C. G. Station (42°22.1'-71 °03.1')

Boston Lightship (42°20.4'-70°45.5')

Deer Island Light Station (42°20.4'-70°57.3')

*Old Colony Yacht Club°(42°18.0'-71 °02.7')

•Hingham Yacht Club (42°15.7'-70°53.7')

Pt Allerton C. G. Station (42°18.4'-70°54')

•Winthop <42°22.1'-70°59.3')

'Seasonal

246

FIGURE 9—Standard Notes
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PLANE COORDINATE GRID

Oregon State grid, north zone, is indicated

by dotted ticks at 5.000 foot intervals

TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Traffic lights are in operation at Reedy Point

Entrance, at Lorewood Grove, about one mile

west of the P. R. R. bridge, and at a point one
mile west of Chesapeake City Bridge.

Consult the Regulations for the Control of

Traffic in the Canal before entering.

570

•PLANE COORDINATE GRID

Oregon State Grid, north zone, is indicated

by dashed ticks at 5.000 foot intervals. The

last three digits are omitted.

•On new and reconstructed charts, grids are

now being shown by dashed lines instead of

dotted ticks.

6158

Lake Washington Ship Canal

Traffic Signals

Red (stop) green (go) lights are maintained on the

guide pier below the Great Northern R. R. bridge

for the guidance of vessels going through the large

lock.

690SC

FISH TRAP AREAS
Boundary lines of fish trap areas

are shown thus: — -

Caution: Submerged piling may
exist in these areas.

1216

LIGHTS

Only the principal lights along the outer coast are shown.

1000

BERTH NUMBERS
The numbers on land along the

waterfront are the berth numbers.

RACING BUOYS
Racing buoys within the limits

of this chart are not shown hereon.

For location and description see the

Coast Guard Local Notices to

Mariners and Light List.

1206

THIMBLE SHOAL CHANNEL DEPTHS

Tabulated from surveys by the Corps of Engineers - report of Aug. 1962
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CHANNEL DEPTHS

The project depth in the channels of the Columbia and Willamette

Rivers are. 48 feet from the entrance to Clatsop Spit Lighted Whistle

Buoy 14, thence 35 feet to Portland, Oregon, and 30 feet from the mouth

of the Willamette River to Vancouver, Washington.

Freshets occur annually during the months of May, June, and July

which may cause some shoaling; however, channels are restored to

project depth as soon thereafter as possible.

The controlling depths are published monthly in the local Notice to

Mariners by the U.S. Coast Guard and monthly in the U.S. Naval Ocean-

ographic Office Notice to Mariners. Additional information may be obtained

from the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. Portland, Oregon.
6152

WIRE DRAGGED AREAS

The area tinted green has been swept by wire drag to a depth which

in deep waters materially exceeds the draft of the largest vessels.

In shoal waters the drag was set to pass as close as practicable to

the bottom.
8094

(Green overprint)

Information blocked out in green is

now obsolete. Corrections in green to

Oct. 30, 1950.

(Green overprint)

FIGURE 11— Standard Notes
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PROHIBITED AREA

The area in and about Womens Bay. west of the dashed

magenta line is a Naval Defensive Sea Area. No vessels,

except those authorized by the Secretary of the Navy, shall

be navigated in this area. The U. S. Naval Reservation

is an Air Space Reservation. No aircraft, except those

authorized by the Secretary of the Navy, shall be navigated

above this area.

CAUTION

Oil well drilling structures may be

found outside the obstruction areas

which are indicated by dashed magenta

lines.

CAUTION
Construction equipmc

be stationed in this vicinity.

PROHIBITED AREA

Unalaska Island is a Naval Defensive Sea

Area and Airspace Reservation. No vessels

or aircraft, except those authorized by the

Secretary of the Navy, shall be navigated in or

above the area within the three mile limit.

CAUTION

Bridge is under construction, and within

the tinted area are numerous lights, buoys

and piles used in its construction.

PROHIBITED AREA 207.174

(Seaplane Landing)

A navigation channel 300 feet wide

outside the limits of the prohibited area

is available to surface craft.

CAUTION

Boundary limits and designations of Submarine

Operating Areas are shown in solid magenta lines and

are indicated by letters, thus: AREA "G" As sub-

marines may be operating in these areas, vessels

should proceed with caution. During torpedo practice

firing, all vessels are cautioned to keep well clear of

Naval Target Vessels flying a large red flag.

CAUTION

This chart is not intended for use in navigating

the tributaries of Chesapeake Bay and the aids to

navigation maintained by the U. S. Coast Guard

are not charted in those waters.

NOTE A

Navigation regulations are published in

Chapter 2, Coast Pilot 2, or subsequent

yearly supplements and weekly Notices to

Mariners. Copies of the regulations may be

obtained at the office of the District Engineer.

Corps of Engineers in New York.

Refer to section numbers shown with

area designation.

WARNING
San Clemente Island is a NAVAL RESERVATION

and is closed to the public.

All vessels are warned that the vicinity of the island

is dangerous on account of gunfire and bombing.

CAUTION

Numerous oil well drilling structures

are located within the limits of this chart.

•PROHIBITED DUMPING GROUND
Dumping of all objects or materials of a metallic

nature is strictly prohibited.

* Dumping ground notes may vary according to the

regulations authorized by the Corps of Engineers

District.

692-834 O - 64 - 11 FIGURE 12—Standard Notes
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SUBMARINE
OPERATING AREA
207.640 (see note A)

5532

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

The Intracoastal Waterway is indicated

by a magenta line. Distances are shown in

international Nautical Miles. Courses are true.

SPECIAL ANCHORAGE
Anchor lights not required on vessels

less than sixty-five feet long.

CABLE AND PIPELINE AREAS

The cable and pipeline areas falling within

the areas of the larger scale charts are shown

thereon and are not repeated on this chart.

1208

LOCAL MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE
Differences of as much as 3° from the normal

variation have been observed on Cuttyhunk Island

between Buzzards Bay and Vineyard Sound.

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

Project Depths

12 feet Norfolk, Vo. to Fort Pierce, Flo.

9 feet Norfolk to Albemarle Sound, via

Dismal Swamp Canal

8 feet Fort Pierce to Miami, Fla.

7 feet Miami, Fla. to Cross Bank, Florida

Bay.

From Cross Bank to Key West, Fla., the

controlling depth is 5 feet. Rep. June 1962.

The controlling depths are published

weekly"in the Notice to Mariners.

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY AIDS

Intracoastal Waterway aids are character-

ized by a yellow band or border. Proceeding

from Norfolk, Va. to Key West, Fla.:

1. Aids with red reflectors are on the star-

board side; green reflectors are on the port

side.

2. Where the Intracoastal Waterway co-

incides with another waterway, the dual-

purpose aids have distinctive yellow triangles

on the starboard side and yellow squares on

the port side.

829SC

RESTRICTED AREA

Anchoring, trawling, fishing and

dragging are prohibited in this area

207.158 (see note A)

RESTRICTED AREA
204.30

(see note A)

INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
The Intracoastal Waterway between the east

and west limits of this chart is not completely

shown. Use chart No. 837-SC.

The project depth from Charleston to Beaufort,

S. C, is 12 feet.

The controlling depths are published in the

weekly Notice to Mariners.

SEAPLANE LANE A

207.50 (see note A)

OKEECHOBEE WATERWAY
The routes are indicated by a magenta line.

The project depths from St. Lucie River to Fort

Meyers are:

8 feet via Routes 1 and 1 B,

6 feet via Route 2.

Locks are operated during daylight hours.

The controlling depths are published in the weekly

Notice to Mariners.

1289

FIGURE 13—Standard Notes
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ANCHORAGE AREAS
202.155 (see note A)

Limits and assigned numbers of anchorage areas

are shown in magenta.

(20) (20A) (20B) general anchorages

TEMPORARY ANCHORAGE-limited to 72 hours without

permit.

NAVAL ANCHORAGE-commercial vessels may anchor

for 24 hours with permission of Captain of the

Port.

(21A)^21B) BARGE AND STEAMER ANCHORAGE-limited to 30 days
— — without permit.

(23) TEMPORARY GENERAL ANCHORAGE - limited to 48

hours without permit.

QUARANTINE ANCHORAGE-vessels shall clear area

after being granted pratique. The southern portion

°f
( 23 ) may be used when anchorage

( 24 ) is fully

utilized.

ANCHORAGE FOR EXPLOSIVES-load in excess of 20

tons of high explosives prohibited.

541

CURRENT DIAGRAM
GEORGES BANK AND NANTUCKET SHOALS

Explanation

Directions and velocities of tidal currents at eighteen stations are shown by arrows.

The length of the arrow from the center of the circle represents the average velocity

on a scale of one inch equals three knots. The figures at the arrow heads are the

hours after the time of maximum flood at Pollock Rip Channel, (Stone Horse Shoal

Lightship), the daily predicted times of which are given in the Coast and Geodetic

Survey Atlantic Coast Current Tables. The velocities plotted should be increased

by 20 per cent when the moon is full or new and decreased by 20 per cent when the

moon is in first or third quarters. For effect of wind and tidal currents, see Current

Tables, Atlantic Coast.

541

SCALE OF VELOCITIES

HUM 1 I I K»nTS

FIGURE 14— Standard Notes
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Land Features

CENTURY EXPANDED (CEN. EXP.) (Caps, lower case and figures)

Size: Spacing:

r— 2 Em Qd

? Em Qd.

Nut Qd

3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

1 Pt. Sp.

^ Zero Sp.

A L E X A
I) 1 2 3 4 5ALEX Alex
3 1 2 3 4012 3 4ALEXANAlexan
ALEX ANDAlex and
ALEXANDER Alexandri
ALEXANDR Alexandri
ALEXANDRI Alexandria

l— 2 Em Qd.

1

J Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

_ 3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

7 Pt. Sp.

^*- Zero Sp.

A L E X A N
A L E X A A 1 e x a

A L E X A' N D A 1 e x a n d

ALEXANDR Alexandri
ALEXANDRIA Alexandria V|

ALEXANDRIA, Alexandria Vir

ALEXANDRIA V Alexandria Vir

'-<»A L E X A N D. R
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 £

] Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

A L E X A N. D A 1 e x a n d

ALEX AN D R I A A 1 e x a n d r i a
o

'^ALEXANDRIA V Alexandri a V
»** ALEXANDRIA VIRG Alexandria Virg;,

5

i

' « * ALEXANDRIA.
o
VIRGI Alexandria Virgjni

l zeraSp ALEXANDRIA VIRGIN Alexandria Virginia

FIGURE 15 — Standard Type for Nautical Charts
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1 1 M 1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

Mill
3 4
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I
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I

I
I

I
I

I
I I

|
I

|

I I I

|

I

Land Features
rpr 1 1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

<> inches
ITI

CENTURY
Size Spacing

2 Em Qd.

1 Em Qd.

Nut Od.

3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

) ft. Sp.

Zero Sp.

2 Em Od.

7 Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

1 Pt. Sp.

Zero Sp.

2 Em Qd.

1 Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

1 Pt. Sp.

Zero Sp.

2 Em Od.

! Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

1 Pt. Sp.

Zero Sp.

2 Em Qd.

1 Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

? Pt. Sp.

Zero Sp.

S.

o

EXPANDED (CEN. EXP.) (Caps, lower case and figures)

A L E X A N, D
A L E X A N D R I A 1

R
8

e x

I

a n r i

ALEXANDRIA V Alexandria V i

ALEXANDRIA VIRG Alexandria V°i r g,i

ALEXANDRIA VI R G.I NI Alexandria Virginia
*

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA Alexandria Virginia ,Uni
5 10 15 5 10 &

15 20

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA ,UN Alexandria Virginia United
5 10 15 20 5 in &l^ in it20

E X N V. I

a
10

D R I AALEXANDRIA A 1 e x a°n d r i
5 10 5ALEXANDRIA VIRG Alexandria Virg

ALEXANDRIA VIRGIN '"Alexandria^ V°i r gj n i a

ALEXANDRIA VI R GI NI A
. Alexandria Virginia

5

Un
5 10 15 20 5 10

&
15 20

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA UNI Alexandria Virginia
, United

5 10 15 20 5 10 °15 20 25

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA .UNITED Alexandria Virginia United Stau 10 20 n in t=J on i,30

L E

LEX
X N D R I

A V A 1

10

e x

V

a n
5

I

r i

R

a
10

G
15

V
Alexandria Virsrini

A N D R I
5 10ALEXANDRIA VIRGIN

5 10 15

ALEXANDRIA^ VIRGINIA ^U Alexandria^ Virginia, U
ALEXANDRIA VI R GI NI A VnI Alexandria Virginia United
ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA UNITED Alexandria Virginia United Stat

lu 20 10 ° 20 30ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA UNITED STAT Alexandria Virginia United States ofu lu 20 30 10 20 30

A
10

VIRGINIA

A
10

G A

I R
15

I

e x a n d r i

5

N

V

I
ALEXANDRI

5ALEXANDRIA VIR
ALEXANDRIA

10 20ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA .UNIT
10 20

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA ,UNITED
10 20

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA .UNITED STAT Alexandria Virginia .United States ofu ,u 20 30 10 20 30ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA .UNITED STATES OF Alexandria Virginia United States of Ameriu lu 2U 30 n in ° on ^^

15 5 10 fj
U Alexandria Virginia, U

10
6

20

Alexandria Virginia .Unite
10 ° 20

Alexandria Virginia , U nite d State
10 20 30

I A
10

A L E X A N D
5ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA,

5 10 15 20ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA, UNITED
10 20

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA, UNITED STATE
10 20 30ALEXANDRIA VI R GI NI A , U NI T E D STATES
10 20 30

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA .UNITED STATES OF AM
10 20 30

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA .UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AL
10 20 30 40

10

I N

20 30

U N

40

T

l r g i n i

15

R G I N I A
15 20Alexandria V

5 10

Alexandria Virginia. United S
10 20

Alexandria Virginia. United States
10 20 30

Alexandria Virginia .United States of Amer
10 20 30 40

, Alexandria Virginia .United States of America
40 10 20 30 40

Alexandria Virginia,United States of America Alexandria
10 20 30 40 50

FIGURE 16 — Standard Type for Nautical Charts
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|
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|

I I I
|
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I

LIGHT LIXHO (Lt. Lith.) (Cops, lower case, and figures)

Size? Spacing: 'V" k ~T k C^\
2B- orf -

1W 1 A b
1 Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

3 Em Sp.

2 Ft. Sp.

7 Pt. Sp

_^. Zero S".

WAS
1 2 3W A S H I

WASHIN
WASHING
WASHING
WASHING

I— 2 Em Qd.

H I

H W a s h
3 1 2 3 4W a s h i
3 2 4

Washin
3 2 4 6

Washing
3 2 4 6 <~^ 8

Washin^to
Washington
3 5 <—* 1C

I
5

a s

H
4w

N.
6

h
W A S
-W A S HI

2 4 2 4WASHING Washin
\W ASHINGTWashin g't

'-WASHINGTO Washington
"-WASHINGTO

u ^WASHINGTON

Nuf Qd.

3 Em

Washington
5

C3 10

Washington
n c *

—

v in

- 2 Em Qd.
"Y\7"

1

7 Em Qd. ^7^ A^

ASH
2 3 4SHIN

2 4 6

N,Qd w A S H I N G T

I N G T
5 6 7 8Washin

2 4 6

Washindto
5

&

Washington3£m sp W ASHINGTO
"'^WASHINGTON BA Washington Ba
'»* WASHINGTON, BA Washington Balti

^WASHINGTON BA Washington Balti

FIGURE 17 — Standard Type for Nautical Charts
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Land Features
1 1 1 1 1

1
1

1 1 1 1 1 1
1 i

1 1
1

1
1 I

1
1 HIM

6 inches
i n

LIGHT LITHO (Lt. Lith.) (Cops, lower case, and figures)

fraW ASHING T
I N G T Washia.Qd.JV ASH

NU,Qd °w ASHINGTON
5 10

3Em sp
. jv ASHINGTON BA

2«.sP WASHINGTON BALT
' » sP WASHINGTON BALTIM
zero sP . WASHINGTON BALTIM

5 10 15

o N
i n & t
5

CT

Washington
5 ° 10

Washington Bait
5 10 15

Washington Baltim
5 10 15

Washington Baltimo

N2EmOd.,W A S H I

i Em Qd.°W A S H I N G T
NUf Qd.°W ASHINGTON

5 10

3 Em sp WASHINGTON BALTI
5 10 15

G

Washington Baltimore

T
8

a s

o
h

N
10

n

B

O N ,W
100 5

BAL,Washing ton
5 11

W a s h i n
5

o n
10

B

ton Baltim
10 15

2 pi sP WASHINGTON BALTIM .Washington Baltim
5 10 15 5 10 15

'»- sp- .WASHINGTON BALTIMORE Washington Baltimore
5 10 15 200 5 10 15 20

zero sP . WASHINGTON BALTIMORE MI Washington Baltimore Mia
10 20

=
10 20

2 Em Od. .W A
1 Era Qd. WAS

IS H
H I N G

5

N G
TON ,W
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Land Features
LIGHT LITHO (Lt. Lith.) (Cops, lower case and figures)

Size: Spacing:
- 2 Em Qd. WASHING

5

1 Em Qd. WASHINGTON
5. 10

3 Em Sp. WASHINGTON BALTIMORE MIAMI BEACH
10 20 30

2 Pt. Sp. WASHINGTON BALTIMORE MIAMI BEACH
10 20 30

J Pt. Sp. WASHINGTON BALTIMORE MIAMI BEACH LONG
10 20 30

u- Zero Sp. 'WASHINGTON BALTIMORE MIAMI BEACH LONG POINT GR
10 20 30 40

TON
10
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1 Land reatures

6 inches
[ n

LINING GOTHIC (L.G.) (Cops, lower case and figures)

Size: Zero Spacing: T Pt. Spacing: 2 Pt. Spacing: 3 Em Spctcing:

10 Pt. Under construction Under construction Under constructi Under constr
5 10 15 5 10 15 5 10 15 5 10

8 Pt. Under construction
5 10 15

6 Pt. No. 4 Under construction
5 10 15

Under construction
5 10 15

Under construction
5 10 15

Under construction Under construe
5 10 15 '5 10

Under construction
5 10 15

Under constructio
5 10 15

LIGHTLINE GOTHIC (LL. G.

6 Pt. No. 3 Under construction

5 10 15

Under construction
5 10 15

Under construction
5 10 15

Under constructic
5 10 15

PAEROg
n
„r

Fl R 2isec

W
Bn"2A"

FRLt
Lts priv maintd

LINING GOTHIC (L.G.)

Lighted Beacons, Unlighted Beacona, Aeronautical Lights 6 Pt. No. 4 generally:

For Green lights change R to G. For White lights, use prefix only, omit R in the following list:

P" F R 30ft 9M"4" F R 9M"4" F R 9M F R Fl R 7Jsec Fl K 5Jsec

S> Fl R 3sec 30ft 9M"4A" Fl R 3sec 9M"4A" Fl R 9M"4A" Fl R 9M FIR

J! F R Fl R 3sec 30ft 9M"2" F R Fl R 3sec 9M"2" F R Fl R 9M"2" F R Fl R 9M F R Fl R

£ Gp Fl R(3). 10sec 30ft 9M"2" Gp Fl R(3) lOsec 9M"2" Gp Fl R(3) 9M"2" Gp Fl R 9M"2" Gp Fl R 9M Gp Fl R

Qk Fl R 30ft 9M"2" Qk Fl R 9M"2" Qk Fl R 9M Qk Fl R I Qk Fl R 30ft 9M"2" I Qk Fl R 9M"2" I Qk Fl R 9M I Qk Fl R

S-L Fl R 30ft 9M"2" S-L Fl R 9M"2" S-L Fl R 9M S-LFIR

Occ R 4sec 30ft 9M"2A" Occ R 4sec 9M"2A" Occ R 9M"2A" Occ R 9M Occ R

Gp Occ R(3) lOsec 30ft 9M"4" Gp Occ R(3) 10sec 9M"4" Gp Occ R(3) 9M"4" Gp Occ R 9M"4" Gp Occ R 9M Gp Occ R

Alt lOsec 30ft 9M"2" Alt lOsec 9M"2" Alt 9M"2" Alt 9M Alt

Alt Fl R(3) W(1) lOsec 30ft 9M"2" Alt Fl R(3) W(l ) 10sec 9M"2" Alt Fl R(3) W(l )"2" Alt Fl R W 9M"2" Alt Fl R W 9M

Alt F R Fl P(3) W(1) 10sec 30ft 9M"2" Alt F R Fl R(3) W(l) lOsec 9M"2" Alt F R Fl R(3) W(l) 9M"2" Alt F R Fl R W 9M"2"

Gp Fl R(4-5) 15sec 30ft 9M"2" Gp Fl R(4-5) 15sec 9M"2" Gp Fl R(4-5) 9M"2" Gp Fl R 9M"2" Gp Fl R 9M Gp Fl R

Alt Occ R(3) W(l) lOsec 30ft 9M"2" Alt Occ R(3) W(1) lOsec 30ft 9M"2" Alt Occ R(3) W(1) 9M"2" Alt Occ R W 9M"2"

o
o
Z

L

LIGHTLINE GOTHIC (LL. G.)

Lighted Beacons. Unlighted Beacons, Aeronautical Lights 6 Pt. No. 3 (congested areas)

Alt F R Fl R(3) W(1>9M"2" Alt F R Fl R W 9M"2" Alt F R Fl R(3) W(l) lOsec 30ft 9M"2" Alt F R Fl R(3) W(l) lOsec 9M"2"

6 Pt. No. 3 generally: AMBER BELL DIAPHONE ECHO BOARD HORN SIREN

Elevations of Rocks that Cover and Uncover 6 Pt. No. 3 should be used: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

LINING GOTHIC (L.G.)

Prominent Buildings 6 Pt. No. 4 Capitol Customs House Courthouse Lincoln Memorial Naval Hospital Post Office

LIGHTLINE GOTHIC (LL. G.)
Street Names 6 Pt, No. 3 generally. Main Avenu

Portage to Gold Bay Bay State Road MacArthur Trail

Ditmars Boulevard State Hy No 15 US Hy No 207

LINING GOTHIC (L.G)
Object Names 6 Pt. No. 4 generally.

(Aband Lt Ho)

Airport

Marine Barracks

Bn "2"

Zero Spacing:

Cypress

Marsh

Mangrove

Wooded

Tampa Causeway

Landing Field

Naval Landing

Marker (lighted)

7 Pt. Spacing:

Cypress

Marsh

M angro ve

Wooded

Naval Operating Base US Reservation

Ocean Park (a recreation park) Yankee Stadium

Pier No 3 Port Terminal

Rainbow Pier Olson Wharf

2 Pt. Spacing: Nut Qd. Spacing:

Cypress Cypress
Marsh Marsh
Mangrove Mangrove
Wooded Wooded

Qumcy Yacht Club

? Em Qd. Spacing:

Cypres
Marsh
M a n g r o

Wooded
LIGHTLINE GOTHIC (LL. G.)

6 Pt. No. 3 generally:

Artesian well Dike

Astro Sta Dock

Boiler Dolphin

Bdy Mon Draw

Breakwater Duck blind

Bulkhead Dunes

Causeway Cswy Elevation

Cemetery Fence

Church Ferry

Conspicuous cliff Fishing stakes

Culvert Fresh water

Depot Groin

Hospital

Jetty

Landing

Levee

Lock

L & N RR

Marine railway

Oil derricks

Pier

Piles

Pipe

Platform

Ramp

Revetments

Rock wall

Ruins

Sand dunes

Sen Ho

Sheet piling

Sig Sta

Slide

Sluice

Sou Ry

Stone piling

Telegraph

Telephone

Training wall

Trap

Tn Sta

Cooper, 1906

White (C of E)

Tunnel

Viaduct

Wharf

FIGURE 20 — Standard Type for Nautical Charts
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Water Features
DRAFTSMAN'S ITALIC (Drft. It.) (Caps, lower care, and figures)

Size: Zero Spacing:

,.„ dangerous
14 ft. 2

J
4 6 8

* dangerous roc

12 Pt.

1 Pt. Spacing:

dangerous2-^6 8

dangerous roc
A -"A q n

L- AMBROSE ,CH A MBROSE

'°1

9».[

dangerous rocky
4 8 12

dangerous rockyon 8 12 ^

2 Pf. Spacing:

dangerous2^6 8

dangerous roc
4 « 12

/I MBROSE
dangerous rocky

4 8 12

3 Em Spacing:

dangerous
2 J

4 (s 8

dangerous roc
4 8 12

/I MBROSE
dangerous rocky

4 8 12

AMBROSE CHA AMBROSE .CHA A MBROSE ,CHA AMBROSE, CHA

7 Pt.

dangerous rocky
4 8 12

RESTRICTED
4 8

dangerous rocky ,area
4 8 12 16 20

RESTRICTED AREA
4 8 12

RESTRICTED AREA

.PI.
I

s 4

FEET FEB 1955
12 16

dangerous rocky§4 8 12

RESTRICTED

dangerous rocky ,ar
4 8 12 16

RESTRICTED AR
4 8 12

RESTRICTED AREA
4 8 12

dangerous rocky area
^1 8 12 16 20

40 /"££T fffl /9S5

dangerous roc ky
4 8 12

RESTRICTED
4 8

dangerous rocky
4 8 12

RESTRICTED A
4 8 12

RESTRICTED AREA

40 FEET FEB 1955

5 Pt.

dangerous rocky
3 8 12 "'

/?£"S 7"/7/C 7"££

dangerous roc ky a

r

4 8 12 16

RES T R I C TED AREA
4 8 12

RESTRICTED AREA

40 FEET FEB 1955

40 T JAN 195 5

/?"6"

/7 /? 5sec BELL
RB
I Qk Fl HORNBuoy Characteristics 6 Pt. should be used: /7 R 5sec BELL I Ok Fl HORN Fl G 5sec WHISTLE DIAPHONE SIREN CONG

Chart Junction Notes 7 Pt. should be used: (JOINS CHART 865) (JOINS INSET) (CONTINUED ON CHART 1220)

Courses 7 Pt. should be used: 68/° TRUE 5.8M I57J° TRUE 8.5M 234J° TRUE I5.IM

Improved Channel Depths and Names 6 Pt. possibly: 39 FT JAN 1955 AMBROSE CHANNEL

Fixed Floating Objects 6 Pt. generally: FLOAT FLOATING TARGET LOG BOOM Ra Ref RAFT R Bn

Land Contour Numbers and Elevations on Land or in Water 6 Pt. should be used: 48 50 75 100 1295 (25) (38)

Object Names 7 Pt. generally: North Anchorage Quarantine Anch Boat Harbor Canal Ditch Reid Glacier Turning Basin

Ranges 6 Pt. generally: BUTTERMILK RANGE BRUNSWICK PT CUT RANGE LOWER FLATS RANGE RANGE "A"

Sector Descriptions 6 Pt. generally: RED SECTOR WHITE SECTOR GREEN SECTOR LIGHT OBSCURED LT OBSC

Trial Courses 6 Pt. generally: MEASURED NAUTICAL MILE COURSE I80°32' TRUE 6091.5 FEET COURSE I52°I2' TRUE

Soundings Type for soundings fl I gaugr) is reproduced photographically from stock film: 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 II

Underwater Features 7 Pt. generally:

Oil and gas seepage

Old dike

Awash MLW
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I'l'IM'I'I'l'I'I'I'I'l
Water Features

i li I in 1 1 li TTTfTTT M II IN I
I II HI

6 inches
HT

I M M I

I rr I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I IT

COAST GEODETIC SURVEY ITALIC (C.S. It.) (Cops and lower cose; No figures)

Size: Spacing:

2 Em Qd o o M
7 Em Qd

Nut Qd

3 Em

2 Pt. Sp.

a

1 Pt. Sp.

C
P O T O M P o t o m
POTOMAC Potomac

*°P O TO MAC Potomac R
POTOMAC RIVPotomac River

3 6 903 69 12

Potomac River
5 10

Potomac River E
POTOMAC RIV

- -* POTOMAC RIVE
5 10

.- 2 a. Qd. p O T O M
1 2 3 4 5

IEmQd.p O T O M AC
NUlod.°p o T O M A C R I

3Emsp°p o T O M A C RIV
5 10

2»sP POTOMAC RIVER
5 10

>»* POTOMAC RIVER
- zero

s

P POTOMAC RIVER
5 10

AC R I
6 7 8 9 10Potomac

3 6

Potomac R i v
3 6 9

Potomac River
5 10

Potomac River E

a

5 10 15

Potomac River East
5 10 15

Potomac River Eastern
5 10 15 20

r 2 Em Qd. p o T
3

o M
! Em Qd. p O T O M A C

5

Nut Qd. p o T O M A C R I
5 10

3 Em sp. p o T O M A C RIVER
5 10

2Pt.sP POTOMAC RIVER EA
5 10 15

i».sP POTOMAC RIVER EAST
5 10 15

L zerosp. POTOMAC RIVER EASTER
5 10 15 20

AC RIV
6 9
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TJTJTJT
1 'I I

i

|

M i

I

'
I

i

I
i

I

1

I '

I

' I

'

I

'

I

'

I

'
I

'

I

Water Features

6 inches
TJTTTJT

I

I M I

I

COAST GEODETIC SUR VEY ITALIC (C.S. It.) (Caps and lower case, No figures)

Size: Spacing:

-2 Em Qd. P O TO MA C R

7 Em Od.

Nut Od.

L
3 Em Sp.o
2 Pt. Sp.

1 Pt. Sp.

Zero Sp.

r»2 Em Qd.

7 Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

3 Em Sp.

2 Pt. Sp.

J Pt. Sp.

-— Zero Sp.

V E R
P O T O M A C

5POTOMAC R I
5 10

POTOMAC RIVER E A S
5 10 15

POTOMAC RIVER EASTE
o 10

/
10

V

t o

R E
15

Potomac Rive
5 10

mac River
5 10

Easter
15 20

i Potomac River Eastern
20 10 20

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN Potomac River Eastern Branch
10 20 10 20

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRA Potomac River Eastern Branch
10 20 10 20

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRANCH Potomac River Eastern Branch Fish Cr
10

O MPOT
3

P O T O M A C
5

20

A ' C R
6 9RIVER

10
E A
15

10

E R E
12 15Potomac

5

20

A S

R

30

R

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN
10 20

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BR
10 20

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRAN
10 20

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRANCH EI
10 20 30

POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRANCH FISH CR
10 20 30

P o t o m a c

TERN
18 21

i v e r East
10 15

River Eastern Bran
10 20

Potomac River Eastern Branch
10 20

Potomac River Eastern Branch
10 20

Potomac River Eastern Branch Fish
10 20 30

Potomac River Eastern Branch Fish Cr
10 20 30

CENTURY EXPANDED ITALIC (Cen. Exp. It.) (Caps, lower case, and figures)

Size: Spacing:

T M A C RIVER EASTEr*2 Em Qd. P M
5

/
10

E A
15

R
20

N

7 Em Qd. POTOMAC
5

RIVER EASTE
10 15

NutQd. POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRA
10 20

°- 3 Em Sp. POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRANCH
•O 10 20

2 Pt. Sp. POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRANCH
10 20

7 Pt. Sp. POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRANCH FISH CR
10 20 30

Potomac River Easter
5 10 15 20

Potomac River Eastern Branch
10 20

Potomac River Eastern Branch Fish
10 20 30

Potomac River Eastern Branch Fish
10 20 30

Potomac River Eastern Branch Fish Creek ,East
10 20 30 40

L» Zero Sp. POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN BRANCH FISH CREEK ,EASTE Potomac River Eastern Branch Fish Creek .Eastern Creek

r-2 Em Qd.

7 Em Qd.

Nut Qd.

2 Pt. Sp.

P T O M
5

P T O M A C
5

POTOMAC RIVER
10

30

AC R I V
10

R I Potomac
10 5

P t m a i R ;

10

40

E R

R i

10

e r E

POTOMAC RIVER E
10

3 Em Sp. POTOMAC RIVER E
10

Potomac River E a s

10

Potomac River E a
10

7 Pt. Sp. POTOMAC RIVER EASTE Potomac River Eastern
10 10 20

L«- Zero Sp. POTOMAC RIVER EASTERN B Potomac Rirer Eastern Bran
10 20 10 20

10 20 30

Size: Spacing:

r*-2 Em Qd. potomac
5

7 Em Qd. potomac p t

5 10

Nut Qd. POTOMAC K 1 V E R

~, 2 Pt. Sp. POTOMAC P I V E B E* 10

3 Em Sp. POTOMAC P I V E R E
10

7 Pt. Sp. POTOMAC RIVER EAST
10

Zero Sp. POTOMAC RIVER eastern
10 20

40 50

R
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1. Aero Radiobeacon:

Characteristics

SANTA ANA (EL TORO)
AERO
R. Bn.

440

Type

6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic

6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic

6 pt. News Gothic

6 pt. News Gothic

Stock Film No. 375

2. Distance Finding Station and Radiobeacon:

Characteristics

GRASSY PT LT
Fl G 15sec 73ft 14M
DFS
DIAPHONE
R Bn 286

10m-20m & 40m-50m

Type

6 pt. No. 3 Light Cop. Gothic Cond.

6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic

6 pt. News Gothic

6 pt. No. 3 Lightline Gothic

6 pt. News Gothic

Stock Film No. 375

6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic

Lightship, Distance Finding Station, Radiobeacon:

Characteristics Type

HOLLINGERS ISLAND 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic

Fl 6sec 65ft 14M 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic

DFS BELL 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic

R Bn 176 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic

Stock Film No. 375

10m-20m & 40m-50m 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic

HOLLINGERS ISLAND
Fl 6sec 65 ft «M
DFS BELL
R Bn 176

I0m-20m & iOmSOm

FIGURE 24 — Radiobeacon Symbols and Respective Type Styles
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Feet to
the inch

Natural
Scale 2500 5000 10, 000 15,000 20,000 25,000 50,000 lj-0,000 80,000

1"=50'.

1"=60'.

1"=80«

1"=100'.

1"=200
».

1"=300 '.

l"=lK)0'.

1"=600'.

1"=800 '.....

1"=1000'..

1"=83*'

I"=l66f'...

1"=250'.

1"=333 *'•

l"=l+l6f'....

l"=500 '.

l"=833i'....

1"=10^1§'.

1"=1250L

l"=l666f.

1"=2000«....

1"=2083 1'.

1:600-

1:720

1:960

1:1200

1:2^00

1:3600

1:U800

1:7200

1:9600.

1:12,000..

..387..

.M7_,

-555...

...6k9..

...979-

: 1,000

:2,000

:3,000....

:U,000....

:5,000

:6,000

: 10, 000..

: 12,500..

15,000..

120,000..

: 2k, 000..

: 25,000.

l"=260kz'..

1"=5208^..

1"=8000 '.....

l"=10,Ul6f!.

1:31,250

1:62,500-.

1:96,000.

1:125,000.

... 21U

...252

...322...

...387.-

...61+9...

...837-.

-979-.

•571

.888

589..

• 333-

.571-.

.750...

..888...

.909-

-175

-2lU

387-

....529....

6k9....

837..-

979....

909-

.182

333-

„U6l„

-571-

..667..

-750-

.276

,387.....

A85.

.680.

.781.

.889

2lU„

305-

.....387..

530..

61+9-

750-

.175

322..

kkj..

555-

6^9-

..21^

..276

-387.

..W5

-572..

..211+

.305

..387-

..U62..

235-

• 333...

.U21..

.500..

.571-

.800-

.909-

•3 1+5.. ..588 .769...

..276.. .U85...

..276.

,.188_.

.6U9

.387.

.271

..211+

..182

..261..

-333-

.Aoo„

.Ml..

..667..

-769..

. 857...

-909.,

.21k..

.276..

333.

.387..

571..

.667-,

..750.

..889.

.980.

781-

U85-

3^5-

276..

.889.

•572.

A13 •

• 333-

.182

•235..

.286..

•333 •

..500..

..589..

..667..

..800 ..

..889-

.909-

..980..

.-6I4.9-

..14-76..

..387-

.182

.222

.261

..UOO..

A76-

• 5^5..

.667-

-750..

-769-

..877:.

-780-

..588..

.U85-

..211;

..261

.270

3l6

Aoo

.k62

.1+76

.562

.877

..910

.780

FIGURE 25— Proportional Divider Settings
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MAP SCALES AND EQUIVALENTS

(The term "scale" as used In the formulas at the bottom of the table Is the reciprocal of the fractional scale.)

Fractional scale

1:500
1:600
1:1,000

1:1,200

1:1,600

1:2,000

1:2,400

1:2,600

1:3,000

1:3,600

1:4,000

1:4,800

1:5,000

1:6,000

1:7,000

1:7,200

1:7,920

1:8,000

1:8,400
1:9,000

1:9,600-

1:10,000

1:10,800
1:12,000
1:13,200

1:14,400
1:15,000

15,600

1:15,840
1:16,000
1:16,800....
1:18,000....

1:19,200.. ..

1:20,000

1:20,400....
1:21,120....

1:21,800
1:22,800....

1:24,000
1:25,000....
1:31,680....
1:40,000....

1:48,000....
1:62,500
1:63,360

1:80,000

1:96,000. ...

1:120,000. ..

1:125,000...
1:126,720...
1:250,000. ..

1:253,440...
1:500,000...

1:1,000,000.

Formulas-.

Feet per In.

41.667
50.00
83.333
100.00
125.00
166.667
200.00
208. 333
250.00
300.00
333.333
400.00
416. 687
500.00
583.333
600.00
660.00
666. 667
700.00
750.00
800.00
833.333
900.00
000.00
100.00
200.00
250.00
300.00
320.00
333. 333
400.00
500.00
600.00
666. 667
700.00
760.00
800.00
900.00
000.00
083. 333
640.00
333. 333
000.00
208.333
280.00
666.667
000.00
000.00

', 416. 667
560.00
833. 333
120.00
666.667

In. per
1,000 ft.

83, 333. 333

24.00
20.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
5.00
4.80
4.00
3.333
3.00
2.50
2.40
2.00
1.714
1.667
1.515
1.500
1.429
1.333
1.250
1.200
1.111

1.0
0.909
0.833
0.80
0.769
0.758
0.750
0.714
0.667
0.625
0.60
0.688
0.568
0.556
0.526
0.50
0.480
0. 379
0.30
0.250
0.192
0.189
0.150
0.125
0.10
0.096
0.095
0.048
0.047
0.024
0.012

Inches per
stat. mile

12,000

Scale

126.72
105.60
63.36
52.80
42.24
31.68
26.40
25.344
21.12
17.60
15.84
13.20
12. 672
10.56
9.051
8.80
8.00
7.92
7.543
7.04
6.60
6.336
5.867
5.280
4.800
4.400
4.224
4.062
4.00
3.96
3.771
3.52
3.30
3.168
3.106
3.00
2.933
2.779
2.640
2.534
2.000
1.584
1.320
1.014
1.000
0.792
0.660
0.528
0.507
0. 500
0.253
0.250
0.127
0.063

Stat, miles
per in.

63,360

Scale

0.008
0.009
0.016
0.019
0.024
0.032
0.038
0.039
0.047
0.057
0.063
0.076
0.079
0.095
0.110
0.114
0.125
0.128
0.133
0.142
0.152
0.158
0.170
0. 189
0.208
0.227
0.237
0.246
0.250
0.253
0.265
0.284
0.303
0.316
0.322
0.333
0.341
0.360
0.379
0.395
0.500
0.631
0.758
0.986
1.000
1.263
1.615
1.894
1.973
2.00
3.946
4.00
7.891
15.783

Meters per
In.

Scale

63,360

12.700
15.240
25.400
30.480
38.100
50.800
60.960
63.600
76.200
91.440
101.600
121. 920
127.000
152.400
177.800
182.880
201.168
203.200
213. 360
228.600
243.840
254.000
274. 321
304. 801

335. 281
365. 761
381.001
396. 241
402. 337
406.401
426. 721
457. 201
487. 681
508. 001
518. 161

536. 449
548. 641
579. 121

609.601
635. 001
804. 674

1, 016. 002
1, 219. 202
1, 587. 503
1,609.347
2, 032. 004

2, 438. 405

3, 048. 006

3, 175. 006
3, 218. 694

6, 350. 012
6, 437. 389

12, 700. 025
25, 400. 050

Acres per sq.

in.

Ft. per in. X
0.3048006

0.0399
0. 0574
0.1694
0.2296
0.3587
0. 8377
0.9183
0.9964
1.4348
2.0661
2.5508
3. 6731
3.9856
5.7392
7.8117
8.2645
10.00
10.203
11.249
12.913
14. 692
15.942
18. 595
22.957
27.778
33.058
35. 870
38.797
40.000
40.812
44.995
61.653
58.770
63. 769
66. 345
71.111
74.380
82. 874
91.827
99.639
160.000
255. 076
367. 309
622.744
640.00

1, 020. 304

1, 469. 24

2, 295. 684

2, 490. 98
2,560.00
9, 963. 907

10, 240. 00
39, 855. 627

159, 422. 508

8q. In. per
acre

(Scale)

'

43,560X144

25.091
17.424
6.274
4.366
2.788
1.568
1.089
1.004
0.697
0.484
0.392
0.272
0.251
0.174
0.128
0.121
0.100
0.098
0.089
0.077
0.068
0.063
0.054
0.044
0.036
0.030
0.028
0.026
0.025
0.025
0.022
0.019
0.017
0.016
0.015
0.014
0.013
0.012
0.011
0.010
0.006
0.004
0.003
0.0016
0.0016
0.0010
0.0007
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0001
0.0001
0.i25
0.562

Sq. stat. mi.
per sq. Inch

43,560X144
(Scale) i

0.00006
0.00009
0.00025
0.00036
0.00056
0.00100
0.0014
0.0016
0.0022
0.0032
0.0040
0.0057
0.0062
0.0090
0.0122
0.0129
0.0156
0. 0159
0.0176
0.0202
0.0230
0.0249
0.0291
0.0359
0.0434
0.0517
0.0560
0.0606
0. 0625
0.0638
0. 0703
0.0807
0.0918
0.0996
0. 1037
0.1111
0. 1162
0.1295
0. 1435
0. 1557
0.2500
0.3986
0. 5739
0.9730
1.0000
1.5942
2.2957
3.5870
3.8922
4.00
15.5686
16.00
62.2744

249. 0977

(Ft. per in.)'

(5,280) >

LINEAR DISTANCE CONVERSION - FATHOMS - METERS - FEET - YARDS

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
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CONVERSION TABLE

Feet to Fathoms

Ft. Fms. Ft.
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Feet to Fathoms

Ft.
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CHARACTERISTIC LIGHT PHASES

Illustration

fifumiiififfimmi

AAiiiA AilAli AAAAAA

II II I E

Lights which
do not change

color

F. = Fixed

F.R = Fixed and

flashing

F.Gp.R = Fixed

and group

flashing

R = Flashing

Gp.R = Group
flashing

Qk.FI- Quick
flashing

I. Qk.R = Inter-

rupted quick

flashing

S-L.R = Short-

long flashing

Occ. = Occulting

Gp. Occ. = Group

occulting

Phase Description

A continuous steady light.

A fixed light varied at

regular intervals by a flash

of greater brilliance or

different color.

A fixed light varied at

regular intervals by groups

of two or more flashes of

greater brilliance or diff-

erent color, or both.

Showing a single flash

at regular intervals, the

duration of light always

being less than the duration

ofdarknesa Shows notmore
than 30 flashes per minute

Showing at regular
intervals groups of two or

more flashes.

Shows not less than 60

flashes per minute.

Shows quick flashes for

about 6 seconds, followed

by a dark period of about

6 seconds.

Shows a short flash of

about 0.4 second, followed

by a long flash of 4 times

that duration.

A steady light totally

eclipsed at regular inter-

vals.

A steady light totally

eclipsed by a group of 2 or

more eclipses.

Lights which

show color

variations

Alt.=

Alternating

Alt.F.R =
Alternating fixed

and flashing

Alt. F. Gp. Fl. =
Alternating fixed

and group flashing

Alt.R=
Alternating

flashing

Alt.Gp.R=
Alternating

group flashing

Alt. Occ. =
Alternating

occulting

Light colors used and abbreviations: W=White, R=Red, G = Green

FIGURE 35— Characteristic Light Phases
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The tables below give several sizes of paper and, for each size, the

neatline dimensions and the normal and extreme work size. The price of

each chart is always based on the area within its neatlines.
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MAP SCALES AND EQUIVALENTS

At

Scale

2,500
5,000
10,000

15,000

20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
80,000
100,000
200,000
400,000
500,000
1,000,000

1,200,000

One nautical mile =
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June 1963

LAND FEATURES

1. LANDMARKS - 6 pt. No. 2 Heavy Copperplate Gothic Condensed tower

Congested areas 6 pt. No. 3 Heavy Copperplate Gothic Condensed tower

2. BRIDGE & OVERHEAD CABLE CLEARANCES - 6 pt. No. 3 Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed draw bridge

3. LIGHT NAMES - 6 pt. No. 3 Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed bloody pt

4. RADIO, RADAR & TV STATIONS - 6 pt. News Gothic R. Bn.

5. LIGHT CHARACTERISTICS - 6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic Fl R"4"

6. BUILDING & OBJECT NAMES - 6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic Lincoln Memorial

7. ELEVATION OF ROCKS THAT COVER & UNCOVER - 6 pt. No. 3 Lightline Gothic (JJ

8. STREET NAMES - 6 pt. No. 3 Lightline Gothic Ma.n Avenue

WATER FEATURES

9. BUOY CHARACTERISTICS - 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic n c Ssec

10. CHANNEL NOTES - 6 pt. or 8 pt. Draftsman's Italic 39 ft jan 1955

11. FIXED FLOATING OBJECTS - 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic floating target

12. LAND CONTOURS & ELEVATIONS - 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic 50 75 125)

13. RANGES - 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic rance"A"

14. SECTOR DESCRIPTIONS - 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic red sector

15. TRIAL COURSES - 6 pt. Draftsman's Italic COURSE iS2"i? true

16. BOTTOM CHARACTERISTICS- 7 pt. Draftsman's Italic hrd hrd MS
17. UNDERWATER FEATURES- 7 pt. Draftsman's Italic Shoal Area

18. COURSES - 7 pt. Draftsman's Italic 68J° TRUE 5.8M

19. OBJECT NAMES (WATER) - 7 pt. Draftsman's Italic Canal Ditch

20. INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY NAME - 6 pt. No. 3 Copperplate Gothic Bold Italic intracoastal wate

21. DEPTH CONTOURS - 5 pt. Clearface Italic 5 10 15 20

MISCELLANEOUS

22. EXPLANATION NOTE REPLACING ABBREVIATION NOTE- 8 pt. Lining Gothic For Symbols and-Ab

23. ABBREVIATION NOTE - 6 pt. No. 3 Lining Gothic abbreviations (For

24. TIDE NOTE - 6 pt. No. 3 Lining Gothic tidal information

25. INDEX DIAGRAM CHART NOS. - 6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic 395 940

26. INDEX DIAGRAM PROJECTION NOS. - 6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic 35°50'

27. FISH TRAP AREA NOTES - 6 pt. No. 4 Lining Gothic FISH TRAP AREAS

28. ALL NOTES ON MAGENTA PLATE - 7 pt. Draftsman's Italic (Area Label) Cable Area

29. RESTRICTED AREA - MAGENTA PLATE - 8 pt. Draftsman's Italic (Area Label) RESTRICTED AREA

30. PROHIBITED AREA - MAGENTA PLATE - 8 pt. Draftsman's Italic (Area Label) PROHIBITED AREA

31. JUNCTION NOTES - 7 pt. Drartsman's Italic (JOINS CHART A95j

32. C. & G. S. & CHART NOS. - 24 pt. Light Litho ^^ 41/T:
33. ANCHORAGE AREA NOTES - MAGENTA PLATE - HEADING - 12 pt: Light Litho ANCHORA

NOTE - 8 pt. News Gothic Limits and design

34. PROVISIONAL CHART - 10 pt. Light Litho PROVISIONA
35. PROJECTION NUMBERS - DEGREES - 12 pt. Light Litho 24°

36. PROJECTION NUMBERS - MINUTES - (Alone, with Degrees or Seconds) - 8 pt. Light Litho 01'

37. PROJECTION NUMBERS - SECONDS - (With Minutes) - 7 pt. Century Expanded 10"

38. PROJECTION SUB-DIVISION NUMBERS - SECONDS - 6 pt. No. 2 Light Copperplate Gothic 10"

39. CHART PRICE - 12 pt. No. 3 Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed PRICE $1.00

40. SUB-TITLE - 18 pt. Coast Survey Italic (RoblTlSOTh

41. GRID NOS. - 6pt. No. 3 Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed 10000 20000

42. SOUNDINGS IN FEET & CHART SCALE - 8 pt. News Gothic Condensed SOUNDINGS IN FEET

43. EDITION DATES - (Bottom of Chart) - 8 pt. Lining Gothic 1st Ed.. Mar 1/

44. YEAR DATE - 12 pt. News Gothic Condensed 55;

45. CHART CATALOG PAGE NO. - 6 pt. News Gothic Catalog Page No. 5

46. EDITION DATE & MEDIUM - (Top of Chart) - 6 pt. News Gothic 1st Ed. Nov 1874

FIGURE 38— Nautical Chart Fotosetter Type Guide
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CHART NO.. 1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

\J A TVT1H

ABBREVIATION;
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GENERAL REMARKS

Chart No. 1 contains the standard symbols and abbreviations which have been approved for

use on nautical charts published by the United States of America.

Symbols and abbreviations shown on Chart No. 1 apply to the regular nautical charts and may
differ from those shown on certain reproductions and special charts.

Terms, symbols and abbreviations are numbered in accordance with a standard form approved
by a Resolution of the Sixth International Hydrographic Conference, 1952.

Vertical figures indicate those items where the symbol and abbreviation are in accordance
with the Resolutions of the International Hydrographic Conferences.

Slanting figures indicate those items where the symbol and/or abbreviation differ from the

Resolutions of the Conferences, or for which Resolutions do not yet exist.

( Those items which differ from the Resolutions are underlined.)

Slanting letters in pa rentheses indicate that the items are in addition to those shown on the

approved standard form.

Colors are optional for characterizing various features and areas on the charts.

Lettering styles and capitalization as used on Chart No. 1 are not always rigidly adhered to on
the charts.

Longitudes are referred to the Meridian of Greenwich.

Scales are computed on the middle latitude of each chart, or on the middle latitude of a series

of charts.

Buildings - A conspicuous feature on a building may be shown by a landmark symbol with
descriptive note (See L-63 & I-n). Prominent buildings that are of assistance to the mariner are

crosshatched (See I -3a, 5. 47 & 66).

Shoreline is the line of Mean High Water, except in marsh or mangrove areas, where the outer
edge of vegetation (berm line) is used. A heavy line (A-9) is used to represent a firm shoreline. A
light line (A-7) represents a berm line.

Heights of land and conspicuous objects are given in feet above Mean High Water, unless

otherwise stated in the title of the chart.

Depth Contours and Soundings may be shown in meters on charts of foreign waters.

Visibility of a light is in nautical miles for an observer's eye 15 feet above water level.

Buoys and Beacons - On entering a channel from seaward, buoys on starboard side are red

with even numbers, on port side black with odd numbers. Lights on buoys on starboard side of channel

are red or white, on port side white or green. Mid-channel buoys have black-and-white vertical stripes.

Junction or obstruction buoys, which may be passed on either side, have red-and-black horizontal

bands. This system does not always apply to foreign waters. The dot of the buoy symbol, the small

circle of the light vessel and mooring buoy symbols, and the center of the beacon symbol indicate

their positions.

Improved channels are shown by limiting dashed lines, the depth, month, and the yearof latest

examination being placed adjacent to the channel, except when tabulated.

U. S. Coast Pilots, Sailing Directions, Light Lists, Radio Aids, and related publications furnish

information required by the navigator that cannot be shown conveniently on the nautical chart.

U.S. Nautical Chart Catalogs and Indexes list nautical charts, auxiliary maps, and related

publications, and include general information (marginal notes, etc.) relative to the charts.

A glossary of foreign terms and abbreviations is generally given on -the charts on which they

are used, as well as in the Sailing Directions.

Charts already on issue will be brought into conformity as soon as opportunity affords.
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A. The Coastline (Nature of the Coast)

1 Shoreline unsurveyed

'Mangrove\

7 Mangrove lie Sand and mud
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B. Coast Features
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D.
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G. Ports and Harbors

I

1
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H. Topography (Artificial Features)

1 Road ( Rd) or Highway (Hy

)

Small-scale churl

2 Track, Footpath, or Trail

OL

II T? II

Same grade Ry. above Ry. beloio

3 Railway { Ry) (single or double track); Railroad ( R R )

3a Tram way

3b Railway station

4=
3c Tunnel (railroad or road)

3d Embankment, Le

nmMiitiiHirniniitmiii

3e Cutting

\ \ OVERHEAD POWER CABLE
\ \AUTHORIZED CL 140 FT

o-V-Vo

4 Overhead power cable (ovhd. pwr cab::

j

14 Bridge iBR) in general

14a Stone, concrete bridge (Same as H-I4-)

14b Wooden bridge (Same as H-IA-)

14c Iron bridge (Same as H-14)

14d Suspension bridge (Same as H-14)

*=Mh=*

15 Drawbridge (in general)

16 Swing bridge (Same as H-15)

*U4=
J6o £//? bridge

=T=* S=£

16b Weighbridge or Bascule bridge

TTT UUI

17 Pontoon bridge

5 Power transmission line

5a Power transmission mast

6 Prominent telegraph or telephone line

7 Aqueduct, Water pipe

8 Viaduct
i r

l Viaduct

So Oil pipeline
P^pehne_

7 7a Footbridge

18 Transporter bridge (Same as H-14)

VERT CL 6 FT

18a Bridge clearance, vertical

HOR CL 28 FT

18b Bridge clearance, horizontal

;_-.

19 Ferry (Fy) Oil smatl-scule churl

Pile °°Piling Post

9 Pile; Piling, Post (above MHW) (See L-59, 0-30)
20 Ford

itTTTTmnrmT

9a Mast Oma °Mast 21 Dam 7T

10 Highway (See H-l)
22 Fence

11 Se
23 Training wall

12 Culvert
Log boom

Canal .Lock
(Ha) Log boom

Ditch .Sluice

(Tidegate. Floodgate)

13 Canal, Ditch; Lock; Sluice (point upstream)
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Buildings and Structures (see General Remarks)

3

3a

4

5

6

8a

8b

8c

9

10

11

12

(lb)

13

li

is

15a

16

17

17a

18

18a

19

+ i

+ t

OsPIRE

1

+ t

1

+ I

1

I

I

.

i

Vil

Cas

D

Ch

Cath

o Spire

Pag

Cem

Uxx

21
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I.
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K. Lights

2 Lt

3 Lt Ho

4 #AERO

4a

5 §Bn

• •
8

9

10

" <

12 i

14

15

16

REF

Ldg Lt

Q

21
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K.
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Buoys and Beacons (continued)

30

30a

31 9

32 f

33 f

(Lc) •

41

-,,

44

45

46

47

48

(Ld)

(Le)

Temporary buoy
(See Kk,l,m,n)

Winter buoy

HB Horizontal stripes or bands

VS Vertical stripes

Chec Checkered

Diag Diagonal buoy

W White

B
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M. Radio and Radar Stations

1
U
R. Sta

2 °R. T

3 \®J R - Bn

4 \OJ R. Bn

5 (o)r.D

6

7
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0. Dangers

1 Rock which does not covet

(elevation above MHW)

* Uncov 2 ft Sj. Uncov 2 ft

*(2) &I2I

2 Rock which covers and uncovers,

with height in feet above chart

{sounding) datum

3 Rock awash at the level of chart

(sounding) datum

*: *.

When rock of 0-2 or 0-3 is con-

sidered a danger to navigation

4 Sunken rock with less than 6
feet of water over it

(Same as 0-26)

5 Sunken rock with between 6 and

33 ft. of water over it

(Same as 0-26)

5a Shoal sounding on isolated rock
(replaces symbol)

6 Sunken rock with more than
66 feet of water over it

(Same as 0-26)

2\Rk <2hWk ^Obstr

6a Sunken danger with depth cleared

by wire drag (in feet or fathoms)

Reef

7 Reef of unknown extent

'.JSub Vol

8 Submarine volcano

w' D/scol Water

9 Discolored water

(£%& <§> &c° i#f°»

10 Coral reef, detached (uncovers at

sounding datum)

'.+ Co

,

: + .•'

V
Wreck showing any portion of hull or

superstructure above sounding datum

•.-m- Masts

12 Wreck with only masts visible

above sounding datum

13 Old symbols for wrecks

13a Wreck always partially submerged

Sunken wreck which may be dangerous

to surface navigation (See 0-6a)

^')Wk

15 Wreck over which depth is known

16 Sunken wreck, not dangerous to

surface navigation

Foul

1 7 Foul ground

Tide Rips ""*
<J°

'^°

1 8 Overfalls or Symbol used only

Tide rips m small units

r ,, fa e> & <s
Lddtes & to S)

_ , Symbol useti only

19 tddies in small amis

Kelp <$ <?* -e^

,, , c- . Symhnl used only

20 Kelp, Seaweed in small areas

21 Bk Bank

22 Shi Shoal

23 Rf Reef (See A-lld,llg;0-IO)

23a Ridge

24 Le Ledge

25 Breakers (See A- 12)

Coral or Rocky reef, covered at

sounding datum (See A-lld, llg)

26 Sunken rock (depth unknown)

When rock is considered a
danger to navigation

5i) Obstr

27 Obstruction

28 Wreck (See 0-/1 to 16)

Wreckage '.. Wks
.

29 Wreckage

29a Wreck remains (dangerous
only for anchoring)

Subm piles

30 Submerged piling

(See H-9, L-59)

° Snags "Stumps

30a Snags, Submerged stumps
(See L-59)

31 Lesser depth, possible

32 Uncov Ones (See A-10; 0-2, 10)

33 Cov Covers (See 0-2, 10)

34 Uncov Uncovers

(See A-IO; 6-2, 10)

(i) Rep (1958)

Reported (with date)

.- Eagle Rk* (rep 1958)

35 Reported (with name and date)

36 Disco/ Discolored (See 0-9)

37 Isolated danger

38 Limiting danger line

39 Limit of rocky area

41 PA Position approximate

42 P D Position doubtful

43 ED Existence doubtful

44 P Pos Position

45 D Doubtful

l~\ Subm L1C rib

Crib (above water)

(Oa) Crib

m Platform (lighted)

HORN

(Ob) Offshore platform (unnamed)

m Hazel (lighted)
HORN

(Oc) Offshore platform (named)
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P. Various Limits, etc.

(Pa)

6

ja Cable Area

g PiBfliQ?——

ga Pipeline Area

9

RESTRICTED AREA

11

12

13

14

15

16 --

17

18 *"^

19

20

21

22

23
' COURSE_053"00'j

True
24 ^ -0-

Omarkef
ARKERS
RS '6

25 ^PROHIBITED ARE^

Leading line, Range line

Transit

In line with

Limit of sector

Channel, Course, Track
recommended (marked by

buoys or beacons)(See r-2!)

Alternate course

Leader cable

Submarine cable (power,

telegraph, telephone, etc.)

Submarine cable area

Submarine pipeline

Submarine pipeline area

Maritime limit in general

Limit of restricted area

Limit of fishing zone
(fish trap areas)

Limit of dumping ground,

spoil ground (See P-9, G-13)

Anchorage limit

Limit of airport

(See 1-23, 24)

Limit of sovereignty

(Territorial waters)

Customs boundary

International boundary
(also State boundary)

Stream limit

fee limit

Limit of tide

Limit of navigation

Course recommended (not

marked by buoys or

beacons)(See P-5)

District or province limit

Reservation line

Measured distance

Prohibited area (See G~12)

Q- Soundings

1 so

2 fig

3

5 30 FEET APR 1958

I
24EEET

J MAY I9SB'—

rvryi/* /Villi-!

i §

1 19
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R. Depth Contours and Tints (see General Remarks)

Feet

6

12

18

24
30
36
60
120
180
240

Fathoms

I

2
3
4
5
6

10

20
30
40

Feet

300
600

1,200
1,800

2,400
3,000
6,000
12,000
18,000

Fathoms

50
100
200
300
400
500

1,000
2,000
3,000

Or continuous lines,

with values black) -

(blue
i

s.
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T. Tides and Currents u. Compass

1
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Index of Abbreviations
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Abbreviations

Explos Anch
Exting.

extr.

F

E
Facty.

Fd
FF1
FGpFl

Fl

fl.

fly

fm
fne

Fog Det Lt

Fog Sig.

FP.

Fr

FS.

Fsh stks

ft

Ft.

F. TR.

Fy.

Explosive Anchorage (buoy) L 25

Extinguished (light) X 74

Extreme Fi

Fixed (light) K 21

Factory I 47

Fjord B 3

Fixed and flashing (light) K 29

Fixed and group
flashing (light) K 30

Flash, Flashing (light) K 23,45

Flood Fh; T 31

Flinty S 53

Fathom E 9

Fine S 39

Fog detector light Kf ; Nb
Fog signal station N 1

Flagpole J 19

Foraminifera S 32

Flagstaff J 19

Fishing stakes Gb
..Foot E 7

Fort I 19

Flag tower Jc

Ferry H 19

HOR. CL.

HORN

Hosp.

hr

hrd

H. S.

ht.

HW
Hy.

I

I

km.,

kn

Horizontal clearance H 18b

Fog trumpet; Fog horn;

Reed horn; Typhon N 12, 13, 16, a

Hospital I 32

Hour E 1

Hard
High School

Height

High water
Highway

E 19:

S 42

I g
T 25

T 1

H 1

I Qk; Int Qk
in.

In

Inst.

Irreg

ISLW
It.

Island B 18

Interrupted quick K 24a

Inch E 6

Inlet B 6

Institute I 61

Irregular K 71

Indian spring low water T 10

Islet B 19

Kilometer

Knots

E 5

E 12; T 24

G
G
G
G
GAB.
Gl

glac

gn
GONG
Govt. Ho.

Gp
GpFl
GpOcc
Grd
Grs

gt

gty

GUN
GUN
Gy

gy

H

HB
Hbr
Hd.

HECP
Hk
HHW
Hn
Hor

Gulf
Gravel

Green

Green

Gable

Globigerina

Glacial

Green

Fog gong...

Government House
Group
Group flashing

Group occulting

Ground

Grass

Great
Gritty

Explosive fog signal

Fog gun
Gray
Gray

B 1

S 7

K 64

L 20,20a,45

1 72

33

54
60

17

30

K 47

K 28

K 27

S47a
S 28

....F 1

S 51

N 3

N 10

L 47

S 66

Horizontal bands or stripes L 31

Harbor B 16; G 3

Head, Headland B 24

Harbor entrance control post Je

Hulk G 45

Higher high water T la

Haven B 16a; G 4

Horizontal lights K 81

L
La
Lag
lat.

Ldg.

Ldg. Lt.

Le
LLW
long.

LOOK.
lrg

LS. S.

Lt.

lt

Ltd.

Lt. Ho.

LW
LWD

M
M
M
m.

m. ; min.

mag.
Magz.

maintd.

Mds
MHHW
MHW
MHWN

TR.

Loch, Lough, Lake
Lava
Lagoon
Latitude

Landing; Landing place

Leading light

Ledge
Lower low water

Longitude
Lookout station;Watch

Large
Lifesaving station

Light

Light
Limited

Lighthouse

Low water
Low water datum

Bf;

B 4

S 17

C 16

E 13

B33;G16
K 11

O 24

T 2a

E 14

tower J 4

F 3; S 45

J 6

K 2

S 67

Ii

K 3

T 2

Ta

Nautical mile Ell; Kc

Mud, Muddy S 3

Meter E 4

Minute (of time) E2; Kd
Magnetic U 23

Magazine I 34

Maintained Fd
Madrepores S 15

Mean higher high water T 8b

Mean high water Tb
Mean high water neaps T 8a
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NAVIGATIONAL AIDS

IN

UNITED STATES WATERS
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Light Characteristics and Typical Lighted Buoys

PORT SIDE
ENTERING FROM SEAWARD
Marks port side of channels and ob-

structions. To be left to port
when passed.

Color: BLACK Numbers: ODD

COLOR OF LIGHTS
Green or White

FLASHING

OCCULTING

QUICK FLASHING
iiUiuiiuuiiuuimunniM

Marking important turns, wrecks, etc..

where particular caution is required.

Lighted

5"

/ 4 sec0F/£4sec ^F,

mpcc G 3 sec go

- k Ft G £ -

Lighted Bell or Gong

3* Fl

4P~- G *sec SELL £'

^Occ G 3sec SELL f<

Ail F/ G SELL 0QA F/ SELL

Lighted Whistle or Horn

§FI 4sec SELL
|

"5"

lOcc 3sec SELL
r5"

*
¥
¥

"5"

I G 4sec WH/S

lOcc G Jsec WH/S

A F/ G WH/S

#
^
^

7 4sec tVH/S

cc 3sec WHIS

\k F/ WH/S

For JUNCTIONS or OBSTRUCTIONS

COLOR OF LIGHTS
White. Red or Green

INTERRUPTED QUICK FLASHING

For MID-CHANNEL or FAIRWAY

COLOR OF LIGHTS
White only

SHORT-LONG FLASHING

No special shapes.

Buoy colors same as for unlighted buoys.

Lighted

RB
\l Qk Fl BELL
RB

I Qk Fl R BELL
RB

>/ Qk Ft G BELL

$BW"CH"
L Fl BELL

Lighted Whistle or Horn

RB
I Qk Ft WHIS
RB
Qk Fl R WHIS
RB

' Qk Fl G WHIS

^ W"CH"
-L Ft WHIS

STARBOARD SIDE
ENTERING FROM SEAWARD
Marks starboard side of channels

and obstructions. To be left to

starboard when passed.

Color: RED Numbers: EVEN

COLOR OF LIGHTS
Red or White

FLASHING

T 1

OCCULTING
I

QUICK FLASHING
liiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiint

Marking important turns, wrecks, etc.,

A-here particular caution is required.

Lighted

iF/ 4 sec BELL
JR"6" A
QFI R 4sec BELL 0/
J« "6" JS
^Occ R 3sec BELL £~>

AR"6" JS
fat Fl R BELL £

Lighted Whistle or Horn

4r

4

R"6"
/ R 4sec WHIS
R "6"

Occ R 3 sec WHIS
R "6"

k Fl R WHIS

4
4
4

R"6"
Fl 4sec WHIS
R "6 "

lOcc Jsec whis
R"6"

\Qk Fl WHIS

Combination lighted buoys may contain both light and SELL, GONG, WHIS or HORN.
Lights on buoys are white unless otherwise indicated.

Lighted Mooring Buoy

£j) Qk Ft " c "

Lightship
* BRENTON REEF
^Occ 4sec I3M DIA

f
p
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Unlighted Spar, Nun, and Can Buoys

PORT SIDE
Entering from seaward (read up)

Color: BLACK Numbers: ODD

Spar

Can

For JUNCTIONS or OBSTRUCTIONS
Red and Black Horizontal Bands

Numbers: NONE
Where preferred channel Where preferred channel

is to STARBOARD is to PORT
the topmost band is BLACK the topmost band is RED

Spar Spar

1 11
%RB ARB

For MID-CHANNEL or FAIRWAY
Black and White Vertical Stripes

Numbers: NONE

Spar

Can

n
Nun

Checkered Buoys

STARBOARD SIDE
Entering from seaward (read up)

Color: RED Numbera: EVEN

Spar

Nun

Typical Sound Buoys
Bell or Gong

'BELL or GONG

Whistle or Horn

Hi

J*
'WHIS or HORN

No special shapes Numbers: NONE
Buoy colors same as for unlighted buoys, as shown above.

JUNCTIONS, MIDDLE GROUNDS and OBSTR.

Bell or Gong Whistle or Horn

J^
ARB
'bell

ARB
mWHIS or HORN

new "a"
/BELL or GONG
0BWA"
ZWHIS or HORN

Checkered Buoys

.BELL or GONG "WHIS or HORN

Bell or Gong

JL
AR "4"

.BELL or GONG

Whistle or Horn

A R " 2 "

ZWHIS or HORN

Buoys Marking Special Areas

Quarantine Anchorage

No special shapes or numbers

Anchorage Fish Net
Special
Purpose Dredging

3 GREEN
WHITE

fsp fsp Spherical Buoy

*& " a " Mooring Buoy

Unlighted buoyage of the United States with explanation of their standard chart symbols and abbreviations.
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TYPES OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION
INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

GREEN
- REFLECTOR

REAR

p/^v"prTi Side of channel (Black with Odd Numbers) entering from north and east and
* WXVX travprspd to south and wpst rpsnprtivplvtraversed to south and west respectively

L> RED
|& REFLECTOR

REAR

IN"I2" FIR5sec"12°

SKELETON
STRUCTURES

Note:-

Dnymark (shown dotted)

added where needed.'

Border nnd number on
Ilavroark where used.

Cnp AnriA A T?T) ^e °^ cnannel (Re& with Even Numbers) entering from north and
1 /\rvIJ^r\rvL/ east anj traversed to south and west respectively.

THE ICW AIDS
AKE CHARACTERIZED BY
THE YELLOW BORDER
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ILLUSTRATING THE SYSTEM OF DUAL-PURPOSE MARKING
WHERE THE ICW AND OTHER WATERWAYS COINCIDE

SKETCH A:

ICW joins another waterway, which is

numbered from seaward, at buoy No. 2 and is

common with it to buoy No. 9. ICW numberB

and yellow borders are omitted in this sec-

tion but the A or is used on the regular

aids to designate the ICW.

SKETCH B:

ICW joins another waterway at buoy
No. 8 and is common with it to buoy No. 3.

This section is numbered in the opposite di-

rection to that of the ICW. The ICW num-
bers and yellow borders are omitted from the

regular aids but a A or D is shown to desig-

nate the ICW.
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INDEX

References to figures in the Appendix (pgs. 129-169) and to illustrations on Chart No. 1, Nautical Chart

Symbols and Abbreviations (pgs. 171-179) are listed in parentheses in this Index.

** Pago

Abbreviations (Chart No. 1). 189

Bottom characteristics (S) 187

Buildings and structures (I) 179,180

Buoys (L) 182, 183

Coast features (B) 175

Compass points (U) 188

Control points (D) . 176

Dangers (O) 185

Descriptive adjectives (F) 176

Fogsignals (N) 184

Harbors (G) 177

Lights (K) 181,182

Miscellaneous stations (J) 180

Radio and radar stations (M) 184

Tides and currents (T) 188

Topography (H) 178

Units, time, distance (E) 176

Adjectives, abbreviations (F) 176

Adjoining charts 32

Advance copy 40
Advance manuscript 40
Advance notification of issue of charts 18

Advance print 40
Aerial photographs 19

Aero (Figs. 1, 24) (K-4) 81

Aeronautical charts, elevations 46
Selecting new numbers 20

Aeronautical lights (Figs. 1, 24) (K-4) 85
Aeronautical radiobeacons, radio ranges (M-
Mc, Md) 30

Aid Proof 3, 16

Current corrections 7, 16

Aids Section

New Charts and corrections checked 77

Rocks, shoals, landmarks (see Notice to

Mariners) 18

Aids to navigation 77-88

Aid Proof 3, 16

Buoys (Figs. 1, 21) (L) (Chart No. 1—
Lighted and unlighted buoyage) 81,82

Characteristics and numbers 79-81

Characteristics of lights, coastwise naviga-

tion 79

Daybeacons (L-52) 82

Pate

Aids to navigation—Continued

Distance finding stations (Fig. 24) (M-
15) - 84

Fixed 77-80

Fogsignals (N) 83

Hand corrections 7

Horn 83
Intracoastal Waterway charts 17, 18

Lightfloats (L-12) 83

Lights (Figs. 1, 19, 20, 24) (K) 78-80

Light sector (Fig. 1) (K-12; P-4) 83
Lightships (Fig. 24) (K-6) 83

Loran , 86

Magenta discs (Fig. 1) 78, 81

Names of unnumbered lights 79

New Charts 5, 78

Omissions, buoy characteristics 81

Omissions, light characteristics 79

Omitted on overlapping charts 17

Plotting, colors used 77-82

Private aids (K-17 ; L-Lf) 47-85

Racing buoys 82

Radiobeacons (Figs. 1, 24) (M-3, 4, 5)___ 84

Station buoys 83

Temporary defects 78

Airport (Fig. 20) (1-23, 24, Ic, Id) 49

Alternate course, channel (P-Pa) . 186

Amber lights 79

Anchorage areas (Figs. 1, 13, 14) (P-12) 20

Explosives (Fig. 14) 145

Standard notes (Figs. 12-14) 143-145

Anchorage buoy (L-28) 182

Anchorage chart file 17

Anchorage charts (see Cable or Pipelines) 21

Anchorages (Figs. 1, 12-14) (G-l, 2; P-12)... 17

Prohibited (G-12; P-25) 21

Seaplane (P-9) 20

Annual reports of Corps of Engineers (see

Original Sources) 14

Arcs of visibility (see Light Sector). 83

Atlantic and Gulf Coast charts

Plane of reference for soundings 51

Reference note, Intracoastal Waterway

charts (Fig. 13) 144

Authority note 31
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B p""

Bar, oyster. 65, 69

Bascule bridge (H-16b) 35
Basic requirements 15

Basic surveys, hydrographic 50

Charting material 13

When not available (see Wire-Drag Sur-

veys) 51

Basket for clearance depth (0-6a) 51

Bathymetric compilations 112

Beacons (L) 77-85

Bearings, plotting (see Compass Roses) 10

Bell (J-Jd) 83

Bell buoy (L-3) 182

Bench mark (D-5) 176

Berm line (see High Water Line) 41

Berth numbers (G-20b) (Fig. 14) 177

Bessel's spheroid (see Geographic Datums) 8

Blueprints 16

Clarification for microfilm 17

Disposition notations 16

History 36

Rectangular coordinates 1 01-104

Blue ring copy 5

Blue tint (see Tints in Water Areas) 62

Wrecks 70

Blue tint omitted 62

Bluffs (A-2) 44

Boat harbor (G-33) 134

Boom, log (H-Ha) 178

Borders (Figs. 1, 3-5) 12

Neatline (Fig. 1, 3-5) 12

Scales (Fig. 6) 12

State plane coordinate ticks (Fig. 4) 11

Subdivisions (Figs. 4, 4A) 12

Bottom characteristics (S) 74

Within compass roses 55

Boundaries:

International (Fig. 1) (P-16) 186

State (Fig. 1) (P-16) 186

Breakers (A-12; 0-25) 23

Breakwaters (G—6) 47

Bridge (H) 33

Bascule (H-16b) 35

Clearance file 33

Clearance notes (Fig. 19) 33

Draw (H-15) 33

Fixed (H-14) 33

Horizontal clearance (H- 18b) 33-35

Lift (H-16a) 35

Opening obscured by landmark symbol 24

Pontoon (H-17) 35

Removable span 35

Retractile 35

Swing (H-16) 35

Vertical clearance (H-18a) 33-35

Weighbridge (H-16b) 178

Bridge clearances (H-18a, 18b) 33-35

File.. , .., 33

Page

Bridge list, Corps of Engineers. .. 33
Broadcasting stations 29

Buildings (I-3a, 5) 28,49
Buoys (L) (Chart No. 1—Lighted and un-

lighted buoyage) 81, 83

Along channels 77, 78, 82

Buoys and characteristics on Compilations. 81

Buoys and characteristics on Drawings __ 81

Characteristics, type (Fig. 21) 81

Color 81

Fish trap areas 82

Light (L-2) 81

Marking two channels (Chart No. 1—
Buoyage) 197

Mooring (L-22 to 22c) 81-82

Omissions of characteristics 81

Orientation of symbols 82

Periods (cycles) 81

Position of (L-l) 81

Station 83

Symbols used on charts 81

Unlighted, along channels 82

Buoys and beacons (L) 81, 82

c
Cable or Pipelines (Figs. 1, 13) (P-7 to 8a). ._ 21, 62

Cable permits (see Corps of Engineers) 62

Cable, overhead power (H-4) 35, 36

Can buoy (L-5) 182

Canal (H-13) 178

Cancellation of charts 20

Capitalization 107

Cartographer:

Charting hydrographic features 50

Evaluation of material 13

Future history record 39

History... - 36-39

Letter of inquiry for additional informa-

tion -- 14

Responsibility in making corrections 15, 16

Selecting names and sizes 15, 105-109

Catalog of chart numbers 20

Caution notes (Fig. 12) — 65

Cellulose acetate (see Compilation Review)— 19

Cemetery (Figs. 1, 21) (I-17a, 18) 179

Changes in the nautical chart 1

Channel:

Improved (Figs. 1, 21) (Q-5, 6) 62-64

Inactive 63

Placing of buoys 78, 82

Soundings on ranges 55

Channels buoys (Chart No. 1—Unlighted

buoyage) 82

Channel depths (see Improved Channels) 62-64

Notes (Fig. 11) 142
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Pag*

Channel information (see Improved Channels) . 62-64

Channel shown by soundings and curves.. 63

Course recommended (P-5) 186

Corps of Engineers tabular forms 62

Controlling depths in feet only 63

Controlling depth not greater than project

depth 63

General rules in charting 62-64

Channel legends (Q-5, 6) 63,64

Channel limits (see Improved Channels) 62, 63

Channel markers, private (see Piles, etc.) 47, 85

Standard note (Fig. 9) 140

Characteristics and numbers of aids 74-85

Aero (K-4) 85

Buoys (L) (Chart No. 1—Lighted and

unlighted buoyage) 81, 82

Daybeacons (L-52) 82

Lights (K).: - 78-80

Lightship (Fig. 24) (K-6) (Chart No. 1—
Lighted buoyage) 83

Light phases (cycles) (Chart No. 1

—

Lighted buoyage) (Fig. 35) 166

Chart:

Aids 74-88

Border layouts (Figs. 3 to 6) 133-137

Classification of charts 2

Construction... 4, 14

Feature?, coast, land (A, B, C,) 174, 175

Foreign (see Original Sources). — 14

History 36-39

Junctions, notes and type (Fig. 21) 32

Material, evaluation of 13

Names 105-109

New or reconstructed 4, 5

Numbers, catalog of 20

Numbers, position of (Fig. 3) 133

Original sources 14

Printings 5-7

Requirements 15

Sizes and prices (Fig. 36). 167

Soundings, selection of 54-59

Specifications 13, 39

Terms 3

Charting Material, Evaluation of 13

Chart No. 1 171

Chesapeake Bay note (Fig. 12) 143

Checkered buoy (L-33) 195

Chimney (stack) (1-44) 28

Church (1-8) 49

Cities (1-1, la) 48, 49

Clarke's spheroid (See Geographic Datums)... 8

Clearance depth over rocks, WTecks and ob-

structions (0-6a; Q-9, 9a) 51

Clearances, bridge 33-35

Cliffs (A-3) 44

Coast features (B) 175

Coast Guard 29

Light list 77

Regulation of anchorage areas 20

Stations (J-3, Ja) 29

Coast charts 2

Coast Pilot 19

History 36-39

Features named in 105

New material 19

Original sources 14

Coastline features (A, B) 174, 175

Coastline topography 40-49

Color 15,16

Added to accentuate aids 1

Anchorages 20

Buoys, daybeacons, lightships 81-83

Cable and pipeline areas 21

Characteristics of aids (Chart No. 1

—

Lighted and unlighted buoyage) 77-88

Compass roses (U) 55

Fish trap areas 22, 23

Intracoastal Waterway 17, 18, 89, 90

Light sectors 83

Marsh 42. 43

Names 106

New compilations and reconstructions 13, 14

New work on plastic 4

Rock and coral reef 65

Tints in water areas 61, 62

Wire-drag surveys 51

Wrecks 70, 71

Columbia River Datum 35

Commercial airports (Fig. 20) (1-23, 24, Ic, Id) 49

Commercial radio station (M-10)

Compass rose (U) 55

Soundings within 55

Compilation Review HO, HI
Compilations 4

Keep clean 15

Names, selection and placing of 15

Completed projections 101

Coniferous woodland (C-10) 175

Construction of chart 1, 15-17

Construction of a Mercator projection 97-101

Construction of Small-craft Charts 94s

Continuous depth curves 60, 61

Contours (Fig. 1) (C-l, la) 44-46

Control points (D) 176

Astronomical (D-9) 176

Benchmark (D-5) 176

Corps of Engineers (D-De) 176

Viewpoint (D-6) 176

Controlling depths in channels (Q-5) (see im-

proved Channels) 62-64

Note, Intracoastal Waterway 17, 18

Original sources 14

Stream depths (Q-Qa) 55

Conversion tables, surveys (Figs. 26 to 34). __ 53, 54

Decimals of fathoms 54

Decimals of feet 53

Fathoms, meters, feet, yards (Fig. 26)... 157

Feet to fathoms (Figs. 27, 28) 158, 159

Feet to meters (Figs. 31, 32) 162, 163

Meters to feet (Figs. 29, 30) 160, 161
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Page

Conversion tables, surveys (Continued)

Nautical miles to statute miles (Figs. 33,

34) 164, 165

Tenths of feet to whole feet 53

Coordinate plotter j. 101

Coordinates, rectangular, Corps of Engineers 101-104

Coralreef (A-llg; O-10) 65

Coral, uncovers at sounding datum (A-llg;

O-10) 65

Corps of Engineers 62-64

Anchorage grounds 60

Annual reports 14

Approval of structures 62

Bridge list 33-35

Harbor lines 62

Improved channels 62

Intracoastal Waterway 18, 62

Names 105

Original sources 14

Permits for cables and pipelines 21, 62

Protection, preservation of navigable

waters 62

Rectangular coordinates 101-104

Regulations for navigation in navigable

waters 62

Removal of obstructions 62

Soundings in feet and tenths 53

State plane coordinates 104

Surveys 14

Tabular forms (see Improved Channels).. 62

Triangulation stations (D-l) 30

Correction date note 7

Correction of channel legend 62-64

Corrections 15-19

Drawings in process of reproduction 16

Order of 16

Sample Copy 7

Corrections, color of 4

Characteristics 79, 81

Names.... .- 105-109

New and reconstructed charts 15

Corrections to Drawings 15, 16

In process of reproduction 16

Order of 16

Sample Copy 7

Courses, how shown (P-5, Pa) 186

Plotting (See Compass Roses) (U) 188

Recommended (P-5) 186

Standard type (Fig. 21) 152

Trial 23

Courses and Ranges 23, 24

Critical soundings 50-75

Crossings, railroad and road (H-3) _ 178

Culture: Shore and offshore structures 47-49

Cupola (1-36) 27

Current diagram and abbreviations (T-Td) 188

Current diagram, note (Fig. 14) 145

Curvature, correction tables 104

Pag a

Curve around isolated soundings (see Selection

of Soundings) 54

Curved names 106

Curves, blue tint (R) 60-62

Curves, danger (See Tints in Water Areas) 62

Custom House (G-29). 177

Cypress (Wooded Swamp) 43

D
Dam (H-21) 178

Danger areas 20, 60, 65, 70

Danger buoy, isolated (L-19) 182

Danger curve (See Tints in Water Areas) 62

Danger line (See Limiting danger line) (0-38) . 185

Dangers (A, O) 65-73

Duck blinds 48

Nautical chart 1

Near compass roses. 10

Use of depth curves to accentuate 60

Date:

Current edition 6

New print 6

Issue 7

Printing date checked before printing 78

Publication note 5-7

Tide note — 52

Datums:
Elevations 46

Geographic 8, 9

Daybeacons (L) 77, 82

Deciduous woodland (C-9) 175

Decimals, feet and fathoms 53, 54

Definitions, submarine relief 118-128

Deflections in compass (see Local Magnetic

Disturbance) 10, 11

Degree numbers, frequency (See Borders) 12

Depth curves 60-62

Contours and tints (R) 187

Echo sounding navigation 56

Illustrated 60, 61

Made continuous 60

Omissions 60

On Drawings 16

Same unit as charted soundings 60

Symbols (R) 187

Weights of line (Fig. 1) 131

When used 60

Depth unit . -
;

— 52
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Pace

Depths:

Around piers and in slips 55

Controlling (Q-5, 6) 54, 62-64

Dumping grounds 22

Less than 11 fathoms . 53

Rocks 65-69

Selection of (see Selection of Soundings). 54-59

Tabulated 62-64

Unit 52

Descriptive adjectives, abbreviations (F):

Lights (K) 78-80

List of abbreviations (see Chart No. 1) . _ 189

Descriptive reports (see Original Sources) 14

Descriptive report note . 36

Descriptive terms (see Landmarks and Sta-

tions) 24-29

Detail of chart generalized 1

Diagrams:

Chart sizes (Fig. 36) 167

Current (T-Td) 188

Dike (G-6a) 177

Dimensions of the earth (Clarkes Speriod of

1866) and units of length 12

Direct reproduction (see Basic Requirements). 15

Discrepancies:

Names (see Geographic Names) 105

Source material (see Future History

Record) 39

Disposal areas (G-Gc) 21

Disposition notations 16

Distance finding stations 84
Distortion controlled (see New Charts) 4

Ditch (Fig. 1) (H-13) 131, 178

Dock (G-35, 36, 37) 177

Dolphins (G-21; H-9) 47

Dome 27

Drawbridge (H-15) 178

Drawings 4

Authority for corrections 13, 14

Color to be used 16

Fixed aids corrected 77-80

History 36-39

Method of showing lights 78-80

Source material initialed 16

Order of corrections 16
Dredged area (Q-6) 186

Dredged channels (Q-5) 62-64
Dredging buoys (Chart No. 1— Unlighted

buoyage) 195
Drydock (G-36) 177

Dual-purpose marking on joint waterways
(Chart No. 1) 197

Duck blinds 48

Dumping grounds (Fig. 1) (G-Gb; P-ll) 22

Dunes (A-4) 174

Pa««

E
Earth, dimensions of 12

Ebb stream (T-20) 188

Echo soundings:

Deeps used in echo sounding navigation __ 54

Importance of submarine relief 50

Eddies (0-19) 185

Edition, new 6

Eighteen foot curve 62

Electric railways (Fig. 1) (H-3, 3b, 3c, 14)... 49

Electronic Computing 116, 117

Electronic Navigational Systems 86-88

Elevated tank (1-53) 27

Elevations (D-3, Da, Db, Dc, Dd; O-l) 46

Planes of reference 46

Rocks (Fig. 20) (O) 46

Embankment (H-3d) 178

Emergency run 6

Equatorial radius 12

Equivalents, scale (Figs. 26, 37) 157, 168

Erasures, chart correction 15, 16

Evaluation of charting material 13

Exhaustion report, weekly (see Cht. Printings). 5

Extreme low water (See Tide Note) 52

F
Factory (1-47) 179

Fairway buoy (L-14) 182

Fathoms:

Conversion tables (Figs. 26 to 29) 157-160

Fractions of 53, 54

Soundings charted in 53, 54

Federal Register 20

Danger and anchorage areas 20

Fish trap area limits, (Chesapeake Bay).. 22, 23

Rules of the Road 23

Federal regulations requiring charts 1

Feet (Figs. 8, 26 to 32):

Soundings in 52-54

To fathoms (Figs. 27, 28) 158, 159

Fences 47

Ferries (H-19) 48

Field examinations in History 36

Film-Positive Proof 5

First edition date (See New Chart) 5

Fish stakes (G-14) 23

Fish trap areas (Fig. 1) (P-10) 22

Note (Fig. 10) 141

Fish trap buoys (L-27) (Chart No. 1—Un-
lighted buoyage) 182, 195

Fish traps (G-14a) 177

Fishing areas, charting of (P-10) 22

Fixed bridge (H-14) 31-35

Fixed floating objects, standard type (Fig. 21). 152

692-834 O - 64 - 15
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Page

Fixed lights 78-80

Fixed point (D-2) 176

Flag tower (J-Jc) 26

Flagpole (J-19) 25

Flagstaff (J-19) 26

Floating dock (G-37) 177

Floats (lightfloats) (L-12) 83

Flood stream (T-19) 188

Fog signals (N) 184

Foot, in meters (Figs. 31, 32) 162, 163

Footpath (H-2) 178

Foreign charts, used in compiling 14

Foreshores (A-lla to llg) 174

Form lines (C-2a) 175

Forms:

Future history 39

History 36-39

Type list (see Ordering Type) 108, 109

Fort (1-19) Fortifications 179

Fotosetter Type Guide (Fig. 38) 169

Foul ground, area (0-17) 67

Fractions 52-54

Future history record 39

Page

G
Gable (1-72) 180

Gas tank (1-71) 27

Gasoline pipeline (see Cable or Pipelines) 21

General charts 2

General instructions 15-19

General practices 8-12

Geographic coordinates of triangulation

stations 8

Geographic datums 8

Geographic positions, from grid coordinates. 101-105

Geographic names 105-109

Geographic Names Section 105

Glacier (C-3) 175

Gong (see Horn) 83, 195

Gong buoy (L-3a) (Chart No. 1—Lighted and

unlighted buoyage) 194, 195

Government house (1-30) 179

Graphic scale (see Scales) 12

Mercator charts , 97-101

Grass (C-6a) 42

Gravel (A-llc, llf) 41

Green ink 16

Green overprint (see Wire Drag Surveys) (Q-9,

9a) 51

Grid note (see State Plane Coordinates) 11

Grid, Corps of Engineers, Local 101-104

Grid, plane coordinate 104

Groin (G-ll) 177

H
Hachures (C-2) 175

Hand corrections:

Aid Proof 3

Correcti on note and date 7

Sample Copy 7

Harbor, boat or yacht (G-33) 177

Harbor charts 2

Harbor lines (see Corps of Engineers) 62

Harbors (G):

Bottom characteristics 74

Bridge clearances 33-35

Grids, local 101-104

Hawaiian Datum (see Geographic Datums) ___ 9

Heights (see Elevations) 46

Islets and rocks 46

Mean High Water 46

Summits 46

High water line (Fig. 1) (A-9) 41

Marsh areas (C-17) 42, 43

Overlapping charts 17

Sand beaches (A-6) 46

Shoreline and berm line 41

Highways, when charted and numbered (Fig. 1)

(see Cities and Roads) 43

Hill summits (see Contours) D-3 to De) 44-46

History of cartographic work 36-39

History record, future 39

Horizontal stripe buoy (Chart No. 1—Buoyage) 195

Horn (Chart No. 1—Buoyage) (N) 195

Hospital (1-32) 179

House (1-5) 28

Hydrographic surveys 50

Critical soundings 50-75

Descriptive report note 36

Evaluation of charting material 13

Illustrations 56-61

Low water line (A-10) (see General

Statement) 50

Prior to 1948 53

Rocks awash 50, 67-69

Selection of soundings 54, 55

Unreviewed survey 50

Unverified hydrographic survey 50

Hydrography 50-76

General Statement 50

Sounding conversion tables (Figs, 25 to 27) _ 157-159

Wire-drag surveys (0-6a; Q-9, 9a) 51
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I
Page

Ice limits (P-18) 186

Improved channels (Figs. 1, 21) (Q-5-6) 62-64

Blue tint omitted (see Tints in Water

Areas) 62

Channel legends (Q-5) 62-64

Controlling depths 62-64

Standard type (Fig. 21) 152

Incomplete Manuscript 40

Information blocked out in green, note (Fig. 1 1 ) _ 1 42

Initialing blueprints, letters, etc 16

Inland rules of the road (Fig. 1) 23

Insets on charts (see Junction Notes) 32

Border arrangement (Fig. 5) 136

Intermediate curves 61

Intermittent stream (C-14) 175

International boundary (P-16) 186

International Hydrographic Bureau 8

International Telecommunication Union 29

Interval:

Contour 44

Projection line (Figs. 1,4-6) 131-137

Intracoastal Waterway charts 18

Aids (Chart No. 1) (K-N) 193-197

Article in Notice to Mariners 18

Bridge clearances 33

Compilation of 89-93

Corps of Engineers 62

Courses (Fig. 1) (P-5, Pa) 186

Danger curve, 6 feet 62

Daybeacons, "Bn" omitted (Fig. 20)

(L-52) 82

Depth note in magneta 18

Reference notes, 80,000 scale Atlantic and

Gulf Coast charts 17

Route lines in magenta 18

Standard notes (Fig. 13) 144

Type for name "Intercoastal Waterway"
(Fig. 21) 152

Iron pipes (see Piles, etc.) 47

Islets (see General Statement) 50

Elevations on 46

Isogonic lines 9

Isolated dangers:

Buoy (L-19) 182

Rock (0-3, 26) 185

Isolated trees (C-5) 175

Issue, date of 5-7

J p"*«

Jetties (G-8, -8a, -Ga) - 177

Junction buoy (L-18) (Chart No. 1—-Lighted

and unlighted buoyage) 194-195

Junction notes 32

Standard type (Fig. 21) 152

K
Kelp (O-20)

Kilometer (see Dimensions of the Earth)

72

12

Lagoon (C-16) 175

Lake (C-15) 175

Land features (C) (see Placement of Names) - . 106

Landing (G-16) 177

Landmark Classifications 25-29

28

27

27

25

26

26

27

28

26

28

25

26

27

28

Chimney (1-44)

Cupola (1-36)

Dome
Flagpole (J-19)

Flagstaff (J-19)

Flag Tower (J-Jc)

Gas Tank or Oil Tank (1-46,

House or Building (I-3a, 5).

Lookout Tower (J-4)

Loran Station (L-63, Lh)

Monument (1-35)

Radio Tower (M-9)

Spire (I-8b) _ _

.

Stack (1-44).

-71).

Standpipe (1-45) 27

Tank (1-53)

Telemetry Antenna (M-Ma)
Television Tower (M-Mb)___
Tower (1-41)

Tree (C-5).

27

29

26

26

28

Water Tower (1-45) 27

Windmill (1-42). 28
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Page

Landmarks (Fig. 19) (D, I, J) 25-29

Changes reported to Aids Section 18

Churches 49

Coast Guard stations (J-3, -Ja) 26

Lights on radio tower, private 85

Notice to Mariners 18

Photogrammetry Division, locate land-

marks 24

Plotting 15

Range markers, trial course 23

Standard type (Fig. 19) 150

Triangulation stations (see Landmarks)

(D-l) 176

Landmarks and stations 24, 25

Latitude and longitude values 98

Leading line (Range line) (P-l) 186

Least depths on shoals (see Selection of

Soundings) 54, 55

Prominently shown (see General

Statement) 50

Ledge 65,69

Legends, channel (Q-5, 6) 62-64

Letter of inquiry (see Original Sources)___ 14

Letter spacing 107

Letters

:

Chart, as source material 14

Corps of Engineers (see Improved Chan-

nels) 62-64

Correction date note 7

Listed on history 36-39

Levee (H-3d) 178

Lifesaving station (J-6) 180

Lift bridge (H-16a) 178

Lighted beacons (Figs. 19, 20) 150, 151

Light buoys (L-2) (Chart No. 1—Lighted

buoyage) 194

Light cycles 81

Magenta disc 81

Omissions of characteristics 81

Light characteristics (Figs. 20, 24) 79

Aids 77-85

Aeronautical lights 85

Drawings and compilations 77, 78

Omissions, order of 79

Sailing charts 79

Lightfloats (L-12) 83

Lighthouse (K-3) 181

Light list (see Aids to Navigation) 77

Aeronautical lights 85

Distance finding stations 84

Names 79

Radiobeacons 84

Range names 24

Light sector (Fig. 1) (K-12; P-4) 83

Color, how shown 83

Length of ray lines 83

Limits in Light List (P-4) 83

Lighted aids, private 85

Radio tower (see Private Aids) 85

Page

Lights (Figs. 1, 19, 20, 24) (K) 78-80

Aeronautical 85

Characteristics and numbers 79

Characteristics on sailing charts 79

Magenta disc 78

Names (Figs. 19, 20) 79

Notes (Fig. 10) 141

Positions 79

Lightships (Fig. 23) (K-6) (Chart No. 1—
Lighted buoyage) 81-83

Characteristics 81

Magenta disc 81, 82

Station buoys omitted 83

Limits, various (P):

Airport (P-13) 186

Anchorage (P-12) 189

Chart 13

Danger line (0-38) 185

Dumping ground (P-ll) 186

Fishing zone (P-10) 186

Ice (P-18) 186

Improved channels (Q-5, 6) 186

Linear scales (Figs. 7, 8) 138-1396

Local grid systems (see Corps of Engineers

Rectangular Coordinates) 101-104

Local magnetic disturbance—Standard note

and type (Fig. 13) 144

Lock (G-40; H-13) 177, 178

Logarithmic speed scale (Fig. 37) 17

Log boom (H-Ha) 178

Longitude and latitude values 98

Lookout tower (J-4) 180

Loran charts

Loran lines of position added 2

Loran stations (M-Mg) 184

Loran tower (M-Mh) 28

Low water line (A-10)(R) (see Hydrography). 42

Conflict between hydrography and topog-

raphy 50

New and reconstructed charts 42

On Drawings 16

Outlining oyster reefs 65

Loxodromic curve 97
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M p"e

Magazine (1-34) 179

Magenta compass roses 10

Magenta discs (K) 77-82

Magenta line weights and type standards

(Fig. 1) 131

Magenta plate 16

Magnetic disturbance, local 10, 11

Magnetic variation (see Compass Roses) 9, 10

Mangrove (A-7) 43

Manual, Nautical Chart, purpose of vii

Map scales and equivalents, tables (Figs. 26,

37) 157, 168

Maps, miscellaneous (see Catalog of Chart

Numbers) 20

Marine railway (G-39) 177

Maritime limits (P) (see Dumping Grounds) __ 22

Marker (L-Lf) (see Trial Course and Private

Aids) 23,85

Marsh (Fig. 1) (C-17) 42,43

Green tint in low water areas (A-10) (R)_ 42

High water determined by berm line

(A-9) 41

How indicated 42,43

Mast, radio (M-9) 184

Masts, wreck (0-12) 185

Material, charting 13, 14

Matte prints 3

Maximum work size of charts (Fig. 36) 167

Mean High Water (see Tide Note) 41, 52

Mean Low Water 51

Mean Lower Low Water 51

Measured course (P-24) 23

Measured nautical mile (see Trial Course) 23

Mercator projection 97

Construction of 98-101

Construction plate 100

Meridians of Longitude 98

Meter, conversion tables (Figs. 26, 29 to 32) __ 160

Microfilms 17

Midchannel (fairway) buoys (Chart No. 1

—

Lighted and unlighted buoyage) (L-14)-. 194,195

Mile (Figs. 33, 34, 37):

Nautical 12

Nautical (International) 12

Statute 12

Mile course (see Trial Course (Fig. 1)) 23

Military airports omitted (see Airports) 49

Military features 49

Miscellaneous stations (J) -- 180

Monument (1-35) 25

Monthly reports, Corps of Engineers 62

Mooring buoy (L-22) (Chart No. 1—Lighted

and unlighted buoyage) 82

Mountains (see Contours) 44-46

Mud flats (A-lla) 174

N

Names:
Cable or Pipeline area (Fig. 1) (P-7, 7a, 8,

8a) 21

Capitalization 107

Cities (see Placement of Names) 106

Coast Guard stations (J-3, Ja) 29

Coast Pilot, Light List, Corps of Engi-

neers 105

Compilations and Drawings (see Require-

ments) 106

Curved 106

Discrepancies (see Geographic Names) 105

File of proposed changes 105

Geographic 105

History 36-39

Landmarks (Fig. 19) (D, I, J) 24, 25

Light characteristics (Figs. 1,19, 20, 24)

(K) 79

Military features 49

Minor or unimportant 105

Ordering type 108, 109

Orientation of 106

Range 106

Reef 65

Selection and placement of 15, 105, 106

Street (Fig. 20) (1-26, 26a, Ie) 48

Submarine relief 106

Unnumbered lights ' 9

Natural gas pipeline (see Cable or Pipelines).- 21

Nautical chart terms 3-8, 118-128

Nautical charts, classes of 2

Nautical mile (Figs. 33, 34) 12

Naval trial course, note (Fig. 9) 140

Navigation, echo sounding 56-60

Neatline (see Borders) (Fig. 1) 12

Negatives, proofs from (see Proofs) 5

New charts 5, 14

Acetate overlays used in verification— _- 19

Catalog of chart numbers 20

Checked by Aids Section - - 78

Depth curves 60

Geographic Names 105, 109

History 36-39

Low-water line (A-10) (R) 42

Original sources 14

Soundings in fathoms 53, 54

State grid ticks (Fig. 4) 11

New edition 6

New information, shown on standard (see

Standard) 3

New material (see Standard) 3

Coast Pilot 19
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Page

New print 6

New print date (see New Print) 6

No bottom found (Q-2) (see No-Bottom
Soundings) 55

North American Datum of 1927 8, 9

Notations on Drawings 16

Notes (Figs. 2, 8 to 14)

:

Bridge clearance 33

Correction note and date 7

Descriptive report 36

Junction (Fig. 20) 21

Magnetic disturbance (Fig. 13) 10, 11

Plane coordinate grid (Fig. 10) 11

Project depth, Intracoastal Waterway
(Fig. 13) 18

Rocks, dangerous offshore 67-69

Rules of the Road (Fig. 1) 23

Tide 52

Notice to Mariners (see Aid Proof, New
Edition) 3,6, 18

Anchorage areas 20

Conflicts, surveys vs. charts 13

Controlling depths, Intracoastal Water-

way 18

Correction note and date 7

Critical information reported to 18

Important landmarks 24

Tabulated values, depths 62-64

Wreck information 70, 71

Numbers

:

Coast Guard (J-3, Ja) 29

Highways (H-l) 48

Numerals, projection (Figs. 4-6) 12

Nun buoy (L-6) 195

o
Obelisk, not to be used 25

Object names, type (Fig. 20,21) 151, 152

Observation spot (D-4) 176

Observation tower (See Lookout Tower) (J-4) _ 26

Observatory (J-21) 180

Obstruction buoys (L-20a) (Chart No. 1

—

Lighted and unlighted buoyage) 194,195

Obstructions (0-27) 65-73

Wire-drag clearance depth over (0-6a;

Q-9, 9a) (see Wire-Drag Surveys) 51

Occulting lights (Fig. 35) (K-22) 166

Offshore rocks 67, 69

Oil pipelines (see Cable or Pipelines) 21, 62

Oil tank (1-46) 27

Oil well obstructions 66

Okeechobee Waterway, note (Fig. 9) 140

Old Hawaiian Datum (see Geographic Datums)

.

9

Page

Omissions

:

Blue tints within channels (Q-5, 6; R) 62

"Bn" on Intracoastal Waterway charts... 82

Congested depth curves 60, 61

Congested light characteristics 79

Curves around depressions 61

Details on small-scale charts 17, 41

Magenta disc omitted on landmark with

light (see Private Aids) 85

Private roads 48

Order of corrections 16

Ordering type 108, 109

Organization of the Coast and Geodetic

Survey 1

Original sources 14

Overfalls, Tide rips (0-18) 185

Overhead cable clearances 35, 36

Notes 35, 36

Overhead power cable (Figs. 1, 19) (H-4) 35, 36

Overlapping charts 17

Overlays, cellulose acetate (see Verification) 19

Overprint, green (see Wire Drag Surveys) 51

Oyster, bottoms (S-24) 74

Oyster reef . 65

P

Panels of chart, same scale 32

Pantograph, formula 13

Paper, work size, normal and extreme (Fig. 36). 167

Parallels of Latitude 98

Patent slip (Marine railway) (G—39) 177

Peak (D-Da to Dd)

:

Accentuated by contours (D-Da) 176

Accentuated by hachures (D-Db) 1 76

Summit of height (D-3) 176

Undetermined elevation (D-Dc) 176

Used as a landmark (D-De) 176

Periods (cycles) of lights on buoys 81

Periods, omission of in abbreviations 107

Photoprints (see Matte Prints) 3

Photogrammetry 16, 19, 24

Photographs, aerial 19

Piers (G-9) 47,55

Piles (H-9) 47

Pilot rules (see Rules of the Road) 23

Pilot station (J-8) 180

Pipeline area (Figs. 1, 13)(P-7 to 8a) 21,62

Note (Fig. 13) 144

Pipes (see Piles, etc.) 47

Placement of names 106
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Pago

Plane coordinate grid note (Fig. 10) 11

Plane coordinates, computation of 101-104

Plane of reference, soundings 51

Mean Low Water 50

Mean Lower Low Water 50

Planes of reference, note (Fig. 9) 140

Plastic (see New Charts and Comp. Review) - 4, 19

Platform 47

Plotting aids from triangulation 77

Point (geographical feature) (see Abbrevia-

tions) 107

Points, compass (U) 188

Polar semi-axis (see Dimensions of the Earth). 12

Pontoon bridge (H-17) 173

Port Series Publication, pier numbers (see

Piers) 47

Position of aids 77-85

Post light (K-l) 196

Post Office (1-29) 179

Power transmission line (Fig. 1) (H-5) 178

Preliminary chart (see Basic Requirements).. 15

Preliminary manuscript 40

Prices of charts (Fig. 36) 167

Print, latest, compared with Drawing 16

Print, new 6

Printing date 5

Private aids (K-l 7; L-29, -Lf) 85

Lighted 85

Unlighted 85

Private buoys (Fig. 9) (L-29) 182

Private names on landmarks and buildings 25

Private roads omitted 48
Privately maintained buoys (Fig. 9) (L-29)__. 182

Privately maintained lights (K-17) 85
Prohibited anchorage (Fig. 1) (G-12) 177

Prohibited areas (Figs. 1, 12-13) (P-25) 20

Project depth 18, 62-64

Projection lines (Fig. 1) 98
Projection note (Fig. 2) (see Scales) 12

Projection ruling machine 101

Projections (Figs. 1, 4,-6) 97-104

Border subdivisions and numerals (Figs.

4,-6) 134-137

Completed projections 101

Construction of a Mercator projection 98-101

Mercator projection, advantages and dis-

advantages 97
Polyconic projection 9

Projections and Grids 97-104
Proofs 5

Proportional dividers, settings (Fig. 25) 156
Provisional charts (see Basic Requirements) _ _ 15

Publication date (see Catalog of Chart Nos.)._ 20
Publication note (see New Chart) 5

Puerto Rico Datum (see Geographic Datums). 9

Datum of soundings in Puerto Rico 51

Page

Q
Q.T.G. radio station (M-lOa) 184

Quadrangles 45

Quality of the bottom (S) 187

Quarantine (G-26) 177

Quarantine buoy (L-24) (Chart No. 1

—

Buoyage) . 195

R
Racing buoys, note (Fig. 10) 82

Radar navigation detail added 1

Radar reflectors (M-13) 81

Radar responder beacon (Racon) (M-12) 184

Radio and radar stations (M) 184

Radiobeacons (Fig. 24) (M-3, 4, 5, 6) (see

Aids to Navigation) 84

Aeronautical (M-Mc) 30

Frequency, code signal, operating sched-

ule 84

Radio direction finding station (M-7) 184

Radio mast (M-9) 184

Radio navigational aids 30, 84

Radio range, aeronautical (M-Md) 30

Radio stations (M) 29

Commercial broadcasting (M-10) '- 29

Radio telegraph station (M-l) 184

Radio telephone station (M-2) 184

Radio tower (M-9) 26, 29

Railroad (Fig. 1) (H-3, 3b, 3c, 14) 49

Railroad tunnel (H-3c) 178

Railroads, names of (see Abbreviations) 107

Railways (Fig. 1) (H-3, 3b, 3c, 14) 49

Ramp (G-39a) 177

Range, channel, soundings on (see Selection of

Soundings) 54, 55

Range lines (Fig. 1) (P-l) 24

Names, placement of 106

Range names 24

Range targets for measured mile (L-65) (see

Trial Course) 23

Ray lines (Fig. 1) (P-4) 186

Light sector (K-12) (P-4) 181

Recent developments 112-117
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Page

Reconstructed charts 4

Colors of Drawings, names and aids 15

Depth curves 60

Geographic names 105, 106

History slip 36-39

Low water line (A-10) (R) 42

Range lines (Fig. 1) (P-l) 24

Soundings in fathoms 53, 54

Type (see New Charts) 4

Verification (see Compilation Review) 19

Records 36-39

History (chart) 36-39

Permanent survey 76

Rectangular coordinates, local 101-104

Reduction by pantograph 13

Reefs 65

Coral (A-llg; O-10) 65

Ledge symbols 65, 69

Oyster 65, 69

Riprap mounds (K-Ka) 65

Rock (A-lld; O-10) 65

Soundings on (Q-8, 17) 186

Reference to charts 32

Reference note, Intracoastal Waterway (Fig.

9) 17

Reflector (K-10) (Chart No. 1—Lighted and

unlighted buoyage) 194, 196

Reflectors, radar (see Buoys) (M-13) 81

Registration of surveys 76

Removable span bridge 35

Reprint 6

Requirements for chart compilation 15, 106

Research and Development 116

Reservation line (P-23) --- 186

Reservations, military (P-23) 186

Restricted, danger and prohibited areas (Fig.

1) (P-25)— -. 20

Notes (Figs. 12, 13) 143, 144

Retractile bridge 35

Reviewed manuscript 40

Review of hydrographic surveys 75

Revision sheets 40

Revisions to color plate 16

Rhumb line 97

River (C-13) (see Corps of Engineers, Place-

ment of Names) 62, 105

Road tunnel (H-3c) 178

Roads (Fig. 1) (H-l; 1-1, la) (see Cities and
Roads) 48

Rocks 67-69

Atlantic coast (MHW) (MLW) 67-69

Awash (0-2, 3) 67-69

Bare (O-l) 67-69

Chart symbols 68-69

Cleared by wire drag (0-6a) 51

Coral reef (A-llg) 65

Elevations on 46, 69

Fixed aids built on (see Aids to Naviga-

tion) .... 78
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Rocks—Continued

Foul areas (O-10, 17) (see Sunken Rocks
and Rocks Awash) 67-69

Isolated and dangerous (0-3, 5a, 26) _. 54, 67-69

Ledges 65, 69

Naming reefs 65

Notice to Mariners 18

Oyster reefs 65

Pacific coast (MHW) (MLLW) 67-69

Riprap mounds (K-Ka) 65

Rocky reefs (O-10) 65

Sunken (0-5a, 26) 67-69

Sunken, on small-scale charts 67

Survey symbols 68, 69

That uncover (0-2) 67-69

Wire-drag clearance depth over (0-6a)_- 51

Rocky reef (O-10) 65

Rocky shoreline (A-3a) 44

Rose, compass (U) 9, 10, 55

Route lines, Intracoastal Waterway 18

Route numbers, highways (see Cities and

Roads) 48

Rubble (A-Aa) 174

Ruins (1-40) 179

Rules and practices 8-39

Rules of the Road (Fig. 1) 23

Ruling machine, projection 101

s

Sailing charts 2

Cities and roads 48

Light characteristics 79

Saltpans (C-4) 175

Sample copy 7

Sand and gravel (A-llf) 174

Sand beach (A-6) 174

Sand hills (A-4) 174

Sandy shore (A-6) 174

Scales (Figs. 4, 6, 7, 8) .- 12

Border or marginal (Fig. 6) 137

Border subdivisions (Figs. 4, 6) 12

Catalog of chart numbers and scales 20

Graphic (Figs. 7, 8) 138, 139

Equivalents (Figs. 26, 27) 1 57,. 1 68

Grid ticks - H
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School (1-65, Ig, Ih) 180

Seaplane areas and anchorages ( P-9) 20

Seaplane landing area, note (Figs. 12, 13). 143

Seaplane prohibited area, note (Figs. 12, 13) . 1 44

Sections of chart, same scale (see Junction

Notes) 32

Sector, light (Fig. 1) (K-12 ; P-4) 83

Limits (P-4) 83

Selection of names 105-109

Selection of soundings 54-55

Within compass roses 55

Sewers (H-ll) 47

Shoal soundings (see Evaluation of Charting

Material) 13

Notice to Mariners 18

On isolated rock (0-5a) 55, 67-69

Selection of 54, 55

Wire drag ' 51

Shoalest curve retained 61

Shoreline (A) 41

Unsurveyed (A-l) 41

Weight of line (Fig. 1) 41

Signal tower, not used 26

Signals, fog (N) 184

Siren (See Horn) 83

Six-foot curve 62

Sizes, chart (Fig. 36) 167

Slanting lettering (see Placement of Names)-- 106

Slips and piers, soundings (see Selection of

Soundings) 55

Sluice (H-13) 178

Small-scale charts 2

Aids (see Overlapping Charts) 17,77-88

Coast Guard stations (J-3, -Ja) 29

Depth curves generalized 60, 61

Fish trap area buoys 22

Graphic scales not usable (Mercator

Projection) 97

High-water line (Fig. 1) (A-9) 41

Highways (see Cities and Roads) 48

Light characteristics 79

Marginal scales added 12

Omissions (see Selection of Soundings,

Lights) 54, 55, 79

Rocks 67-69

Smooth-drafted charts (see Basic Require-

ments) 15

Snags (O-30a) 185

Sound buoys (Chart No. 1—Unlighted buoy-
age) 195

Sound signals (see Distance Finding Stations). 84

Soundings (Q) 51-59

Basic surveys 50-51

Blueprints (see Underlined Soundings) 55

Bottom characteristics (S) 74

Channel range 55

Charted in fathoms 53-54

Charted in feet 53

Compass roses 9-10

Critical 50

Dumping grounds 22

Pago

Soundings—Continued

Fractions 53

Isolated rocks 55

Near a depth curve 54

New, joining old work 55

No bottom (Q-2) 55

Omitted 55

Plane of reference 51

Reefs that uncover (Q-8, 17) 65

Selection 54, 55

Size of 52

Slips and piers 55

Streams (Q-Qa) 186

Surveyed in feet and tenths 53, 60

Surveyed in whole feet 53

Unnecessary 54

Verification (Compilation review) 19

Source of Geographic Names 105

Source of information (History) 36-39

Sources, original 14

Spacing of lettering (Figs. 15 to 23) 107

Spar buoy (Chart No. 1—Unlighted buoyage)

(L-8) 195

Special buoys (Chart No. 1—Buoyage) (L-Lh) _ 195

Special-purpose charts:

Navy 2

Wreck 70

Specifications, chart (see History of Carto-

graphic Work) 13,36-39

Plotting sheet adopted for I.H.B 112

Spherical buoy (Chart No. 1—Buoyage)

(L-7) 195

Spheroids of reference 8

Spire (I-8b) 27

Spoil areas (Fig. 1) (G-13) 21

Stack (1-44) 28

Stakes (see Piles, etc.) (L-59) 47

Standard 3, 38

Bridge clearance 33

Name (see History of Cartographic Work). 36

Source of information 14

Temporary (see Matte Prints) 3

Standpipe (1-45) 27

State boundary (P-16) 186

State plane coordinates (Fig. 4) 104

Station buoys 83

Stations (J, M) 180, 184

Aeronautical radiobeacons (Fig. 24) (M-
Mc) 30

Commercial radio broadcasting (M-10)_- 29

Miscellaneous (J) 180

Triangulation (D-l) 30

Statute mile (Figs. 33, 34, 37) 12

Steeple (see Spire) (I-8b) 27

Stones (A-llc) - 174

Stony shore (A-5) 174

Storm signals (Fig. 9) 31

Storm warnings (see Storm Signals) notes

(Fig. 9) 31

Stranded wreck (O-ll) 70

Stream depths (Q-Qa) 186
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Streams (Fig. 1) (C-13, 14) 175

Streets (Fig. 20) (1-26, 26a, Ie) 48

Stumps (L-59) 183

Style of type (Figs. 15 to 23) 108, 109

Drawings and compilations 105-107

Subdivisions, border (Figs. 4-6) (see Borders). 12

Submarine cable (P-7, 7a) 186

Submarine operating note (Fig. 12) 143

Submarine relief (see General Statement) 1, 50

Submarine relief terminology 106, 118-128

Submerged piling (O-30) .... 185

Submerged rocky reef or ledge (O-10) 65, 67

Submerged wreck (0-12, 14, 29) 70,71

Sunken dangers cleared by wire drag (0-6a)__ 51

Sunken rock (0-5a, 26) 65-69

Sunken wreck (0-12, 14, 15, 16, 29) 70, 71

Supplemental corrections 16

Survey:

Conversion of soundings 53, 54

Depth curves, illustration 60-62

Descriptive report note 36

Future (see Future History Record) 39

Hydrography 50-76

Improved channels (Fig. 1, 21) (Q-5, 6)._ 62-64

New surveys joining old work (see Selec-

tion of Soundings) 55

Sources of information 14

Topography 40-49

Unverified and unreviewed 50

Wire drag (0-6a; Q-9, 9a) 51

Swamp (C-17) (see High-Water Line) 41

Swept areas (Q-9, 9a) 51

Swing bridge (H-16) 35

Symbols and Abbreviations Chart No. 1 (A to

U) 174-197

Symbols standardized 1, 41

Curves (R) 60

Marine radiobeacons (see Aeronautical

Radiobeacons and Stations) . 30

Reefs (see Coral and Rock Reefs and

Ledges) 65

Page

T

Tables:

Chart sizes and prices (Fig. 36) 167

Conversion, feet to fathoms (Figs. 27, 28) _ 158, 159

Conversion, linear distance (Figs. 26, 29 to

34) 157-165

Conversion, sounding 53, 54

Curvature correction, rectangular coordi-

nates 104

Dimensions, earth 12

Scales and equivalents (Figs. 26, 37)... 157, 168

Settings, proportional dividers (Fig. 25)-. 156

Tabular forms, channel depths 62

Tanks (1-46, 53, 71) 27

Targets, range 23

Telegraph (1-27) 179

Telemetry antenna (M-Ma) 29

Television tower (M-Mb) 26

Template, chart paper sizes (Fig. 36) 167

Temporary- Aid Proof (see Matte Print) 3

Temporary Standard (see Matte Print) 3

Terms, nautical chart 3-7

Terminology, standard usage 118-128

Thirty-foot curve 62

Ticks, grid (Fig. 4) (see State Plane Coordi-

nates) 11

Tide note (Fig. 2) 52

Tide-Over 6

Tide rips (0-18) 72

Tides and currents (T) 188

Tints (R) 62

Marsh 42

Ommitted 62

Title (Fig. 2) 132

Topography (C, H) 40-49

Conflict with hydrographic low water

(see General Statement) 50

Evaluation 13

History 36-39

Notation of charting (see Descriptive

Report Note) 36

Tower (1-41) 26

Towns (I-Ia) 48

Track (Trail) (H-2) 48

Track lines (P-5) 186

Traffic lights, note (Fig. 10) -- 141

Traffic signals, note (Fig. 10) 141

Trail (Fig. 1) (H-2) 48

Training program 113-115

Transmission line (Fig. 1) (H-5) 178

Trees (C-5, 5a, to 5f) 43

Treetops, elevation of (C-ll) 46

Trial course (Fig. 1) (note Fig. 11) 140

Triangulation (D-l) 30

Aids located by 77

Descriptions of stations (Original Sources) _ 1

4

File of geographic coordinates 9

Landmarks located by 24

Records (see Original Sources) 14

Stations (D-l) 30
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True courses (see Intracoastal Waterway
Charts) 18

Tunnel (H-3c) 178

Turret (Cupola) (1-36) 27

Twelve-foot curve 62

Twin, when omitted (see Landmarks) 25

Type specimens (Figs. 15 to 23, 38) 4, 154-169

Names 105-109

Ordering 108-109

u

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, origin 1

U.S. Corps of Engineers (D-De) -. 62

Annual report 14

Rectangular coordinates 101-104

Stream depths ; 55

Tabular forms (see Improved Channels) __ 62

U.S. Geological Survey quadrangles 14, 45

Underwater features (Fig. 20) (see Placement of

Names) 106

Units

:

Depth 52

Time, distance, etc. (E) 176

Unlighted beacons (Fig. 19) (L-52) 196

Unlighted buoys (Chart No. 1—Unlighted

buoyage) 195

Unreviewed surveys 50

Unsurveyed shoreline (A-l) 41

P»K«

w
Warning, note (Fig. 12) 143

Water features (Figs. 21 to 23) (see Placement

of Names) 106

Water tower (1-45) 27

Weather Bureau signal station (J-Jb)__ 31

Weights of lines (Fig. 1) 131

Wharf (G-18) 177

Whistle buoy (L-4) (Chart No. 1—Lighted and
Unlighted buoyage) 194-195

Windmill (1-42)." 28

Wire drag 51

Dangers (0-6a) 51

Note (Fig. 11) 142

Surveys 51

Swept areas (Q-9, 9a) 51

Wrecks 51, 70, 71

Woodland, coniferous (C-10) 175

Woodland, deciduous (C-9) 175

Woods, in general (C-lOa) 175

Wreck or obstruction buoy (L-20, 20a) 194

Wreckage (0-29) 70,71

Wrecks (O) (see Wire Drag Surveys) 51, 70, 71

Charted wrecks 70, 71

Cleared by wire drag 51, 70, 71

Dangerous and nondangerous 70, 71

Special charts 70

Submerged 70, 71

Sy mbols 70, 71

Wire-drag clearance depths over 51

V

Variation, magnetic (see Compass Roses) 9-11

Vegetation

:

Berm line (see Marsh) 41

Note (Fig. 9) 140

Symbols omitted 41

Verification of wire-drag surveys 74

Vertical lettering (see Placement of Names)-- 106

Vertical stripe buoy (L-14, 14a) (Chart No. 1

—

Unlighted buoyage) 195

Viaduct (H-8) 178

Viewpoint (D-6) 176

Visible wreck (O-ll, 12, 13a) 70,71

Visibility, lights 78-80

Volcanic ash (S-Sb) 187

Yards

:

Conversion to meters (Fig. 26).

Linear scale (Figs. 7, 8)

._ 157

138, 139
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